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In this thesis, a detailed study of religious and 

ethical themes in selected novels by the late British 

writer, Anthony Burgess, will be undertaken. 1 will 

demonstrate that his work contains a consistent ethical 

worldview, manifested both in the situations of crisis bis 

protagonists face, and in his attitude towards the 

responsibility and duty of the professional writer. 

Hie emphasis on the importance of compassion, 

responsibility and humor in a world of moral dualism will be 

shown to be consistently present in a broad range of 

fictionai genres and literary styles, ranging from dystopian 

speculative fiction to biographical novels. The thesis will 

be organized thematically to reflect his novels about four 

separate areas of concern: individual responses to human 

suffering, persona1 autonany in the face of coercive 

institutions, the role of the artist in society, and the 

problem of f aith in postconciliar Roman Catholicism. 

A diverse range of ctitics, in keeping with these 

various themes, will be consulted in order to give increased 

depth and relevance to this study. It i s  hoped that the 

conclusion vi l1  demonstrate that Burgess'e work presents a 

coherent and consistent philosophy of moral decision making. 
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INTRODUCTION 

BIOCRAPHY AND FICTION 

'It happened a long time aga," 1 said. "And 1 don% 
know whether you, Your Grace, would understand this, 
but writers of fiction often have difficulty in 
deciding between what really happened and what they 
imagine as having happened. That is why, in my sad 
trade, we can never really be devout or pious. We lie 
for a living. This, as you can imagine, makes us good 
believers -- credulous, anyway. But it has nothing to 
do w i t h  fai th.  [EP, p. 161 

The delineation of oneself at such length mst look 
like egocentricity, but an autobiography has to be 
egocentric. On the other hand, what do we mean by the 
ego? ft is an existential concept, 1 believe, and the 
ego 1 examine is multiple and sunewhat àifferent from 
the ego that is doing the examining. Even the ego that 
began the book in September 1985 is not the one that 
has completed it in 1986. In othet words, the book is 
about someone else, connected by the ligature of a 
couunon track in time and space to the writet of this 
last segment of it, which Cheats and h o k s  l ike  the 
firrst --.. As a good deal of real life has got into my 
fiction, 1 forbear to unscramble it a î l  into what has 
been fabled by the daughters of memory, though 1 have 
unscrambled scme. [LWBG, p. viii] 

These two caveats, the first from a novel and the 

second fram the preface to the first volume of his 

autobiography, must temain in clear focus in any study of 



the writings of Anthony Burgess. Like many of his 

contemporary fellow novelists (Kurt Vomegut, John Barth and 

John Irving came to mind), Burgess ransacked his  l i g e  

experiences and personal obsessions for novelistic plots, 

incidents and characters. U n l i k e  the authors mentioned, 

however, he does not explicitly let the reader know when he 

is insinuating himself into the text. The narratar, the "1" 

of the novel, is never exactly John Anthony Burgess Wilson. 

The incidents and characters the narrator recounts bear 

family resemblances to incidents and characters encountered 

in the author's autobiography, but similarities of name and 

locale can blind the reader to carefully modulated 

differences in eaiphasis and purpose. 

Similarly, the reader of Burgess's two-volume 

autobiography receives the impression of being in the hands 

of an unreliable guide with ulterior motives. Although 

brutally candid in recounting his failures of charity, 

fidelity and honesty throughout a long and eventful life, 

Burgess is nwifeetly in love with the revelatory punch- 

Une, the finely crafteà dénouement. We are not surprised 

when an elderly public figure,. sumning up a life filled with 

contravarsiee and rivalries, attempts to have the last word 

before approaching death ends the colloquy. But few memoits 

are written by individuals with either Burgessta great 

narrative talent or his cantankerous moral certitude. And 

many of the incidents and encounters he recalls for us have 
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already been altered subtly by their inclusion in the plots 

of one or more novels. Not only has art imitated l i fe  -- 
art has mitigated life-rrriting. The Burgess w e  are left 

with is a palimpsest, partiaïly erased and reinscribed w i t h  

a blend of memory, metaphor and mimesia. 

A bare-bones chronology of hia  l i f e ,  l i k e  the one 

provided by John J. Stinson [1991, pp. xi-xii], at least 

allows us to frame this paliiiipsest. John Burgess Wilson, 

latet to add the HAnth~nyn at his confirmation, was born 

February 2 5 ,  1917, in Manchester, England. Be lost his 

mother and sister, hie oaly sibling, to an influenza 

epidemic in 1919. Graduating from Manchester University 

with a BIA. (honors) in English literature in 1940, he 

served in the British Army for six years, mostly in 

educational posts, including three years in Gibraltar. 

H e  mamaied Llewela (Lynn) Isherwood Jones in 1942. 

Burgess worked at various teaching posts from 1946 to 1954, 

while begiming to write. F r a  1954 to 1959 he served as an 

education officet in Malaya and Borneo (Brunei), during 

which time he published T h e  for a Tiger ,  the f irst volume 

of his Ualayan Trilogy, and hi8 first published nmel 

(1956). In 1959 he was invalidecl home to England w i t h  a 

suspected brain tumor and, given a year to live, began to 

write full-t ime.  He published prolifically for the next 

three decades, and the brain tumor never made its ptesence 

known again. 
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In 1968, bis first w i f e  died of cirrhosis of the liver. 

Later that year he matried Liliana [Lianal Maceliari, an 

Italian scholar and ttanslatoz w i t h  wham he had already 

conceived a son, Andrea. Butgess died of lung cancer on 

Novembet 25, 1993, an accanplished and respected novelist, 

reviewer, camposer, poet , linguistic scholar, playwright , 
translater, scriptwriter, libtettist and essayist . 

Despite a fair degree of acclaim and success, he always 

cast himself in the role of a marginalized figure, an 

outsider. A working-class Lancashire Catholic in a arttain 

ruled by London, Oxford, Cambridge and the Church of 

England; an intellectual in an army full of "the 

illiterate ... along with the ill-nourishedn [LWBG, p. 2831; 

a sympathetic advocate of decoloniaïization in a Malaya 

where most other British considered him a csrpto-commist; 

a tax exile f rom Britain, il1 at ease in Monaco, Malta, 

France, New York, Hollywood and Italy -- Burgess painted 
hixnself into many existential cornets. 

However, the marginality to which he tefers w i t h  the 

regularity and dependability of  a Wagnerian leitmotif is 

derived from his ethicophilosophical discaaifort with 

postconciliar Raman Catholicism. mer and over again, in 

his fiction, his autobiography and in interviews, he rails 

at what he calls Pelagianism in the church as John XxIII 

left it. Burgess saw himself as a Manichaean "renegadeW 

Catholic [LWBG, p. 1481 , nostalgie for the certainties and 
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rigor of the Catholicism he had abandoned in his late teens. 

He missed the unhersality and majestf of ecclesiastical 

Latin, the grandeur of liturgies untrivialized by guitars 

and drums, the uneguivocal and articulate moral teachings of 

a Qiurch conscious of its historical continuity and real 

secular -et. 

B i s  use of temm l u e  "Pelagian," "Manichaeann and 

nAugustiniann is both idiosyncratic and inconsistent , as 

will be discussed in Chapter Four, but he was not simply 

choosing imposing language to rationalize unthinking 

prejudices. H e  used these categories w i t h  both intelligence 

and creativity to frame and encapsulate many ethical 

polarities and conflicts. Pelagius and Augustine themselves 

appear as characters in an imaginary screenplay in one novel 

[CTEEI, and their names are applied to phases of a cyclical 

theory of histow in another [WSJ. Their disagreements 

about the perfectibility of humanity and the status of evil 

in cteation and in human society are manifest in al1 his 

novels, eithez explicitly or implicitly. 

Many o f  his arguments are presented in the f o m  of what 

Burgess calls ucacotopian~ n w e l s .  He explains this rather 

unpleaeant sounding neologiem in a volume dedicated to the 

refutat ion of George Orwell s Nineteen Bighty-Four: 

The tenn Utopia, which [Thomas ] More inveated, had a 
connotation of ease and c m f o r t ,  Lotus Land, but it 
merely means any imaginary society, good or bad. The 



Greek elements that a e  up the w o r d  are ou, meaning no 
or not, and to-, meanbg a place. In many minds the 
ou has been confused with eu -- well, good, pleasant , 
benef icial . Eupepsia is good digestion, dyspepsia we 
al1 know. Dystopia has been apposeci to eutapia, but 
both terms come under the utopian heading. 1 prefer to 
cal1 Orwell's imaginary society a cacotopia -- on the 
lines of cacophony or cacadernoo. It sounds worse than 
dystopia. [1985, p. 481 

This attitude toward laaguage, both meticulous and 

playful, is for me one of the most endearing and engaging of 

Burgess's traits. A modern-day philologist, he was a self- 

taught master of many aspects of linguistics, deeply 

interested in dialects, slang, argots, etymology, loan-words 

and change over time in both vocabulary anà pronunciation. 

He was fluent in maay languages, including Russian, Malay 

and several Italian dialects, and was cornfortable with 

Classical Greek, Latin and O l d  English. Several of his 

novels and stories appeared in Italian, French or Spanish 

before being published in Bnglish, and he and his second 

wife were engaged for some time in the unthinkably 

difficult, and ultimately uns~~ccessful task of translating 

Joyce1 s Finnegans W a k e  into  tal lia ri. 

His nonfiction inciuded critical and biographical works 

about Shakespeare, Joyce, Hemingway, D . B. Lawrence and other 
writets, as well as books about linguistics and the state of 

the novel. He published hundreds of book reviews, collected 

in several volumes, as well as essays about travel, film and 



music. Also a composer and pianist, he created a 

substantial body of symphonie, chamber and choral works, 

mainly b a s d  on literary themes taken frcnn his thzee great 

mentors, Shakespeare, Joyce and Getard Manley Hopkins. 

Burgess will be remembered as well for same of the 

other literazy challenges he accepted, such as his 

screeaplay for Franco Zeffirelli9s film Jesus of Nazareth, 

his verse translation of Bdmond Rostand's w a n o  de Bergerac 

and the primitive language he created for the stone-age 

humans in the film Quest for P i r e .  Whether working in 

response to his own muse or lending his rare gifts to the 

projects of others, he was a fearless merimenter and a 

meticulous craf tsman. 

Responding to an interviewer's question in 1973, 

Burgess stated, perhaps tongue in cheek: "The ideal reader 

of my novels is a lapsed Catholic and failed musician, 

short-sighted. color-blind, auditorily biased, who has read 

the books that 1 have read. He should also be about my 

age."' Was he writing mainly with himself as the intended 

audience? Later in the same interview, he said: "The 

novels Pw written are really mediaeval Catholic in their 

thinking, and people don't want that tday .... If theytre 

not read itts because the vocabulary is too big and people 

lCullinan, John. "Interview w i t h  Anthony Burges~,~ reprinted 
f rom P a r i s  Review 56 (1973) : 118-63 in Aggeler, Geof f rey. C r i t i c a l  
Essays on Aathony Burgess. (Boston: O.K. Hall, 19861, p. 24. 
Hereafter cited as Cullinan. 
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cults, terroriam, racism, violent crime and cancer. The 

thought of the Bulgarian-French psychiattist and literary 

critic Julia Kristeva, especially her development of the 

tem "abjection, will aid in examining the religious and 

ethical significance ot Burgess's musings about human 

suffering and the institutional responses it elicits. 

Rristevafs post-Freudian approach to the ethical content of 

literary texts, and her sensitivity to the interplay of 

style and moral seriousness, make her Powers of H o r r o r  

especially useful in exploring these themes in Burgess s 

novels. What the philosophers cal1 " n a t u a l  eviln is shown 

to create hierarchies and structures which isolate and 

differentiate the sufferer from care-givers and loved ones, 

and often to poison the suffererfs attitude towards God and 

such life-affirming activities as art and sexuality. 

Alternatively, the compassion, heroism and acquired wisdom 

that sometimes come with great suffering are also warmly 

depicted in Burgess's novels. This chaptet vil1 deal with 

situations found in The Doctor 1s Sick, ABBA ABBA, E a r t h Z y  

Powers and The Ead of the World News. 

In Chaptet Two, nPersonal Conscience and the Monolith," 

Bu.rgessts treatment of the clash of personal ethics and 

institutional power, whether religious or secular, will be 

examine& Sexua l  ethics, censorship. work ethics and the 

relation of religion (especially minority religions) and the 

state w i l l  figure prominently mong the issues discussed. 



Il 

Ethicaï tâinkers Karen Lebacqz, who shares with Burgess a 

well-reasoned eaiphasis on responsibility-language, as 

opposeâ to tights-laquage, and Daniel Berrigan, the 

Amarican priest and peace activist, who, like Burgess, is an 

outspoken critic of powerful and coercive institutions like 

the military and big government, vil1 be conslllted. Burgess 

has addressed this theme both in naturalistic novels about 

colonialism and oppression and in dystopian (cacotopian) 

speculative fiction. A Clockvork Orange, 1985 and The 

Manting Seed vil1 provide the majority of the primary 

material for this chapter. 

Chapter Three, nW~rdboys anci Worldvie~s,~ will examine 

E3urgessrs ideas about the responsibility of the artist to 

society. As inaicated earlier, he saw the novel as a way of 

demonstrating the moral ambiguity and complexity of life, 

and of pointing out the possibility of making free-vil1 

moral choices that are motivated by compassion, fidelity and 

othet-centredaess. Therefore, the novelist himself, though 

an admixtuze of good and evil, like al1 other huma0 beings, 

has a sacred duty to setve the cause of osdet by clarifying 

the options for moral choice. Many of the protagonists in 

Burgess's novele are either fictional writers or musicians 

or real historical literazy figures Pwordb~ys,~ as Joyce, 

and later Burgess, called them) like Shakespeare, Keats, 

Belli and Marlowe set in quasibiographicaï fiction. The 

importance of language, creativity and intellectual 
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playfulness (the ludic) , the precarious balance between 

art's didactic and entertainment functions, the restrictions 

imposed by the necessity to write for a living, and the 

co~ection between a culturets literature and its underlying 

mythology will al1 be relevant to this chapter. Given 

Burgess's penchant for literary allusions, multilingual 

word-play, classical and mythological teferences and ideas 

from the seminal psychologists, it will be useful to bring 

in selected thinkers who have played prominent roles in  h i s  

intellectual and artistic development, such as Shakespeare, 

J . O .  Fraser, Freud, Joyce and Eliot. And Anthony Burgess 

the essayist, cr i t ic  and linguist can serve guite handily as 

a critical voice in discussing the ethical aspects of the 

tension between art and reality in his own fiction. Novels 

relevant to this theme include especially the Enderby 

series, Nothing L ike  the Sun and A Dead Man in Deptford. 

Chapter Four, "At  War with Rome,D will deal 

specifically with the problem of faith in modern 

Catholicism. In several of Burgessts nwels,  especially his 

greatest work, Batthly Powers, published in 1980, the issue 

of estcangement from the faith, caused both by life 

experiences and by change in the church, is explored both 

sensitively and paseionately. As mentioned earlier, Burgess 

saw himself as a "renegade Catholic," a self-styled 

Manichaean heretic, nostalgie for the Catholicism of his 

childhood and faced with a church which had been derailed by 
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an equally heretical Pelagianism. While briefly checking 

the vaïidity of his understanding of both these heresies 

against the writings of Peter Brown, Elaine Pagels, W.H.C. 

Frend, Jaroslav Pelikan and other historians of 

Christianity, this chapter will also consider the arguments 

of Richard McBrien, a respected American writer about 

contemporafy Catholicism and Peter Hebblethwaite, a British 

historian with a special interest i n  the Second Vatican 

Council, about the nature and demands of postconciliar 

Catholicism. Bringing these critics into the discussion 

vi l1  assist in  d e t e d n i n g  whether Burgess is rebelling 

against a Qlurch that really exists, or simply acting out of 

nostalgia for a Church he remembers. 

In the conclusion, an attempt will be made to d r a w  

together these many threads in oider to show that Burgess 

has constructed a coherent philosophy of l i f e  from the life- 

affirming qualities that characterized a l l  of his outwardly 

pessimistic work: a sense of the comic discontinuity between 

human aspirations and the human condition in a moral 

duoverse, a sense of active compassion for the suffering 

caused by this discontinuity, and a sense of gratitude for 

the gift of life itself, for nature, art ,  language, family 

and human camwiaity. 



CHAPTER ONE 

TEE SUFFERING EZUMAN BODY 

The taking of the pictures seemed, to confused Edwin, 
to imrolve the shouting of sipals.  At the loud crry of 
what seemed to be nTakem the heat came, and more. A 
pain that seemed green in color and tasted of silver 
oxide, that, moreover, seemed to show, by some 
synaesthetic miracle, what the m o n i e n t a r i l y  tortured 
nerves looked like, shot dom his face, gouging his 
eyes out, extracting teeth with cold pliers. Again, it 
was not a matter of pain: it wae a matter of the sick 
realization of what perverse experiences lurk waiting 
in the body. [DIS, p. 501 

Anthony Burgess wrote this hartowing description of an 

arteriogram perfomed on philologist Dr. Edwin Spindrift, 

the ptotagonist of his 1960 novel, The Doctor Is Sick, w i t h  

the clarity of vividiy recent personal experience. After 

collapsing in his classroam in B r u n e i  the year before, 

Burgess had been sent home to England, expecting to die from 

a suspected brain tumor w i t h i n  a year. III the process, he 

underwent al1 the indignities and painful procedures he was 

later to describe in the navel. 

Burgess's life experiences, hie religious questions and 

his ethical and aesthetic concerns al1 combined to make him 
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intensely iaterested in the nature, purpose and 

ramifications of human suffering. His mther and sister 

died in an influenza epidemic that tavaged Manchester in 

1919, when he was two, His first wife was beaten by 

Ametican deserters in London in 1944, durhg an attempted 

rabbezy. She miscarried her first and only pregnancy and 

spent the test of het life with dysmenorrhoea and 

progressively wotsening alcoholism, culminating in her death 

in 1968 from citrbosis of the liver. Burgess himself was to 

suffer from a heart condition and periodic bouts of 

neuralgia before succumbing to lung cancer at the age of 

seventy-six. 

It w i l l  be helpful to read Burgess% portrayals of 

human responses to unmerited suffering in the light of Julia 

Kristevals concept of abjection, a tenn which resists simple 

definition, a "twisted braid of affects and thoughtsN 

[misteva, 1982, p.  l] , which unsettles and destabilizes 

one's sease of self when one is confronted with violence, 

illness, disgust or the presence of death. In heiet book 

Powers of Horror, dealing with modern French literature, 

including eepecially the disturbing novels of Cdline, 

misteva traces the stylistic and semantic developments that 

accompany the increasingly uninhibited and honest ponsayals 

of human abjection -- a trend in literature which can be 
recognized in the work of Burgess as w e l l .  
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Aïso relevant, especially tu the concerns addressed in 

The Doctor Is Sick, is the description by the late French 

philosopher Michel Foucault of the tendency in 

institutionalized Western medicine to see the disease rather 

than the patient as the centre and focus of the clidical 

gaze, as vil1 be discussed shortly. 

Burgess was fascinated with the connection between 

illness and creativity: 

1 became interested in syphilis when 1 worked for a 
time at a mental hospital full of GPI [General 
Paralysis of the Insane] cases. 1 discovered there was 
a correlation between the spirochete and mad talent. 
The tubercle also produces a lyrical drive. Keats had 
both .... Same of the tremendous skills that these 
patients show -- these tremendous mad abilities -- al1 
stem out of the spirochete. 1 have pursued this in a 
couple of novels (or at least in one oovel), but ta do 
it on a larger scale would require a kind of rationale 
which 1 havenlt yet worked out, 1 donlt think it 
should be done purely as a documentary novel, as a 
naturalistic presentation of w h a t  life is like in such 
hospitals; but it does suggest to me that itls tied up 
with symbols of s m e  kinà -- tied up with an interior 
deeper meaning. [Cullinan, p. 37-01 

Burgess wrote several novels about historical 

characters whose bodily sufferings were a harsh and bitter 

background to the beauty of their art or the significance of 

their achievements. including John Keats's tuberculosis in 

ABRA ABBA, Shakespeare1 s putative syphilis in Nothing L i k e  

the Sua, Freud s j a w  cancer in The End of the Worl d News, 
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and Napoleonts chronic dyspepsia in Napoleon Symphony. Ris 

two most famous fictional literary protagonists, the flabby 

and flatulent poet PX. Enderby, hero of an eponymous 

tetralogy, and the frai1 octogenarian gay novelist, K e ~ e t h  

Marcha1 Toomey, who narrates 6cirtbly Powers, are both 

victims of heart attacks, sexual impotence and that othet 

endemic disease of our culture, violent crime. Al1 these 

characters testify that creative inspiration and hard-won 

wisdom are inextticably linked to their suffeting, which is 

not to suggest that Burgess in any way justifies the 

suffering itself in terms of the fruit it bears. 

The suffering remkins unexplained, unjustified and 

unmerited. It is as much an aesthetic as a religious 

problem, and the victimts reaction to his or her suffering 

is a complex constellation of affects in which intellect, 

sou1 and animal instinct al1 partake. Burgess, although in 

many ways a dualist ,  suggests that a facile equating of the 

binary opposites nright/wrongm and wgood/eviln is simple- 

minded at best, and dangerous at worst: 

There is a good beyond ethical good that is always 
existentia: there is the essential good, that aspect 
of God that we can prefigure more in the taste of an 
apple or the souad of music than in mere right action 
or even charity. [quoted in Coale, 1981, p. 61 

Thus, apparently, it is as mch a category mistake to 

Say "It is wrong that chilàren should suffer from cancerm as 
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it is to Say *It is ethically praiseworthy to be moved by a 

Beethoven sonata." Right and wrong are ethically debatable; 

gooà and evil for Burgess are moral absolutes. Choosing to 

spend resources on eradicating child cancer is a decision in 

the reah of ethics; the brute tact of cancer, like the 

brute fact of hurrian compasaion, is  in the realm of ontolagy. 

Burgess fleshed out this type of distinction in the second 

volume of his autobiography, paraphrasing coments he had 

made to American students in the wake of the controversy 

over the Stanley Kubrick film of bis novel A Clockwork 

Orange, and, incidentaïly, at the height of the w a r  in 

Vietnam: 

The definition of good and evil was difficult, but 
those two eternal entitiés did not always coincide with 
the coanaiaityls loose and mutable moral dichotomy. In 
other words, what was right was not necessarily good, 
and evil and wrong did not have to be the sarne thing. 
The state professed horror at murder but was a l w a y s  
ready to go to war. Whatever good *ras, evil was 
certainly the wilful impairment of the right of a 
living organism to f u l f i l l  itself. At the bottom of 
the scale of evil enactmsnts, to fart loudly during the 
performance of a Beethoven quartet was reprehensible 
because a piece of music vas an organic substance made 
manifest by its players, and the fart was a wound 
malevolently, or stupidly, inflicted. Stupidity itself 
couid be classified as an aspect of evil, since 
intelligence was required to work out, to the 
satisfaction of the individual soul, a rough and ready 
guide to moral action. A t  the top of the scale of 
evil, torture and murder for their own sake, actes 
gratuites, were most damnable. [YHYT, pp. 271-21 
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the subthemes of The Doctor Is S i c k  is the total 

of this type of thought to what Michel Foucault 

would cal1 the clinical gaze [Foucault, 1 9 7 3 ,  passim. J , the 
detached, objectivizing attitude toward the patient and his 

illness of the modem, Western, institutionalized medical 

professional. In an effort to defmst the prim 

impersonality of a pretty radiagrapher, Spindtift has made a 

humorous poetic reference: 

don% go in for poetryfW she said. "ft was al1 
tight at school, 1 suppose. 

wYou think it's bettet to be a radiographer than a 
poet?" 

"Oh yes." She spoke with vocational femur. 
After all, we Save lives, donlt we?" 

want 

That 
wait 

"mat for? 
What do you mean, what for?' 
nWhatfs the purpose of saving lives? What do you 
people to live for?" 
"That," she said primlyrWis no concern of mine. 
didnft corne into my course. Now, if you'll just 
here, 1'11 get these developed. [DIS,  pp. 36-71 

The radiographer knows she ie doing important work, 

saving lives, but she is uninterested in the nature or 

purgoses of the lives she is saving. Burgess has earlier 

described the entire laboratory section of the hospital as 

"a subterranean world of female technicians -- crieply 
permed, white-coated young women who were j auntily self - 
assured. [DIS, p. 361 This technician's world, 

distinguished equally from the limbo of the patient's wards 



and the professional camaraderie of  the medical staff ,  seems 

to Burgess to be the central locus of the clinical 

detachment that makes Spindrift feel helpless and - 

imprisoned. Perhaps the relative powerlessness of the 

technicians, at that time aïrnost al1 women, is connected 

w i t h  this armor of self-assured objectivity. Aaother 

technician rnisintezprets Spindriftls anger at the 

dehumanizing inrpersonality of yet another test as a perverse 

sort of pick-up line: 

1 dont t think you really believe w e T  re human 
beings at a l l .  A couple of X-ray plates, those bloody 
electrical impulses of yours -- sorry, 1 apologize, for 
the swearing. What 1 mean is - -n  

"Do you mFnd?" said the g i d .  "Pve got my work 
to do." 

"Thatls just it, isnlt it? Youlve got your work 
to do and you assume that you're doing it with 
something inert, something passive. You forget that 
1% a human being." 

The girl looked at him in a new way. "If looking 
at me excites you," she said ptimly, "you needn't look. 
You can keep your eyes fixed on the ceiling." [DIS, p. 
441 

Obviously, the clinical gaze is not oaly detached and 

objective, it is also unidirectional. The situation is 

samewhat àifferent with the doctors, who are to some extent 

performers, requiring an audience. Spindrift's neurologist, 

Dr. Railton, was fonnerly a famous jazz trumpeter, just as 

Burgess's neurologist, Dr. Roger Bannister (later Lord 
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Brain!), had been a famous athlete, the first man to run a 

mile in under four minutes. The bantering self-revelation 

that passes between Spindrift and Railton combines male 

competitive posturing, at which the prostrate and cuckolded 

academic Spindrift fails miserably, with a half-hearteb 

attempt by Railton to make Spiadtift part of the team. The 

novel opens with Spindrift undergohg olfactory recognition 

tests and responding to other diagnostic questions that make 

him feel totally confused and inept, as if bullied by a 

heartless drill sergeant: 

Then, as if none of this really had to be taken Co0 
seriously, as if he were onïy paid to be like that and 
over a couple of pints you couldntt meet a nicer man, 
Dr Railton boyishly laughed and play-punched BGwin on 
the chest, tousled his hair and txied to break off a 
piece of his shoulder. 

"Monday, he promised laughing at the door, "we 
really start." [DIS, pp. 8-91 

This perfonnatory aspect of the doctor-patient 

relationsilip, within a larger situation of objectivity and 

depersonalization, is strongly evocative of Foucault~s 

understanding of "a medicine that is given and accepted as 

positi~e.~ In oiscussing the development of clinical 

medicine in post-Revolutionazy France, Foucault clearly 

delineates medicinets flight ftom metaphysics (and, 

ultimately, from ethics) towards technique by showing how 



disease became its location continuum 

between health and death: 

Disease breaks away from the metaphysic of evil, to 
which it had been related for centuries; and it f inds 
in the visibility of death the full form in which its 
content appears in positive t e m .  Conceived in 
relation to nature, disease was the non-assignable 
negative of which the causes, forms, and manifestations 
were offered only indirectly and against an ever- 
receding background; seen in relation to death, disease 
bec- exhaustive..y legible, open without remainder to 
the sovereign dissection of laquage and the gaze. 
[Fouca~t ,  1973, p. 196! 

Where is the patient in al1 of this? Foucault and 

Burgess both show that the patient l s living body (or, more 

accurately, the traumatized portion of it) is manifestly 

present as the passive object of scnitiny, but the 

individual self as a thinking, feeling subj ect seems to be 

an inconvenience. The greater the technological virtuosity 

the cliaic is able to bring to bear on the manifestations of 

disease in the suffering patient, Burgess seems to suggest, 

the more transparent and irrelevant the patient, seen as an 

autonomous human person, will become: 

They resented his body, Edwin could tell that. It was 
in the way,  a long clumsy shoot out of the potato they 
were trying to roll araund. If only the head could be, 
perhaps painïessly, temporarily severed and then, with 
some epoxy resin or other, fitted back. [DIS, p. 571 



The great pmer of this image derives from the fact 

that Spindrift's wife feels the same way about h i m .  A sick 

man, beref t of both eaming gotential and ~ L > i d o ,  requiring 

both visits anb teassurance, he is simply a millstone, 

crantping her style. She starte senaing him visitors he does 

not know, from among her pub-going and partying crowd, while 

she carries on affairs with artists and petty criminals. 

Either escaping from the hospital, or dreaming that he 

escapes (Burgess cunningly leaves us uncertain), Edwin goes 

in search of her through an underraorld London that 

consciously echoes Leopold Bloom's Dublin in Joyce's 

Ulysses . 
During this journey of self-discovery, which may be a 

sort of shamanic trance journey, Spinàrift l e m s  that he, 

too, has been a perpetrator of the depersonalizing clinical 

gaze. His philologistts obsession with language as 

artifact, divorced fram referents in the real world of 

material responsibilities and petsonal relationships, has 

deadened hi8 marriage and his sexuality: 

Words, he reaïized, words, words, words . He had lived 
too long with worde and not what the words stood 
for. ... A world of worde, thought Edwin, saying it 
a l a d  and liking the soumi of it. "A whirling wotld of 
words. Apart from its accidents of sound, etymology 
and lexicaï definition, did he really know the meaning 
of any one word? Love, for instance. Intetesting, 
that collocation of sounds: the clear allophone of the 
voiced divided phoneme gliding to that newest of 



English vowels w h i c h  Shakespeare, for instance, dia not 
know, ending with the soft bite of the voiced 
labiodental. And its origin? Edwin saw the word 
tumble back to Anglo-saxon and beyond, and its cognate 
Teutonic forms tumbling back, too, so that al1 forms 
ultimately melted in the prehistoric primitive Germanie 
mother. Pascinating. But there vas something about 
the word that shoULd be even more fascinathg, to the 
man if aot to the philologist: its real significance 
when used in such a locution as "Edwin loves Sheila- 
And Edwin realized he didant find it fascinat hg... .  
He had never been sufficiently interested in words, 
that was the trouble, [DIS, p. 1401 

It is Dr. Railton who confirms Edwin's self-diagnosis, 

in a way that is both insulting and sobering: The trumpet 

to me is possibly like the study of words to you. But," 

said Dr Railton, "1 have a prof ession as well . " [DIS, p.  

2201 

T h e  Doctor ,Ts Çick is a hilarious novel, full of 

outrageous characters and comical incidents. But the many 

bizarre encounters that befall Spindrift during hie 

fantastical journey ail carry the same judgment upon h i m .  

His life has passed beyond hie control, into a state of 

heteronomous abjection, because he has neglected it, 

replacing a realistic coumitment to life with an 

intellectual, one might even Say an anal-retentive, 

obsession with words stripped of their real-world 

meanings , their human, interpersonal signif icance . Failure 

to strive for the good, thraugh comnitment, compassion and 
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conmainity, incseases the sum total of evil in the world 

through w h i c h  Spindrift himself must travel. 

In ABBA ABBA, the protagonist is a historical figure 

who shares both Dr. Rdltonî s prof ession and Dr. Spindrif t s 

(and Burgossls) obsession with words. The poet John Keats 

was near the end of his medical training when he caught 

tuberculosis from his dying brother and patient Tom. 

Burgess's novella deals with Keats's last few days of life 

in Rome, days marked by fatalistic examinations of 

expectorated sputum for signs of blood, by frantic wrestling 

with unfinished poems, and by bitter atguments about the 

existence and role of God in a world where talented young 

men die in sickness and poverty as a result of unselfish 

acts. 

Keats is brought into contact with a Roman who i s  his 

diametric opposite in evezything but their mutual devotion 

to the Petrarchan sonnet (whose partial rhyme scheme is one 

source of the novellats t i t le) ,  as the purest anâ most 

powetful poetic fom. Giuseppe B e l l i  i s  a lay Vatican 

functionazy who is about to accept the position of censor, 

because o f  his great knowledge of both Catholic doctrine and 

the arts.  At the same time, he is the creator of a series 

of over 2200 Petrarcka sonnets in the obscene and 

blasphemoua Rcmaa diaïect, in which episodes in the life of 

Christ are depicted fram the point of v i e w ,  and in the 

voice, of the hard-nosed. cynical urban poor. The 
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historical Belli was so tom by the inner conflict 

engendereà by the serving of two masters, the Church and the 

Muse, that he tried in later years to deetroy his sonnets. 

A liberal cleric rescued them f rom the f lames, and Burgess ' s 

own translation of about seventy of them f o w s  an appendix 

to the book. 

While Keats the poet 8-8 the divine beauty of nature 

and the salvific role of art, Keats the dying healer rages 

against the irrelevance and vacuity of Christian belief, 

While Belli the censor struggles to contain art within a 

proselytic  and didactic function, Belli the poet ejaculates 

coarse hycnns to a sensual and carnal Christ, whose animality 

and earthiness make his suffering more real to the Roman 

poot. Belli, aware of both dichotomies. rails at Keats, 

through an intezpreter, as an idolater of Nature: 

"He says YOU free-t hinking Protestant English poets 
have foigotten h m  to th-, freely or otherwise. ... 
Free thinking, he says, is anysray no thinking. You 
have substituted something called Nature for Cod, and 
with Nature  there is nothlng but Truth and Beauty and 
Goodness until you fa11 sick, and then Nature becmes 
lying and ugly and umlevolent. You make Nature both 
Goà and devil, but it is one or the other only 
according to your moods . [AA, p. 531 

In many ways, Keats at this point is experiencing the 

abjection so powerfully chaacterized by Julia Kristeva: 



If it is tnie that the abject sioailtaneausly beseeches 
and pulverizes the subject, one can understand that it 
is experienced at the peak of its strength w h e n  that 
subject, w e a r y  of fruitless attempts to identify with 
sacetking on the auteide, finde the impossible within; 
when if finds that the impossible constitutes its vexy 
beir?g, that it is none other than abject. (1982, p.  SI 

Ktisteva has recognized that, in exttemity, the human 

individual discovers within him/herself that which seems 

opposed to life, health, wholeness or unity. The seeds of 

corruption, entropy, the unsanctified and unidirectional 

organic processes of decay and collapse that we acknowledge 

dispassionately when we notice them outside of us in the 

natual world, al1 constitute a memento mori which is as 

much a part of us as its vital opposite. In much the same 

way, Keats, identifying himself with his decaying body and 

the bloody spit he amciously awaits as the harbinger of his 

worsening condition, seee no way out of abjection except 

through mimesis and metaphor. Be recoile from Belli's 

f ervor. guilt and unhappiness, off ering an aesthetic 

release : 

The way out is the way out of the conception of 
ourselves as unified beings. We are, in fact, unities 
in name and appearance and voice and a set  of habits 
only . We are nofhing more, and to flesh ourselves with 
character we met identify ourselves, swif tly, 
teniporarily, with one or another of our brothers and 
sisters of the universe. We have to dress up in the 
borrowed raiment of a comet, the mon, a pecking 



sparrow, a snawflake, boiling water, a billiard bal1 
rolling towards a pocket . [AA, p. 561 

This taking refuge in  mimesis and metaphor seems to 

find a critical response in the thought of Kristeva: 

Obviously, 1 am only like someone else: mimetic logic 
of the advent of the ego, objects, and signs. But when 
1 seek (ntyself) , lose (qrself) , or experience 
jouissance -- then "1" iu heterogencous. [Ilristeva, 
1982, p. IO] 

Keats eees this heterogeneity resulting from the poetic 

imagination as necessaq for the creation of beauty that 

transcends the ugliness of l i fe .  Kristeva, on the other 

hand, seems to see out perceptions and judgments of both the 

beauty and the ugliness of l i fe  as artifacts of the psychets 

attempt to transcend its constraining boundedness. Not 

simply ways of viewing ourselves in the context of the 

outside wodd through the screen of language, mimesis and 

metaphor can be seen as coping mechanisms, survival skills, 

that remind us of our interconnectedness, of the 

artificiality and provisionality of the subject/object and 

self/other dichotomies. 

In Keats's extremity, his wotd-play and conversation 

are becaming more and more coarse and cynical, as 

preoccupied with bodily fluids and digestive processes as 
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the Romans of Belli's sonnets. The poetic transcendence he 

seeks is pelrverted by hi8 existential dileuuna iato gallows 

humor and self-loathing. After bringing up a great quantity 

of blood and being refused a lethal dose of laudanum by hie 

Christian friand, the painter Severn, Keats rages against 

the futility of life and love: 

.They do nut know, he said, "any of th-, what 
mischief they do when they bring a caild into the 
world. They allow themselves to be driven to clasping 
and colling and kissing and then he is on to her, 
panting, to pumg in a thimbleload of seed. And in the 
devil's due time, which is three months by three, a 
morris of Hecates, cames the child, and he grows and 
grows to hope from life, and then the smiting. It can 
be at any time. In iqy student days 1 saw children die 
at three days, and they were lucky, they had not grown 
to a day of hope. But 1 saw Tom die too, not twenty. 
And Chatterton àied at seventeen. And here is the 
little poet Jack Keats dyhg at twenty-five, one of the 
luckier, for he has made bad poetry and seen something 
of the world. But it is the hope that is the curse, to 
be given hope and then hear the laughter. [a, p. 661 

Compare this passage w i t h  these l ines  trom Julia 

K.-is tevaf s Powers of H o r r o r :  

A laughing apocalypse is an apocalypse without god. 
Black tuysticism of transcendental collapse. The 
resulting scription is perhaps the ultimate form of a 
secular attitude without morality, without judgmeat, 
without hope. [Kristeva, 1982, p.  2061 
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Keats seems to want to have his theology both ways. 

Simultaneously denying a beneficent God and acknowledging a 

personified and laugning powet of evF1, Kristeva w o u l d  seem 

to suggest, he undercuts and relativizes the ethical 

component of life. Burgess does not rescue Keats from this 

terminal etate of abjection by resorting to an ahistorical 

deathbed conversion. Keats dies ancl, according to the Roman 

quaratine laws, al1 his property is burned or destroyed. 

ûnïy his poetry lives on. Belli, on the other hand, is 

almost forgotten, but his poems have sudved  the flames, in 

al1 their obscene piety. Both men are troubled by the 

question of evil in the world. Keats sidesteps this dilenuna 

by denying the possibility of good. Belli acknowledges that 

the battle between g o d  and evil is going on within him, 

that he himself is the battlefield. He faces the reality of 

moral ambiguity in his life. The forces of paverty and 

illness are too great to be transcended by Keats's aesthetic 

vision, and he surrenders, burning out brightly and 

sordidïy, a self-conscious romantic hero. Belli's aesthetic 

vision is not at al1 transcendent; his sonnets are like a 

w m  correspondent's âispatches from the front. As poet and 

censor, blasphemet and believer, he remaias an active and 

involved citizen of the duoverse. 

In The m d  of the World Ncws, Burgess braids together 

three separate and wildly diverse stosy-lines into a complex 

and deliberately scattered vision of the upheavals of the 
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twentieth century. Attenpting to emulate the shattered, 

kaleidoscopic view of a person Nchannel-surfingm in an 

effort to watch three different television program at the 

same time, Burgess preeents a disaster/science-fiction novel 

about the building of a space ship designed to evacuate 

Barth's intellectual elite from the inpendhg destnrction of 

the planet by a carnet; a Broadway musical, complete with 

song lyrics, about Trotsky visiting New York in 1917; and, 

our m a i n  concern in this chapter, a biographieal novel about 

the life, career and sufferings of Sigruund Freud. Bound 

together by the themes of exile, the persecution ami 

preservation of intellectual elites, and impendhg 

cataclysm, the three intertwined stories are stylistically 

heterogeneous. The disaster novel is rich in descriptive 

paragraphs and character developmcnt. The Broadway musical, 

although paragraphed like a novel, reads like a script, 

describing only scene and action, and revealing chrracter 

and motivation mainly through dialogue and song lyrics. The 

Freud "novelm seems more like a teleplay, filled with âream 

sequences, flash-backs and quick dissolves frm one scene to 

another, and is almost al1 dialogue. 

However, included in this novel are eame harrowing 

descriptions of the progrees of Freud's cancer of the upper 

j aw and hard palate, of the primitive and excruciating 

medical procedures and prostheses with which he was treated, 

and of the debilitating effect of these sufferings upon his 
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speech, his autonomy and his attitude towards lice. 

Paraîlel to the progressive deterioration of his physical 

health, Freud is subjected, as a representative Jew, to the 

sise of Viennese and Swiss at i sdt i sm and the growth of 

Nazism, and on a personal level, to the defection of one 

after another of hie disciples, as his creation, 

psychoanalysis, becames so international anü heteronomous 

that many of his own fond dogmas are abandoned by younger 

thinkers. This intertwining of suffering, exclusion and 

re j ection/betrayal clearly exemplif ies maich of what Kristeva 

means by her understanding of abjection. 

The paradigmatic rebellious disciple is Car1 Gustav 

Jung. Be and Freud are set in binazy opposition to each 

other in every possible way: vigotous, athletic youth vetsus 

age, fatigue and debility, Gentile versus Jew, believer 

versus atheist, Calvinist ascetic versus eater, drinker and 

smoker, Swiss unspoiled countryside versus Vie~ese urban 

decay, ambitious entrepreneurship versus dogmatic 

conservatism. Their eatly friendship and collaboration, 

filled with images of adoption and succession, inundates the 

novel with Oedipal resonances, which are balanced by the 

portraya1 of Freud's relationship with his daughtet, Anna, 

his perennially virginal disciple and nurse. 

The n w e l  opena, like a Greek epic, in medias res. It 

is the late 1930% in an occupied Vienna, and the Gestapo, 
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having invaded the Freud household, are about to take Anna 

Freud away for interrogation: 

Freud's speech was terribly distorted. Tlake 
he said. "She knows alothing. I am the grleat 

slinner aglainst the Nazli ethli~.~ 
The second man took Anna's left arm, but she 

shnrgged his hand off . 
Whlat dïo  ylou wlant? A rleclantation of mly 

crlimes?" 
" 1 ' ve h e m  of your headquarters , M a x t h a  [Freud s 

wifel wailed. Tou torture people there. Why did you 
have to cane to O u r  city? Why can't you leave decent 
people a l ~ n e ? ~  

"1s it a plublic crlucifliction ylou w l a n t ?  1 
dieinand tlo ble tlaken. Leave mly dlaughter alone. 
Shle wlorks for chlildren. Shle dloes nlothing blut 
glood. " 

"Donlt w ~ r r y . ~  Anna said. "CorneIn and she made as 
to leave first. Freud raised hie right hand to heaven. 
The gesture was jokingly interpreted. 

"Heil Hitler. [EWN, pp. 14-51 

Having planted this distorted, labored speech in our 

minds, Burgess allows us to fil1 in the pteceding stages of 

speech deterioration for oureelves as we go back in time to 

watch Freud tirst notice painïess oral bleeàing. leading to 

a setiee of examinations and sutgeries, with ever-worsening 

prognoses. The initiai diagnoeirc is wLeucoplakia. On the 

mcous part of the nard palate .... A cut and a scrape and 

you'll be right as rainon [EWN, p .  3021 The surgery that 

follows, under a local anaesthetic of Freud's %Id friend 

cocaine. is f rightful : 



"I1m putting a wooden wedge in to keep the mouth 
open, Nurse," he said. The muse was a gaunt straight 
dark Swabian. She handed the L i t t l e  door-stopper over. 
"New r have to cut -- quite a way back." The nurse 
took the knife frcm its boiling bath. Hajeck cut . 
81- spurted. Freud coughed, retched, spat out the 
wooden wedge. 

"Keep that open, cried Bajeck. "Nurse, hold it 
open. She held it open, blood-slippery, so that 
Hajeck could work fast. Eïajeck probed deep . H a j  eck 
h i t  an artery. Blood gushed into Hajeckv s mouth and 
eyes . Blood f lowed unstaunched. Hajeck made a 
desperate final cut and Freud epat out a tumour like a 
raspberry. Freud spat blood as well, but the flow of 
blood saved him the trouble. [EWN, p. 3021 

The frenetic Pace of this passage, with its short, 

jabbing sentences and the relentless rcpetition of the 

doctorl s harsh, onomatapoeic name, turns a surgical 

procedute into an act of violence. Burgess's prose here 

approaches the jagged breathïessness that Kristeva pointed 

out in  Céline's later  work, the rhetoric of abjection, the 

literature of suffering and horror : 

For, when narrated identity is shaken, and when even 
the limit between inside and outside becomes uncertain, 
the narrative i s  what is challenged f itst . If it 
continues neverthelesa, i t s  makeup changes; ite 
linearity is shattered, it proceede by flashes, 
enigmas , short cuts I ! 1 , incompletion, tanglee , and 
cuts [ ! 1 . . . . The narrative yielâs to a crying-out 
theme that, when it tends to coincide w i t h  the 
incandescent states of a baundary-subjectivity that 1 
have called abjection, is the crying-out theme of 
suffering-horror, In other words, the theme of 
suffering-horror is the ultimate evidence of such 



States of abjection w i t h i n  a narrative representation. 
[ K t i s t e ~ ,  1982, p. 1411 

The gushing of F r e u d ' s  blood takes on resonances of 

Hebtew religious sacrifice and Greek tragic catharsis 

simultaneously, as he is compared to both Moses and Oedipus, 

Yahweh and the Sphinx. He haemotrhages again that night, 

sharing a hospitaï r o m  with a n~retinous dwarfn whose 

gibberish adumbrates Preudts later difficulties with speech: 

Freud rang the bel1 but nobady came. Blood 
galloped. Rang and rang and rang. O n l y  blood came. 
The dwarf leaped out of his bed w i t h  citcus agility and 
tan o f f  in his stained nightshirt gargling. 

Hajeck and Deutsch stood ovet Freud, looking 
gravely at h i m .  The bleeding had stopped. The dwarf 
too stood, looking with a greater gravity. Freud said, 
weak : 

w B i o p s y  report? 
"Negative, said H a j  eck. 
Sure? 

"A benign growth. No carcinama. 
But the dwarf shook hie huge empty head and said: 

Wein nein nein. Es gibt ein verfluchtegegengekolll~~enen 
kark kark kark inomos. Dort. Dort dott und dort. 

Freud looked at him as if he were the only one 
there qualified to give a prognosis. [m, pp. 303-41 

The dwarfls gibbesish se- to contain a gnomic 

prophecy, including, as it doee, the Ge- words for 

n ~ ~ r s e , w  wagainst,w and "to And then he pointe: 

"There. There there and theremn Could "kark inomosw be 

connected with wcarcinomam, and minornosu itself suggest 

wlawlessn or nnameless?w Burgess loves to keep us guessing 
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and playing at the game of language. misteva reminds us 

"that the narrative w e b  is a thin film constantly threatened 

with bursting.. 11982, p. 1411 Burgess flirts with this 

thteat in ozder to convey the tenuous hold on ordet and 

sanity of the ptotagonist faced with sufferiag and 

mortality . 
Freud, eensing impending doann, tries to def lect the 

curse. He is told that a new growth has developed and will 

have to be excised by DrD Pichler, Viennafs finest oral 

surgeon : 

"matever he does -- whatever happens -- this is 
the last time 1 speak as a free man." 

"1 donft understand. Youtll always be a free 
man* 

"A diseased body is as tyrannical as any upstart 
dictatot. L e t  m e  foresee -- an indefinite perioà of 
dumbness. Dr Freud, the man with the words. D r  Freud, 
the slow of speech." 

mLike Moses." 
Freud nodded enigmatically, took a cigar from its 

box, sniffed if, crackled it, lighted it. 
"How maay a day?" 
wAbout twenty." 
"Your mouth has been a silent eufferer." 
Wardly silent. Silence, I see, belongs to the 

future. So let me utter to  the sky and the winds and 
the emoke-blackened ceiling of my study my last loud 
curse on the generation of traitors -- Alfred Adler, 
C a r 1  Jung, and al1 theit rtetched epigones.. [Km, p.  
3041 

But the curse ri11 not be diverteci. A second radical, 

harrowing surgery leaves h i m  w i t h  a hole in the hard palate 

blocked by a painful prosthesis he calls "the monster," 



which makes speech barely possible when he is finally able 

to pry open his swollen jaws. Al1 the teeth on his right 

side have been removed. The soft foods he is condenined to 

eat dribble out through hie nose. His life is filled with 

the whole panoply of o u t w a r d  signs of abjection, as Ktisten 

illustrates them: pain, foui oüours of nectotic tissue, the 

confusion between eatfng and excteting, incorporating and 

expelling, bodily disfigurement, the incorporation of 

inorgaoic artifacte (the prostheses) as necessazy parts of 

the self, debility in the powers of cammunication, the 

bursting of the thin f i l m  of narrative. And sti l l  the 

cancer remains, a personified demon who taunts Freud in h i s  

dreams, vcwing to punish h i m  for attempting to divorce the 

s o u  from the body: 

The golden-voiced Prof essor Sigmund Freud, Freudios 
Chrysostomos, full of wisdom, muttering like an idiot. 
The prosthesia theyîll put in youz mouth -- it won% 
fit very well, you know. It will prees on the tissues 
and inflame them. An unending condition of agonizing 
ulceration. Prosthesis after prosthesis. The latest 
models from America, but none of them any good. Bvery 
word you utter a station of the cross, if youlll 
forgive the Christian image. And al1 the time Ifm 
growing, silently, invisibly. They cut a portion of me 
off, but I R m  st i l l  there. And at the end therels only . [EWN, p .  3061 

Kristeva. tracing the lineage from Oedipus to Freud, 

talks about nmaal s particularity as mortal and speaking. 



Vhere is an abjectn is henceforth stated as, "1 am 
abject, that is m o e a ï  and speaking. . . .Out eyes caa 
remaia open providing we recogaize ourselvee as always 
aïready aïteted by the symbolic -- by language. 
Provided we hear in language -- and not in the other, 
nor Lfi the other se% -- the gouged-out eye, the wound, 
the basic incomleteness that conditions the indefinite 
West of oigniffig concatenations . That amounts to 
j oying in ttrs tmth of self -division (abj ection/ 
sacred). Here two paths open out: sublimation and 
perversion. 

And their intersection: religion. 
Freud did not need to go to Colonus for that. Ee 

had Moses, who preceded h i m  in  this reversa1 of 
defileutent in subjection to symbolic l a w .  [Kristeva, 
1982, pp. 88-91 

Freud's courage and dignity in the face of his 

suffering, his fidelity to hie dubious quest despite his 

grievous w o W ,  and h i s  continued devotion to  language 

despite its tragic impairment make h i m  a hetoic figure, 

"joying in the truth of self-division." Despite his 

dogmatism, U s  proprietary refusal to let his disciples 

grow,  his territorial denial of the ptovisionality and 

extremity of U s  over-sicaplified and ovet-burdened theory of 

infant sexudlity, and hi s  own comical package of neuroses, 

he continually vins our sympathy. Hia life is l ived with 

compassion and humor, duty and playfulness. When bis death 

is portrayed [EWN, p. 3681 in terms of an Oedipal vision of 

the return to the amus and w o u b  of his nurturing, ageless 

mother, nothing like the real social-climbing, unsubtle 

Jewish matriarch we are shown in flash-backs, we can only 

Say, w i t h  Shakespearean ambiguity, * t i s  a consurmation 

devoutly to be wished. [ H a m l e t ,  III, i, 63-41 
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BarthZy Powers, Burgessfs longest and most ambitious 

novel, published in 1980, is the story of the twentieth 

cent- told through the liws of two men, connecteci by 

martiage, by their disagreements and by the terrible 

consequences of their compassionate acts. Kenneth Marcha1 

Toomey is a hamosexual, 81-year-old succeseful novelist, 

playwright, librettiat and poet living in semiretirement in 

Malta. Pope Gregory nVI1, bom Car10 Campanati, has 

recently died, and the process of hie canonization has been 

set in motion. Since Toomey's sister had been married to 

the popefs brother, Toomey has been asked to provide 

evidence of Carlols sanctity and heaïing powers. As pope, 

he has been a rough approximation of John =III: a 

corpulent, popular pontiff who follows P i u s  XII and 

initiates a Second Vatican Council which radically 

liberalizes and modernizes the Church. The ecclesiastical 

demand for reminiscence has caused Toomey to reexamine hie 

whole l ife and, in the ptocess, the entire political, 

cultural and religious history of out century. 

In i 9 3 7 ,  while judging at a film festival in Nazi 

Gennany, Toomey spontaneouely puahes hi8 hoet, HeiKich 

H i m m l e r ,  out of the path of an assassinls buîlet. The 

aasailant, who is imediately shot down by the SS, turns out 

to be Carlofs mot- Concetta, who, filled with cancer, has 

been working to evacuate Jews out of Germany. 
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A decade earlier, C a r l o  has prayed ovet a boy dying of 

tubercuïar meningitia in a Chicago hospital. Recovering, 

and growing up in an aura created by this apparent miracle. 

the boy becomes a cult leader, the novelistic equivalent of 

Jim Jones. The victime of the cultls eventual apocalyptic 

mass suicide include Toomeyts and Carlofs grandniece and her 

newborn baby. Both protagoniste, in acts of unselfish 

altruism, unleash horror upon the world and their own 

families. 

Binding them together is their love and devotion for 

Toomey ' s sister Hortense, a spirited, independent sculptor 

who has married Domenico Campanati, Carlots brother. 

Domenico is a composer, Toomey a lyricist. Together, 

despite their mutual antipathy, they have written Broadway 

and Hollywood musicals and one opera, a vehicle for a 

seductive and tempetamental Bulgarian coloratura soprano 

named Julia Kristeva. Alcohol and success tura Domenico 

into an abusive womanizer, who abandons Hortense and their 

children. He is thereaftex shunned by both Toomey and 

Carlo, now a Cardinal, and Hortense, who has always been 

intrigued by her brotherls hmo~ex~ality. drifts into a 

lesbian relationship of great fidelity and compassion with a 

black nightclub singer named Domthy. Hortense is a 

controlled alcoholic who fiads new meaning in het life when 

Dorothy is stricken with bowel cancer: 



Dorothy was , I saw, far f rom well - She lay in bed 
limp, her once glorious hair graying and without life, 
the once sumptuous lushness of her skin now taking on 
the hue and textue of an elephantts hide, her fine 
eyes at the mercy of teazducts which never dried. . . . 

.Oh m i e t , "  Dorothy suddenly went. "Sorry sorry 
sorry. Itts the no+ expecting it that -- Oh Jesus." 
The sweat of pain was frightful in its copiousness. 
Hortense tenderly wiped her w i t h  one of a numbet of 
towels that lay in c~umgled dieaxray on the table by 
the bed. A double bed, the one 1 took it they still 
shared. "Yeu go, Ken, Dorothy gasped, .you don1 t want 
to -- Christ, itts not --* 

Dignified, she meant; she aras right. Then the 
spasm passed. She lay very spent and said, nHemlockrn 
smiling weakly. [BP, pp. 526-81 

Once again we see the breakdm of syntax and rhetoric 

in the face of abjection so well described by aisteva. 

Toomey. the narrator, seems gradually to take on the jagged, 

nonlinear voice of the suffering Dorothy because of his pity 

for her pain and the devastation of her beauty and musical 

gifts. It is Keaneth who provides the sleeping p i l l s  with 

which Hortense soon assists Dorothyls suicide. 

Dorothy is one of many charactets in the novel whose 

physical suif erings are depictecl movingly and 

sympathetically . Carlo1 s f athet, Raf faele, is a paralytic 

in the later stages of syphilis. Raffaele the younger, the 

eldest Campanafi brothet, a wealthy and honest businessman 

in Chicago, is brutally mutilated by the Mafia when he tries 

to mobilize the Italo-Ametican comnunity against them, and 

dies in hospital. Toomeyls mother âies of influenza, like 

Burgess ' s own mother, and his brother Tammy Toomey, a 



saintly, innocent vaudeville comedian, suffers frcm 

respiratory ailments related to a wat-time gasing, and dies 

prematurely of lung cancer. 

K e n n e t h  Toomey has tachycardia, and the crisis events 

in his life are often accampanied and cql icated  by angina 

attacks. One such attack occurs in a club in Malaya in the 

19201s, whexe he has gone to mite a travel book about the 

East. He is cared fo r  and befriended by Dr. Philip 

Shawcross, who becomes the Platonic love of his life. Their 

deepening but chaste relationship creates a scanda1 among 

the consetvative British officia18 and hard-bitten 

plantation owners that make up the ateals expatriate 

coanmioity, and they are preparing to leave together when 

unadulterated evil intemenes. 

Dr. Shawcross, wilike Carlo, is unable to heal the 

tubercular son of a Tamil civil servant named Mahaïingam 

(literally "Grea t  Penisw in Sanskrit, a name w i t h  deep 

religious significance, which Burgess loads w i t h  sarcasm) . 
Mahalingam, nominally a Hindu, is te-le mastet of a local 

black magic cult, modelled after many such cults Burgess 

witnessed when he aerved in Malaya. When the boy dies, 

Mahalingam curses Shawcross, who falls, grinning maniacally, 

into a coma, tram which only death can release him,  another 

example of Ktietevats godless, secular "laughing 

apocalypse. " Carlo, in Maïaya on a mission for the Vatican, 

confronts Mahalingam in an exorcism scene that combines 
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Stephen King horror w i t h  Grand Guignol black humor. The 

curse weakened, Shawcross dies peacefuily. Kenneth never 

finds another male campanion w i t h  Shawcrossle zzobility of 

sp ir i t  and unselfish honesty. 

B a r l y  in their relationship, Shawcross takes Toomey on 

a tour of his hospital. Toamey secs the yaws patients: 

"Oh niy God." 
"Precisely. Or rather not precisely. Hov can you 

believe in a God, looking at this gang of innocentsln 
Innocent Malays mostly, mostly smiling with hand- 

to-breast gestures of couteau8 greeting. Tabek, tuan. 
A monstroue raspberry g r e w  from a youthl s ankïe, 
glistening as it oozed, a primary chancre. A boy of 
six or seven was w a r t e d  a i l  ovec with seconâary yaws. 
Tertiary ulcerations on a fore-, crab yaws on a pair 
of Chinese feet. The w o m n , "  Philip said, behind 
that w t a i n  thing." 

wOh Jesus Christ ." 
mGound~~. Tumors have eaten his eyes. The hard 

palatels gone too. Bone lesions. You can touch if you 
like. Al1 that skints healthy. Itls just the 
deformity that puts you off. He can go out now, 
nothing more we can do. But nobody wants him. he1e 
cursed, he has no eyes. Gangosa or ulcerous 
rhinopharyngitis. The -11 wa8 insupportable, but 
thatts al1 mer. God in his infinite mercy has done 
with him. No eyes, palate, nose. Otherwise hels al1 
right." [EP, pp. 224-51 

We will deal briefly in Chaptet Four with Burgess@s 

purpose in placing this anger against Goü in the mouth of 

one of the most sympathetic characters in any of hi8 novels. 

Shawcrossls reaction to al1 this suffering has emerged as an 

aversion to physical love : 



nffll tell youfU he said, samewhat fiercely. "1 
havenit been with a w o m n  since 1 was a student in  
Manchester. Of course. if a the big thing for medicals 
to be screaming womanizers, big and tough, 
bonechoppets, asrrault the staff nurse when matron's not 
looking .... 1 did my ehare. B u t  then 1 saw the sexual 
act as a snare. a hairy net. A confidence trick, sort 
of. Pve gr- scared of the b d y .  Oh. not as a 
dysfunctioning organism to be cuted, if it can be, but 
as a bloody tsap. Ifm not explainhg myself well." 

uWell enough. What you mean is you have been put 
off the act of love. mcerating whateveritis of the 
pudenda. 

W4en the urge strikes, and it doesnlt often, 1 go 
and take a look at Asma binte Ismaills pudenda, with 
her little sieter theze waving a papet kipas to keep 
the flying ants off. 1 can do without it and 1 have to 
do without it. [BPr p. 225-61 

It is fram this state of self-protective aloofness that 

Philip is rescued by the arrivai of Toomey. Their short- 

lived and chaste cohabitation w i l l  later represent a golden 

petiod in Toomeyls life, which he will only rediscover in 

his mid-eighties. Long aftei Hortense, now doubly bereaved 

because of Domenico's death, has stood death-bed vigil for 

her beloved brother-in-law, Pope Gregory X V I  1, she and 

K e ~ e t h  retire together to a quiet English village and a 

safe, uncaamitted Anglicaniem, eniivened by furtive visits 

to illegal, underground Tridentine liturgies. Both are in 

declining health, bereft of their physical powers and fat 

from the earthly powers in whose high anâ implicated circles 

they have moved. They have retained only their memories, 

both nightmarish and consoling. and their loving compassion 

for each other. 



In the last chapter of Powers of K o r r o r ,  Julia 

Kristeva, only a coloratura soprano in Burgess's wicked 

imagination, makes a sweeping, yet fertile generalization : 

On close inspection, al1 literature is probably a 
version of the apocalypse that seems to me rooted, no 
matter what i t e  sociohistoricaï conditions might be, on 
the fragile border (borderline cases) where identities 
(subject/object, etc.) do not exist or only barely so - - double, fuzzy, heterogeneaus, an ima l ,  metamorphosed, 
alteied, abject. [Kristeva, 1982, p. 2071 

In examining the novels discussed in this chapter. I 

have demonstrated that Butgess sees the suffering human body 

as the vehicle for a version of such an apocalypse, an 

unveiling, a revealing, perhaps a revelation. Under the 

duress of cancer o i  tuberculosis, exposed to the brute, 

inexplicable evil of human physical euffering, sufferers and 

their care-givers uadergo metamorphoses of identity 

involving both abjection and ttanscendence. Family ties. 

friendehips and othet types of caamniaity are tested and 

strained, strengthened or btoken. Suffering is unmerited 

and uapredictable; sametimes it teaches and sometimes it  

blights. Compassion can be as double-edgeà as suffering. 

Because of evills p e t  and wiliness, the coneequences of 

compassionate acte can sometimas be horrendoue, but Burgess 
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tells us that, as an act of free w i l l ,  an identification 

with the other, compassion is the right choice. 



CPseTER TWO 

PBRSONALr CONSCIENCE AND THE MONOLITH 

1 want to suggest a strong note of reserve, of 
pessimism, of the ambiguous which it seems to me are of 
the very nature of l i fe  today .... And then to ask: In 
spite of all, what are we to do with our lives? A 
pes t ion  which seems t o  me a peerless source of freedom 
to the one who dares pose it with seriousness. [D. 
Berrigaa, 1970, p-  41 

W h a t t s  it going to be then, eh?" [CO, pp. 5 ,  61, 103, 
1401 

The creative mutual friction of pessimism and freedom 

of the will, so clearly enunciated in the above quotation 

from Daniel Berrigan, runs throughout Anthony Burgess's 

writings and pronouncements. A firm believer in original 

sin and the basic impetfectability of human beings, Burgess 

scorned any ecclesiastical or secular forms of coercion 

aimed at limiting human f reedome . He tarely used the more 

politically correct te= mrights,m and usually put it in to  

the mouths of the coercive power-figures themselves, often 

with i ronie  undertones. In many ways a radical adherent of 

the cult of the individual, he opposed syndicalism, the 



social w e l f a r e  state, and the debumanizing aspects of 

miiitary discipline. 

He recognized the impracticality of out-and-out 

anarchism, but considend a vigilant, adversarial attitude 

toward the govemment in F e r  to be the duty of every 

thinking person: 

Anarchy is a man's own thing, and 1 th* itts too late 
in the day to think of it as a viable system or non- 
system in a country as large as America. ft vas a i l  
right for Blake or for Thoreau, both of whom 1 admire 
iuunensely, but weRll never get if so full-blooded 
again. Al1 we can do is keep pricking our govennaent 
ail the time, disobeyhg al1 we date (after a l l ,  we 
have livings to earn), asking why, maintaining a habit 
of distrust. [Cullinan. p. 501 

This adooclcy of "a habit of distrustm is echoed by 

Bvery vision cught to have doubt cast on it, ta  keep it 
visionary. Otherwise we end up with flags and messiahs -- and murder. The old game al1 over again; nothing 
accomplished for human beings. Donet you evet have 
doubts about your life, your friends, your acts? [D. 
Bemigan, 1970, p. 1201 

Burgess was equally uncamfortable with many of the 

popular mwements which partiaïly shared his anarchiet 

sympathies. He found the youth culture of the sixties and 

early seventies to be vuïgar ,  anti-intellectual and 

ephemeral. He distmsted the motives of the ecumenical 
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movement and the pr~onents of Eastern religions in Western 

societies. Be wae disturbed by the rage and desire for 

vengeance he faund in utany representatives of the women's 

liberation and civil rights movements. A t  the same tima, he 

ardently opposed censorship of any sort,  and was one of the 

first and most vociferous defenders of Salman Rushdie. 

In this chaptesr, Burgess's three m a t  fernous 

mcacotopianN navels [See Introduction] will be read in order 

to examine the author's ideas about personal responsibility 

and the way in which power structures, such as the state, 

the military and large labor unions, can impinge on 

individual freedom of m o r a l  choice. Burgess differentiates 

qyite clearly between the absolute concept of duty and the 

coerced obedience to authority enjoined upon bis 

protagonists, and he especially holds up the whole behavior- 

modification method of social control as demonic. 

The critics who will be brought into dialogue with bis 

ideas will allow the testing of Burgess's pronoucements 

against both real-life experience and academic 

systematizatioa. Daniel Berrigan, an American priest, 

writer and antiwar activist, vas imgrisoned for deatroying 

draf t records during the Vietnam W a r .  Karen Lebacqz, a 

Christian ethicist, is in agreement with Burgess in finding 

rights-language to be a problematical way of discussing 

ethical questions, and in prefening to highlight human 

interdependence, duty and responsibility. 



The issue of censorship. mentioned above as one of his 

great concerns, impinged most closely upon Burgess himself 

subsequent to the release of the Stanley Kubrick film of A 

Clockwork Orange. Burgess repeatedly expressed hi8 

frustration with the Tact that millions who knew nothing 

about him,  and had never actually read a Une that he wrote, 

lin- a i s  name exclusiveiy with a motion picture based upon 

one of his least favorite of hi8 novels : "net, in my v i e w ,  a 

very go& novel -- too didactic, too linguisticklly 
exhibitionist . . . . rn [1985, p. 941 Nevertheless, when the 

stozm of controversy raged in response to Kubrick's lurid 

visuaïization of the violence and degradation of the novel, 

the director refused a l 1  connnent, leaving Burgess and lead 

actor Malcolm McDowel l  to face the media, the talk-show 

hosts and the university lecture audiences alone. This 

burden of responsibility was especially ironic because 

Burgess made very l i t t le  money fram the film, having sold 

the film rights to a third party years  before. 

The novel had its genesis in two social trends which 

Burgess fou- equally distuzbing: the rise of youth violence 

in Western eociety, and the increasing use of behavior 

modification techniques, especially "aversion therapyw in 

the uxehabilitationu of offenders and other mantisocial" 

types : 

Before the days of so-called Gay Liberation, certain 
homosexuals had voluntarily suknitted to a mixture of 



negative and positive condîtioning, so that a cinema 
screen showed naked boys and girls alternately and at 
the same time electric shocks were aàmiaistered or else 
a soothing sensation of genital massage va8 contrived, 
accordhg to the pictute shown. 1 imagined an 
experimental institution in which a generic young 
delinquent, guilty of every crime f tom tape to murder, 
wae given aversion therapy and rendered incapable of 
contwlating, let alone pezpetrating, an antisocial 
act without a sensation of profound nausea. [Z985, pp. 
94-51 

A Clockwork Orange is set in an unidentified locale 

sometinae in the future, a time marked by a world govemment, 

universal employment and the capitulation of culture to the 

entertainment industry. The protagonist and namator, a 

fifteen-year-old gang-leader named Alex (without law?, 

without words?), is intelligent, reflectiw and scornful of 

the surrendet of his faceless parents Ppee and emn) to an 

unrelieved round of work and television. He is blessed with 

a great love and knowledge of classical music. He speaks an 

argot called nadsat (Russian for the suffi% "-teenn), 

consisting of a mixture of asodified Russian loan-words and 

cockney constructions, which, after a few pages of 

confusion, the reader i s  able to understand quite clearly 

(Burgess was an experiurced second language teachet) . 
Sharing this youth llaguage with Alex gives the reader a 

feeling of comglicity and even sympathy with his worldview, 

while simultanaou~ly giving the descriptions of violence 

both a sheen of surreal iem and a greater vividnees. Alex 
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Given a private suite, clean clothes and good food, 

Alex is in£omed that he will be shown films: 

"Theyfll be special films,n said this Dr Branam. "Vey 
special films. Yourll be having the first session th l s  
af teraoon. Yea, he eaid, getting up f rom bending oves 
me. "you seem to be qui te  a fit young boy. A bit 
under-nourished, perhaps. That will be the fault of 
the prison food. Put your pajama top back on. After 
every meal.n h~ said, aitting on the edge of the bed, 
"we shall be giving you a shot in the ara. That should 
help . 1 f elt really grateful to this very nice Dr 
Branom. 1 said: 

rVitamins, sir, will it be?u 
"Something like thatfW he said, smiling real 

horrorshow and friendly. Just a jab in the a m  after 
every meaLW ICO, p. 781 

But the injections are nothing like vitamins. They are 

designad to induce nausea and terrible headaches, as Alex 

watches films depicting violent acts of ever-increasing 

atrocity. Some of the films are made for this purpose; 

others are documentary pieces showing Nazi and Japanese 

tortures and executions from World War II. The process 

worke quickly and inexorably. Soon. in a well-publicized 

demonstration, the first graduate of Ludovicofs Technique 

exhibits a total inabflity t o  respond to a violent attack, 

or to be sexually aggressive with a tempting young woman who 

offers herself t o  him: 

"He will be your tme Christiantn Dr Brodsky was 
creeching out, "ready to tum the other cheek, ready to 



be crucified rathet than crucify, sick to the very 
h e m  at the thought even of killing a fly." And that 
was right, brothets, because when he said that 1 
thought of killing a fly and felt just that tiny bit 
sick, but 1 pushed the sickneae and pain back by 
thinking of the fly being fed w i t h  bits of sugar and 
looked after like a bleeding pet and al1 that cal. 
wReclanation,u he creeched. "Joy before the Angels o f  
God." [CO, p. 1011 

The obvious religious fervor of Dr. Brodsky's 

presentation, heightened by Burgess's neologism "creech (to 

c ry  and preach simultaneously?) is deeply ironic . Burgess 
tells us elsewhere that Alex's only chance of real salvation 

has been taken from him. Alex is horrified to discover 

that, because of the background music of the films, he is 

now incapable of listening to his beloved classical music 

without manifesting the same symptoms: 

It was not the intention of hi8 State nianipulators to 
induce this bonus or malus: it is purely an accident 
that, from now on, he vil1 automatically react to 
Mozart or Beethwen as he will to rape or murder. The 
State has succeeded in its primazy a h :  to deny Alex 
free moral choice, which, to the State, means choice of 
evil. But  it has added an unforeseen punishment: the 
-tes o f  heaven are closed to the boy, since music is a 

k g x e  of  celestial blies. The State has caümitted a 
clmble s i n :  it ha8 destroyed a human being, since 
humanity is  defined by freedom of moral choice; it has 
al80 destroyed an angel. D985, pp. 95-61 

Released, Alex is a lamb amoag volves. Bi8 parents 

have disowned him and taken in a boarder who berates and 

thréatens him for shaming them. His former gang members, 
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now part of a new semiofficial police force, beat him into 

unconsciousness and abandon him in a f i e ld .  H e  crawls to 

the nearest building, a cottage called HOME, which is the 

residence of F. Alexander, the fictional author of A 

Clodcarork Orange. Now patalyzed and widowed ( U s  wife has 

died as a result of injuries sustained in the gang-rape) , F e  

Alexander can be seen as a type both of Alex, psychically 

crippled and alone in the world, and of Burgess. himself , 

also the author of a book called A Clockwork Orange, whose 

wife was seriously injured in a brutal beating (and would 

latet  die). 8 .  Alexander is a camplex character, a social 

cr i t ic  and anarchist who is protesting the new aversion 

therapies in an archaic and self-consciously literary style: 

"The attempt to impose upon man, a creature of growth 
and capable of sweetness, to ooze juicily at the last 
round the bearded lips of God, to attempt to impose, I 
Say, laws and conditions appropriate to a mechanical 
creation, against this 1 raise my sword-pen - rn [CO. 
p.  211 

He does not recognize Aïex at first, and upon hearing 

h i s  stoxy of Ludovicovs Technique, he decides to make Alex 

into a sort of m a r t y r  by publicizing his wetched condition. 

When he eventually does recognize Alex as the leading 

perpetrator of hi8 wife's rape and U s  own paralysis, he 

decides to comglete Alex' e martyrdaai. With his 

confederatest assistance, he ensconces Alex in a "safern 
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apartment high in a new urban block. Alex is locked in and 

classicaï music is pumped in, until, in desperation, Alex 

jumps fram the window. 

He awakens fram a carna in a hospitaï, w i t h  his 

conditionulg against violence undone. Be propositions the 

nurse and threatens his parents with violence when they 

visit him. Aïex is later informed that, while unconscious, 

he has been the unwitting subject of yet anathet 

expeirimentaï technique (no niafonned consentm in this 

society! ) . a "deep hypnopaedian [CO, p. 1371 designed to 

remove his aversive conditioning. The public outcry against 

the aversion therapiee, bolstered by the sensationalism of 

Alex's apparent suicide attempt. ha8 caused the government 

to f a l l .  Aïex is a free moral agent once again. 

He eventually recwere from his injuries, and in the 

f ina l  chapter. w e  see him. n w  eighteen, with a new gang of 

followers. They aze eager to participate in criminal 

adventures with this hero of  the night, but he is beginning 

to lose interest. Alex is growing up. He starts t o  think 

about settling dam, marrying and having a son. A t  this 

point, he s ta r ta  to wonder i f  he ever real ly had any choice 

at all, whether adolescence is a kiad of detenninism in 

itself. H e  i s  sure that he will never be able to prevent 

his  son from making the same mistakes he has made: 



Yes yes yes, there it was. Youth must go, ah yes. But 
youth is only being in a way like it might be an 
animal. No, it is not just  like being an animal so 
much as being l ike one of those male* toys you viddy 
being sold in the streets, like little cheîlovecks made 
out of tin and with a spzing inside and then a winding 
handle on the autside and yau w i n d  it up gmr g r r r  g r r r  
and off it itties, like waiking, O my brothers. But it 
itties in a straight line and bangs straight into 
things bang bang and it cannot help what it is doing. 
Being young is like being one of theee maïenky 
machines. [CO, p. 1481 

This apparent denial of responsibility for his actions 

while a teenager is the final irony. In wgrowing upIn is 

Alex yielding intellectually to the d e t e e s t i c  and 

behavioristic ideas that the majority of television-sedated 

adults have come to accept, and that his own experiences 

have ail but ovet-tumed? Burgess leaves us to puzzle out 

an answer. 

What is clear is that freedam of the will m s t  be a 

given in ordet for questions of moral choice, compassion and 

duty to have any televance whatsoever. Alex loses his 

freedom of the will for a time, and later doubts that he 

ever possessed if. Hia doubt is as pathologicaï as the 

choices he made before the behaviorists worked their will 

upon h i m .  

The theological aspects of the ethical questions raised 

in this novel are addresaed by the prison charlie 

[=chaplainl, a cnngassionate Graham Greene-style whisky 



priest who has taken Alex unâer his w i n g  and is deeply 

disturbed by Ludovico'e Technique: 

1: inay not be nice to be good, little 6655321 [Aïex's 
prison numbcrr] . It may be horrible to be good. And 
when 1 Say that to yau 1 reaiize how self-contradictory 
that sounds. f know 1 shall have many sleepless nights 
about t u s .  What does God want? Does God want 
woadness or the choice of goodness? 1s a man who 
chooses the bad perhaps in some way better than a man 
who has the good imposed upon him? Deep and hard 
questions, l ittle 6655321. [CO, p. 761 

Daniel Berrigan, the Jesuit anti-war activist and 

miter, dealt at length w i t h  these "deep anb hard questionsn 

in such works as The D a r k  N i g h t  of Resistance, an extended 

meditation on the poetry of John of the Cross. Although he 

and Burgess would probably have clashed harshïy in their 

views on youth culture, contemporary Catholicism and other 

issues, they shared a profounâ respect for individual 

political choice, petsonal responsibility and ccanmitment to 

justice. It may seem odd ta juxtapose the pacifistic Jesuit 

with the %Uxaviolencem of Aïex, but the other protagonists 

we w i l l  be examining in this chapter share w i t h  Berrigan -the 

experience of Ming hunted and imprisoned for their refusal 

to submit t h e i t  principles to the demands of authority. 

Berrigan spoke, in a way that Burgess would have approved, 

of the cost of freedom in an unfree society: 



If yau are a slave, bec- conscious of slave- by 
tasting i f ;  no deliberation is required, most men are 
in that state, by birth or choice. Taate it for a 
while, deliberately, through others, brothers and 
guatds and owners. Let your eyes rom wer the whole 
landscape; see how human (?) life is arranged amund 
that one proj ect ; the enslavement of men, narcotizing 
or forbidding them to becone conscious of the truth of 
their lives .... There is going to be little freedom 
until certain men have experienced prison. There is 
going to be little nemess of life until good men have 
suffered -- and a f e w  of them have died. There will be 
few men (or none at al11 capable of reading the Gospel, 
until men become skilled in reading the texts of events -- and ordering their lives accordingly .... It bas to 
do with a puxposeful entxy into the realities of life, 
reveaïed in its oppositions and absutdities, w i t h i n  and 
without, in the spirit, in politics, in professions, in 
the chutches. [D. Berrigan, 1970, p.  701 

Berrigants use of the phrase wpurposeful entryn brings 

us into the realm of teleology, of free-will choices made 

for the sake of a cause greater than oners own comfort or 

safety, and acted upon in the face of institutional 

disapproval -- in other words, rebellion, resistance, 
revolt, revolution. Now that we have observed how, in A 

Clockwork Orange, Burgess demonstrates his insistence on the 

primacy of freedom of moral choice, we vil1 examine two 

novels which discuss the role of the tebel seeking justice. 

B o t h  Berrigan and, in the f inai part of the chapter, 

Lebacqz, will be helpful in clarifying the ethical questions 

raised . 
The protagonist of The Wanting Seed, Burgessts second 

most famws cacotopian novel, published in the same year as 
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A Clockwotk Orange (19621, is a gifted and controversial 

history teacher, a man skilled in "reading the texts of 

events, * in Berrigang s phrase, but his ability to order his 

life accordingly is circumacribed by a rapid and 

irresistible cyclicaï historical process. 

Overpapulation and worldwide food shortages have 

created a world constantly vacillating between different 

methods of controlling population growth. As Tristram Foxe, 

the protagonist, tells hie class, the opposed political 

ideologies have been subsumed under Ntheologico-mythical 

conceptsu [WS, p. 9 1 : 

"[Pelagiusl denied the doctrine of Original Sin and 
aaid that man was capable of working out his own 
salvation .... What you have t o  remember is that al1 
this suggests human perfectibility. Pelagianism was 
thus seen to be at the heart of liberalism and its 
derived doctrines, especially Sociaïtsm and 
Conaainism.. . .  Augustine, on the other h a ,  had 
insisted on man's inherent sinfulness and the need for 
his redemption tbtough divine -ce. This was seen to 
be at the bottom of Conservatism and other laissez- 
faire and non-progressive political beliefs." [WS, p. 
103 

Thue. three phases of hietory cycle in inexorable 

tepetition: Pelphase, Interphase and Gusphase. (Tristram 

hurrieâly assures his students that, in this time of state 

d i s a p p m l  of religion, the terminology ha8 lost al1 



theological significance and merely serves as metaphor for 

opposing ideologies . ) 

"A goverment functioning in its Pelagian phase comnits 
itself to the belief that man is perfectible, that 
perfection can be achieved by its own efforts .... The 
citizens of a camainity want to CO-operate with their 
rulers, and so there is no real need to have devices of 
coercion, sanctions, which will force them to co- 
operate .... The private capitalist, for  instance, a 
figure of top-hatted greed, has no place in a Pelagian 
society. * [WS, pp. 17-81 

The goverimient's disappointment when ifs expectations 

are not met, when the populace exhibits self-interest and 

antisocial behaviors, causes a shift  into Interphase, a time 

of ad hoc and hastily contrived laws and sanctions, like the 

àraft that Berrigan opposed. Chaos, panic and brutality 

ensue : 

"Beatings-up. Secret police. Torture in brightly 
lighted cellars. Condemation without trial. Pinger- 
nails pulled out with pincers. The rack. The cold- 
w a t e r  treatmant. The gouging-out of eyes. The firing- 
squad in the cold d m .  And al1 this because of 
dieappointment. The Interphase. [WS , p .  19 J 

When menibers of the governrrient bec- horrified at what 

it ha8 become, it shifts by a procees of intemal revolution 

into the Gusphase, a time of Augustinian pessimism about 

human sinhilness, including the impossibility of good 
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govetnment. This phase is usually short-lived. since the 

pessimist is always being pleasantly surpriseci by the fact 

that people are not that bad aftet a l l .  The citizen8 

manifest incteaeingly positive social behavior as the 

horrors of the Interphase recede in memory, leading to an 

increase in public optimism about human perfectibility, 

resulting in a renewed Pelphase, and the circle begins 

again. Optimism disappointed anà pessimism pleasantly 

surptised provide a dynamic for an endless cycle. 

The book opens at  the beginning of an Interphase. 

Among the new, draconian laws now in place are two desperate 

sanctions meant to curtail population growth. Homosexuality 

is actively encouraged by government propaganda (nit's 

Çapiens to be Homo. [WS, p. 61 ) , and is an implicit 

prerequisite to any high-paying jobm As well, the 

goverment, through its new Ministzy of fnfertility, has 

instituted a generous ucondolenceu paymeat to anyone 

bringing in a death certificate for one of theit chilàren, 

and the bodies are compoeted by the Ministry of Agriculture 

(Phosphorus Reclamation Department) . 
Tristram and hie wife, Beatrice-Joanna, have just lost 

their infant son, Roger, to an easily tteatable childhood 

ailment. Apparently the definftion of "heroic measuresff has 

undergone a politicaïly motivated expansion, and medical 

personnel are unenthusiastic about rescuing what the 

government sees as j us t  anather mouth to feed: 



'We do care about human l i f  e, said Dr Acheson, stem. 
"We care about etabiity.  We care about not letting the 
earth get overnm. We care about everybody getting 
enough to eat....m He patted her on the ehoulder. 
"Yeu must t ry  to be sensible. Try to be modern. An 
intelligent w o a r a ~  like you. Leave motherhood to the 
lower orders, as nature intended. Now, of course, " he 
smiled, naccording ta the ni les ,  thatts what youwte 
supposed to do. Yaulve had your recomnended ration. 
NO more motherhood for you. Try to stop feeling like a 
motherDn [WS, p. 53 

As Michel Foucault aaid, "There is ... a spontaneous and 
deeply rooted convergence between the requirements of 

p o l i t i c a l  ideology and those of medical technology. 

IFoucault, 1973, p. 38, eniphasis in original] One of the 

overriding themes of The Wanting Seed is the way in which 

al1 institutions -- medical, educational, religious, 
juridical, economic and milita- -- seem spontaneously to 
flow into the paths of least resistance in response to 

changes in government philosophy. With few exceptions, 

Burgess portrays the people in power -- the Prime Minister, 
generaïs, headniasters and others -- as decent, well-meaning 
people, who firmly believe they are s e M n g  the public good. 

Daniel Berrigan would cal1 this belief a problem of vision, 

recognizing, despite hie intractibly adversarial 

relationship with the Ametican government, that the people 

in power only rarely set out deliberately to do evil: 



Some visions are rotten and rot the mind which contains 
them. Did you ever reflect, for example, that the 
Attorney General too is ~ l e d  samberly by a vision? 
and the Pentagon also? ID. Berrigan, 1970, p. 1161 

One glazing exception to t u s  portrayai of bureaucratie 

benignancy is Derek Foxe, Tristram's brother. A fast-rising 

functionary of the Ministzy of Infextilityfs Propaganda 

Department, Derek has the whole world convinced of his 

hamosexuality, while he is in fact canying on a clandestine 

love affair with Beatrice-Joanna, his sister-in-law. 

Tristram, like Edwin Spindrift in The Doctor Is Sfck, 

combines scholarliness with a lethargic libido, and the 

romantic and opportunistically celibate Derek has a willing 

relaxant of sexual tension in the fertile, earth-motherly 

(Burgess would Say ubathycolpousu) Beatrice-Joanna. Of 

course, when ehe becomes illegally pregnant once again, with 

Derek's child, he avoids her and Tristram thinks himself the 

father, until a jealous subordinate of Derek' s informs him 

of the affair. 

histram gets drunk and confronts Beatrice-Joamna on a 

busy Street. After ordering her ta leave their apartment, 

he staggers unwittingly into a labot rally and is arrested 

along with the strike leaders. Derek uses this 

serendipitaus detention to keep h i m  out of the way, 

arranging for histram to be locked up indefinitely as an 

enemy of the state. Meanwhile, Beattice-Joanna has sought 

refuge at the isolated farm of her sieter Mavis in the far 
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north. Mavis's C e l t i c  husband, Shoany, is a life-affirming 

csrpto-Christian, hiding fugitive priests and hosting secret 

liturgies in defiance of the law. A trained veter-ian, 

he offers to care for Beatrice-Joanna during her pregnancy 

and labor. Shonny and Mavis have two children theutselves -- 
almost an open act of remlution. 

The chaos of the Interphase rages on. Crops fai l  due 

to poor organization o f  labor, leading to food riots and 

cannibalism. We are given a peek into the nightmares of the 

British Prime Ministet, as his dreama continue the flood of 

bad news he hears al1 day: 

"Here," said the voice, "we see a fine specimen of a 
diet  riot, al1 the way from yellow Mozambique. The 
rice-store at Chovica was raided, with what resuîts you 
here see. Black man's blood, red as your own. And now 
cames starvation in Northem Rhodesia, broken men at 
Broken Hill, Kabulwebulwe a lament in itself. Pinally, 
for a bonne bouche, cannibaliem in -- guese whete? 
Youtll never guess, so I'll tell you. In Banff, 
Alberta. Incredible, ienlt it? A very small carcase, 
as you see, a boy's rabbit-body. A few good stews out 
of that, though, and therecs one lad wholll never go 
hungry again." [WS, p. 1151 

With camlibaïism cornes the breakdown of other taboos. 

The old orgiastic fertility cuits reappear. When Tristram 

escape8 fram prison and tzavels north in search of Beatrice- 

Joanna, he wanders through an England straight out of 

Frazert s The Golden Bough, with couples chosen by lot 



copulating in the fields to heal the blighted soil,  with 

agapes of human flesh, and with improvieed sects and 

liturgies appearing out of hibing. 

M e a n w u l e ,  Derekls e n d e s  have gone north to find 

Beatrice-Joaana and bring her back to confront him with 

proof of his heterosexuaïity and fecundity. When they 

locate her and her newborn twin sons, Derek and Tristram, 

she surrenders in order to protect Shonny and Mavis from 

punishment. By the time Tristram reaches the fann, she and 

the babies are on their way back to the capital in a 

military vehicle, and he faces another harrowing journey 

through the chaos of Interphase England. 

On his way south, he is pressed into a newly formed 

army, a sign that the Gusphase is beginning. New powers 

have gained control of the battered government, and are 

following the age-old pattern of institutionalizing the 

excesses of the people into controllable and profitable 

policies. Both the army and the tinned human meat industry 

are run by private corporations w i t h  government contracts. 

Tristram is at first given a teaching post with the 

army, but when he star ts  to breed suspicion and rebellion, 

he is transferred to an infantzy unit about to go into 

combat, after being lecturecl on his insubordination for 

asking too many questions: 



"As far as these two questions of who and why are 
concerned, those are -- and you must take it from me 
apadictically -- no business of soldiers. The enemy is 
the -emy. The en- is the people welre fighting. We 
must leave it to our m e r s  to decide which is the 
particular body of people that wîll be. . . . why are w e  
fighting? Wetre fighting because welte soldiers. 
ThatRs simple enough, isnRt if? For what cause are we 
fighting? Simple again. Welre fighting to protect our 
country and, in a w i d e r  sense, the whole of the 
English-Speaking Union. Ftomi whom? No concern of 
ours. Where? Wherever weîre sent," [WS, p. 2261 

Meanwhile, the opportunistic Detek has survive& the 

change in govetnment, with its laxer attitude towards 

philoprogenitiveness, and he and Beatrice-Joa~a are living 

openly together, although she is beginning to feel remorae 

about her betrayal of Tristram. She secretly writes to him 

in care of the British Amy, offering to rejoin him if he 

will accept the twins. Rejoicing, he determines to survive 

whatever happens . He soon f inds himself "on a darkling 

plain / Swept w i t h  confused al- of struggle and flight, / 

Where ignorant a d e s  clash by night. [Matthew Arnold, 

.Dover Beachn] He is part of an araiy of British males 

unwittingly facing an army of British females in an 

"Extermination Sessionw in a remote part of Ireland. The 

illusion of w a z f  are, he discovers, is purely a means of 

drainhg off excess population and augmenthg the food 

supply. The similarities to Berrigants ecathing description 

of  American action in Vietnam are unnerving: 



An extraor- achievement! guas paid for, soldiers 
trained by US authority, crossed a border, rounded up 
these meriand wamen, ekecuted them, flung them in the 
river by the hundreds. . . . W h a t  is of intetest. . . Lis] 
hou men can be ieolated by a synthesis of f eu ,  hatred, 
indifference and selfishness. So that the retention of 
privilege (the guns, the teeth of the Doberman) is at 
center eye, center brain; and actual stamation, waste, 
looting, - murder, violation, exiling, political 
domination of others, is reduced to the moraï value of 
a myth, the obsession of a minority of troublemakers 
and misfits.. ,. Who h e m  fram the slaves, who cared? 
They were part of the public arrangement, &ecutors of 
the public will; honored thereby, ârawn into an 
ente-qrise f orever beyond t h e i r  iealizing . [D . 
Berrigan, 1970, p. 241 

The nslavesn referred to  in the l a s t  sentence of the 

above quotation from l2ze Dark Night of Resistance could 

easily be the two amies who faced each other in this novel 

-- both executors and victims of the public will, playing 

roles the ramifications of which they w i l l  never recognize 

and winniag, as we shall see below, a perverse sort of 

posthumous honor and glory. Berrigan makes a comment 

elsewhere which resonates eerily with the scenario under 

discussion : 

Acculturation to violence as the ordinary way to 
conduct one's business. In proportion as this occurs, 
other options open to men, other ways of settling their 
dif f erencee becme extra curricular [sic] ; the main 
diet being h u m  meat . [D. Bemigan, 1970, p.  781 



M s t r a m  does survive. Unconscious under a pile of 

corpsee, he eludes the career soldiers assigned to 

administer the coup de Face to the w o m à e d .  He furtively 

makes his way back to London and maya in hiâing until his 

term of military service lapsea. He goes to the military 

headquarters, eaget to confront and denounce those 

responsible for this barbaric policy, only to receive 

another lecture from a well-merning and tired bureaucrat: 

They were well trained and well armed and they died 
gloriously, believing they were dying in a great cause. 
And, you know, they really were.... You see, what 
other way is there of keeping the population dom? ... 
Contraception is cruel and unnataal: evexyboây has a 
right to be born. But, eimilarly, everybody's got to 
die sooner or later .... Everybdy m a t  ûie, and 
history seems to show (youtre a historian, so youfll 
agree with me here) , history seems to show that the 
soldierr s death is the best death. [WS, p. 274-51 

ûverwhelmeâ by a sense of futility, Tristram accepts 

his back pay, finds a new teaching post and an apartment, 

and returns to Beatrice-Joanna and the trains. He w i l l  wait, 

fatalistically, for the next turning of the wheel. As the 

population pressure eases, society will become less chaotic, 

signalling the return of Pelphase. And the cycle will 

continue. 

'This type of dynamic circularity of human af fairs is 
clearly and pessimistically portrayed by Karl Barth: 



The net effect of a cyclicai theory of history seems to 

be the triuurph o f  the Augustinian Weltanschauung: a 

pessimiem about the permanence of ptogress and the 

improvement of humanity by human efforts. There is nothing 

new under the sun. Despite this apparent hitility, Burgess 

and Berrigan tell us, freedm is found in action. Moral 

choices made with caapassion, other-centtedness and a sense 

of responsibility, like the courageous tebellion of Shonny 

and Mavis, or the forgiveness and reconciliation of Tristram 

and Beatrice-Joanna, enable people to survive and endure 

their cacotopian surroundings. 

Burgess did not produce another cacotopian novel until 

1978 ,  and hie  return to this cynical genre was quite 

deliberately didactic. The volume entitled 1985 is a unique 

antalgam of fiction and criticism. The first half [pp. 1- 

1061 is a study of George Orwellf 8 Nineteen Eighty-four, 

part homage and patt refutation, writta in an amusing md 

sometimes cranky mixture of essays, dialogues with imaginary 

interlocutors and even a nCatechismH designed to refresh the 

readerTs memory about the world Orwell portrayed. The bulk 

Remlution has.. . the net effect of restoring the old 
af ter its downfall in a new and more powerful fonn. . . . 
State, Church, Society, Positive Right, Pamily, Organized 
Research, oc., &ce ,  live of the credulity of those who 
have been nwtured upon vigoraua sermons -delivesed- on- 
the-field-of-battle and upon other suchlike solemn 
humbug. Deprive them of their PATHOS, and they will be 
starved out; but stir up revolution against them, and 
their PATBOS is prwided with fresh fodder. [The Bpi stle 
to the Romans, translated by Edwyn C. Hoskins. (London: 
Oxford University Press, 1933) , p. 4831 . 



of the second half Cpp. 107-2461 is an original novella, 

itself entitled 1985, in which Burgess preeents what he 

considers a more plausible worst-case scenario for Britain 

in the mid-1980rs. Following this novella is a brief 

critical mIntemiewu dealing with his own work, as well as 

an essay on the changes in demotic speech reflected in the 

working-class dialogue his characters are made to use. 

1985 is a story about a United Kingdom in which the 

unions are all-powerful. "The UKn ha8 become nTuclandm (for 

Trades Union Congress) in cornmon parlance. Every 

occupational group except poets is a nation-wide closed 

shop, and each labot dispute is one step closer to being a 

general strike. The government, an unbroken parade of 

various stripes of socialism for the last forty years, has 

nationalized almost every business, except for the 

increasing numbet of fimm that have been bought up by 

Islamic o i l  intereets. King Charles III (whose short, 

brunette wife proves that Burgess was not an infallible 

prophet, although they do name their first son Bill) is the 

figurehead of state, surrounded by faceless and 

interchangeable political functionaries, elected, since the 

state i s  aïmost the only employer, by their employees. Any 

labot demand that is met by mare than a face-saving token of 

resistance results in a strike, followed by a concatenation 

of sympathy atrikes .  The gweniment always capitulates, 

raisee salaries, raises taxes, and prints more money, 



resulting in runaway inflation, followed by more labor 

wuest, 

In short, the eociety of 1985 is one in which the 

proietariat is both oppressor and oppreased, burying the 

need for justice in  a never-ceasing quest for rights. Karen 

Lebacqz, in Justice in aa Unjust  World, deals primarily with 

situations of injustice in which the oppressors and the 

oppressed are two clearïy distinguiehable groupe, but her 

ideas about the nature of justice, and the nature of 

covenant, harmonize strongly with those of Burgess, as shall 

become clear below. 

Bev Jones, another Burgess protagonist who has been a 

teacher of history, now works (for much better money) on an 

assembly line in  a candy factory. H i s  disturbing questions 

about the statua quo have cost him his teaching job. He has 

a thirteen-year-old daughter, Bessie, whose sexual precocity 

and mental retardation can both be traced to an inadequately 

tested medication hi8 w i f e ,  Bllen, had taken during her 

pregnancy. Ellen is in hospital the week before Christmas 

of 1984, when the hospital catches fire. Since the fire- 

fighters are on etrike, and both the armed forces and the 

police have refused t o  scab for them, the hospitaï is 

destroyed, with great loss of l i fe.  Bev rushes to the 

scene, searcbing for her m n g  the laden stretchers outside 

the min: 



uDonvt let them get away w i t h  i t rn breathed a known 
voice . 

"Oh, my Cod, Ellie, E U i e . u  Bev k n e l t  to the 
stretcher that awaited loading. His wife and not his 
wife. Thete are parts o f  the human body reluctant to 
be cambusted, but they are mostly bone. He was on his 
laiees beside het and then, desperately eobbing, lying 
across her, seeking to embrace, picking up a handful of 
scorched skin and, under it, cmked meat - She could 
not feel anything now. But tbat had been her wice. 
The last thing she said had not been love, 1 love, look 
after Bessie, God what a waste, wefll meet, It had 
been: Dontt let them -- " M y  dear poor beloved,. he 
sobbed. [1985, p. 1131 

Mter mournlng with his daughter, who is barely able to 

understand what her motherts death means, and mulling ovet 

in hie e n d  the full impact of Bilen's last words, he 

reélizes that they have galvanized a latent streak of 

rebellion in h i m  that he had quietly acknowledged for a long 

time : 

Bev sighed over the ne--empty bottle of Australian 
brandy as he foresaw himself at last translating a 
long-mnibling disaffection into action. He did not 
w a n t  to be a martyr for a f reedom that, anyway, few 
believed in any more or even understood. But he felt 
himself, as it were, buying a ticket for a train whose 
destination he could not know, the sole passenger. Al1 
he knew was that the journey was necessary. (1985, pp. 
118-91 

we are instantly pluaged into that journey. Bev 

becomes, in a tentative and clumsy way, a revolutionary. He 

could say with Daniel Berrigan: 



LW] e have done samething more downtight thaa turn our 
backs on bad polit ics or the evil of men. We are 
trying to get reborn. O r  to put the matter more 
exactly, to allor the conditions of rebirth free play. 
To stand spart fram the crushing weight of distraction, 
affluence and cotrupt reward which is the reward and 
vengeance of the world on thoee who fight the world 
with its own weapons or scramble up its pointles8 
laddera. ID. Berrigan, 1970, p. 1781 

Lebacqz also provides a helpful definition of the 

nature of resistance to injustice, which closely 

characterizes Bevfs attitude at this time: 

This resistance may take the form of rage and anger. 
It may take the form of repudiation of the oppressor, 
including a refusal to accept facile reconciliation and 
the demand for a nroom of one's ownw wherein the 
oppresscd connainity caa define its own identity and 
agenda. Resistance requires tesolve and determination 
to fight injustice. It leads to rebellion anû 
subversion of the system in the interests of serving 
life. [Lebacqz, 1987, p. 1491 

In the next scene, Bev is in the midst of a debate with 

Devlin, the general secretazy of his own union. He accuses 

Bev of atavism, of trying to reverse the course of history 

and go back to a more primitive time, when the lot of the 

cormon worker was left up to the beneficence of the 

individuaï employer. Bev keeps hie side of the conversation 

on the level of ethics, which Devlin sneetingly c u l s  



theology. Bev insists that he is not looking for tevenge, 

since that would only add to the sum of evil in the world. 

In Lebacqz's terminology, revuige is not Win the interests 

of senring life. He says that people, like the 

firefighters, army and police, who stand by and let a 

disaster or a crime happen deserve as much punishment as the 

original perpetratot. Devlin counters: "Yeu blame people 

for doing things, not not doing them."  

nWrong,W said Bev. "Yeu probably blame them more. 
Because the evildoets are a permanent part of the human 
condition, proving that evil exists and canî t be 
legislated or reformed or punished out of existence. 
But the others have a duty to stop evil being enacted. 
They're defined as human beings by possession of that 
duty. If they fail to do that duty, they have ta be 
blamed . Blamed and punished. 

"ThereVs no such thing as duty any more," said 
Devlin. "Yeu know tut. There are only rights. 
Comnission for Human Rights -- that makes sense. 
Conmission for Hu- Duty -- bloody nonsense, isn't it? 
It was always bloody nonsense, and you knaw it." 

Wuty to family,= said B e v .  Wuty to one's art or 
craft. Duty to one's country. Bloody nonsense. 1 
see . 

Wuty to see that one's rights are respecte&" 
said Devlin. "Pl1 grant that. B u t  if you Say 'right 
to see that one's tights et cetera,' well, it doesn't 
seem to mean anything dif f erent . No, 1 t h r o w  out your 
duty . [2985, pp. 121-2 1 

The dualistic opposition of tights/duty which ariees in 

this debate seems to be an attempt ta resurrect what has 

become almost a dirty word in this eta of rights-language. 

9utyR to ma~y thinkers implies an *unthinking and 
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unques tioning obedience to authority , or, convetsely , the 
reciprocal term in any agreement of rights and duties, the 

requirements one must fulfill out of gratitude for the 

freedoms one has been granted by authority. In context, 

however. it seems clear that Burgess is taïking about what 

Karen Lebacqz calls wcwenantal reeponsibilitiesn [Lebacqz, 

1987, p. 1581 , a mutuality based on respect, interdependence 

and belonging. The rights-language of Devlin and h i s  

society is the vocabulary of a society in which union 

solidarity has bec- a cloak for unthinking and insatiable 

greed . 
Lebacqz, in a survey of various philosophical theories 

of justice, notices a similar one-sidedness in the r ights-  

laquage of fellow ethicist Robert Nozick. While Nozick 

assumes blithely that individuals making free-will choices 

are genuinely free within their society to make such 

choices, she suggeste, he ignores the interrelationships and 

interdependence of individuals which cause Lebacqz to prefer 

the use of temm denoting covenant and mutuality, rather 

than rights. [Lebacqz, 1987, p. 1581 

Bev is warneâ that a millers' strike is planned for 

Christmas Eve, and that he had better be ready, along with 

other confectionery workers. to strike in syppathy. 

Alerting a fellow fonner teacher who i s  now a television 

journalist, he crosses the picket line and demands to be 

allowed to work. His employer, Mr. Penn, remonstrates with 



him wer his awkward and embarrassing behavior and finally 

has no choice but to dismiss h i m  for not living up to the 

terms of his employmeat in a closed shop environnent. 

Interviewed for the television newscast, Bev is compelled ta 

face the ramifications of the stand he has taken: 

"So this, Mr. Jones, is your wray of denouncing the 
principle of strike action. Don't you considetyoulte 
being rather old-fashionediiU 

"1s justice old-faehioned? 1s compassion? 1s 
duty? If the modern way approves the buraing to death 
of innocent people with firemen standing by and 
claiming theit workerts rights, then P m  glad to be 
old-f ashioned. 

=Yeu realize, Mr. Jones, that you' re inviting your 
dismissal from your job? That, moreover, no other job 
can possibly be available to you? That the closed shop 
is a fact of life anâ applies to evezy single gainful 
activity? 

The individual worker has the right to decide 
whether or not to withhold his labour. My curse on 
~yndicalism.~ 

nYaurve just condeined yourself to permanent 
unemployment . 

"So be it. [1985, p. 1311 

He then empties hi8 bank account and does the Christmas 

shopping. On December 27, he tries to register at the 

Labour Exchange, and is reminded that he has refused to 

abide by the conditions of employment of .al1 imaginable 

trades except that of pet. 12985, p. 1361 He is denied 

unemplaymcnt benefits for thesame reason. He goes to the 

office of his Member of Parliament, who tells h i m  to stop 

fighting history. Since Bev has deliberately placed himself 



outside the law, his M.P. cannot even be considered to 

represent h i m .  

This scenario is the diametric opposite to the 

situations of oppression usually studied by ethicists like 

Lebacqz, situations in which the tight to organize labor 

unions is denied an wemorked and subjugated lowet class. 

Burgess is w a r n i n g  us that too much of a good thing can 

bec- catastrophic. Given enough power and no 

counterbalancing opposition, organized labor can become j us t 

another heteronamous oppressor. 

Bev manages to get Bessie into a state-run Girl's Home 

before his r a t  cames due. Evicted, he sleeps in hostels 

and train stations, where he atttacts  the attention of youth 

gangs, These violent adolescents have bec- involved in 

the most countercultural behavior imaginable in a 

proletarian state: the study of the humanities. Since Bev 

c m  quote the classics in Greek and L a t i n ,  he becomes a sort 

of hero to them. They introduce him to the concept of the 

Underground University, an international and clandestine 

network of itinerant lecturers and students supponed by 

robbery. The youths ask Bev why society ha8 turned out the 

way it bas. H e  tries to giw them a balanced presentation 

of labor history, but they interrupt and ask what weht wrong 

w i t h  the culture. Bev'e reeponse desemes to  be quoted at 

length, since it seems to encapeulate Burgessls ovn ideas 

with great vividneas: 



"The worker s struggle in the nineteenth century was 
not solely economic -- it vas cultural too. Why should 
the bourgeoisie have the monopoly of taste and beauty? 
People like Ruskin and William Morris wanted the 
workers to be enlightened. With the M a n c i s t  stress on 
the basic reality of culture and of histozy being 
economic, well -- well, pretty wallpaper and free 
reading r o m  àidnr t seem so important. Discriminate 
consumption dieappeared as a doctrine. The thing to  do 
was to consume --but what? Whatever gave or gives the 
easiest gratification . Diluted taste. The 
manufacturers are always ready with some watered-dom 
parody of a genuine individuaï creation. To buy should 
be to gratify. You buy a book you can't understand and 
you get a n m .  You ought to understand it, youlve paid 
for it, havent t you? Things have to be made simple, 
easy sources of gratification, and that means levelling 
dom. Evezy workerwith money is entitled to the best 
that money can buy, so the best has to be redefined as 
what gives  gratification with the least effort. 
Everybody has the same cultural and educational 
entitlement, so levelling begins. Why should sornebody 
be cleverer than someboây else? Thatts inequaïity .... 
Hence your lousy school curriculum. Hence the 
dullness . 12985, pp. 146-71 

Bev meets the roving bands of scholars whose lectures 

are paid for by these young criminals, but who must 

nonetheless shoplift to stay alive. He sees copies of an 

underground newspaper called the Free B r i  ton, which 

announces the formation of a private army to keep the peace 

and ensure the safety of the citizen8 during labor 

disruptions. The carnaander is a Volonel Lawrence," which 

provides a satisfying irony when it becomes clear that the 

Free Britons are financed by Islam. LawTence of Arabia 

united the Arabs in the service of British military 



interests during World W a r  1; now the fslamic commercial 

world is returnFag the favor. 

waile learning to shoplift, Bev is caught in the act 

and arrested. In jail  awaiting trial, he confronta a 

fireman locked up for intoxication. He blames h i m  for the 

death of his wife, and they atgue about individual 

responsibility until the fireman gives Bev a pictute of what 

it is to be trapped by the system: 

"Listen, said Barry, now rather saber, "you got to 
jump w h e n  they say, right? You hear the bells going 
down and you shin d o m  the pole and donrt ask 
questions. Same when they blow the whistle. Youfre 
going on sttike, they Say. Right, so thatls what you 
do. If you donlt, yourte out of it. right? Irve got 
five kids. I've got a missus thatrll play screaming 
buggery when 1 get home tmotrow rnorning. Ivve got a 
job, and i t e s  the thing 1 can do. 1 got to do it. 1 
need the money, and what with ptices shooting 1 need 
more al1 the t i m e .  So you put the fear of Jesus into 
everybody by going on strike. and then you get what you 
w a n t .  Whatvs wrong with that? Besides, itls not me 
and my mates that says right welll strike. Itls w h a t  
they tell us to do and we have to do it." C1985, p. 
1641 

Bev weeps when he is forced to realize that the 

situation is too complicated to be resolwd into .go& guys 

and bad guys." At his trial, whete he reveals the political 

motives behind hi8 actions, he is sentenced to a session at 

a "rehabilitation centrew called Crawford Manor. Along w i t h  

twenty other unemployables, he is conducted there by an 



amed official, whose frustration when the rail employees 

strike and the remainder of the journey has to be completed 

on foot provides sane c d c  relief. 

Bev is amazed and even flattered to discover that the 

rehabilitation program is to be conducted by Mr. Pettigrew, 

Vhe great T(IC theorist, the permanent chairman of the TUC 

Preaidium. 11985, p. 1731 This charming, urbane and 

idealistic leader, who, we are later to discover, is kept 

innocently u n a w a r e  of some of the brutality enacted in his 

cause, uses sweet reasonablenese and self-deprecating humar 

to w i n  over most of the disaffected. He tells them that 

they are suffering from an inability to compartmentalize two 

antagonistic drives in their psyches (In the process, 

Burgess sneaks in a potehot or two at the current obsession 

with inclusive language) : 

What is the nature of the dilemma? It is this. That 
humanity craves two values that are impossible of 
reconciliation. Man -- or, to use the term recorrniended 
by the Waaenv s Liberation Movement, Wo Man -- desires 
to live on hie, sotry, zer own te- and at the same 
time on the terms imposed by society. There is an 
inner world and there is an outer world. The i ~ e r  
world feeds itself w i t h  dzeams and visions, and one of 
these visions is called God, the enshriner of values, 
the goal of the striving single eoulte endeavours. It 
is good, nay it is human, to cherish this imer, 
private, world: without it we are creatures of straw, 
unhappy, unfulfilled. But, and 1 m e t  emphaeize this 
but, the inner world must never be allowed to encroach 
on the outer world. History is full of the 
wzetchedness, the tyranny, oppression, the pain 
occasioned by the imposition of an innet vision on the 
generality. 1 t began, perhaps, with Moses, who had a 
vision of G o à  in a burning bush, and, through it, 
initiated the long tr ia l  of the Israelites. Saint Paul 



sought to impose his idiosyncratic vision of the 
resurrected Christ on an entire world. So with Calvin, 
Luther, Savonarola -- need 1 go on? And in the secular 
field, we have seen, or read of, the agony caused by 
the enforcement of soute mystical conception of the 
State on millions in Burope, on untold millions in 
Asia. [1985, p. 1741 

The entise course of Bev's rehabilitation program is as 

thought-provoking anâ quotable as Pettigrew'e welcoming 

speech. Few pieces of modern literature illustrate the t e m  

%ove1 of ideaen as insistently or as concieely as 1985. 

Suffice it to Say that, remaining incorrigible, Bev is 

outlawed. He caaaot work, and his daughter is no longer 

welcome at the Girl's Hume. He picka her up and goes to 

join the Free Britons. Bessie attracts the attention of a 

visiting o i l  sheikh, who offers to take her in as a 

"probationary conc~bine,~ guaranteeing her safety, food and 

uniimited access to Western television. Reluctantly 

deciding he can offer her nothing better, Bev accepts this 

arrangement and is now responsible oaly for himself. 

Colonel Lawrence takes him on as a prapaganda officer, and 

Bev starts to see the Free Britons from the inside. Their 

profession of nonviolence becomes increaeingly hollow, as 

they bec- one more group contesting f o r  power in the chaos 

unleashed by a general strike. 

Just as a major riot is about ta canmience in Trafalgar 

Square, King Charles III arrives to epeak to the crowd. In 



bis bumbling, self-deprecating way,  he orders the armed 

forces and police to teturn to duty and the P r e e  Britons 

disarmed and disbanded. A well-timed interruption, - 

announcing the birth of U s  son and heir,  unites the crowd 

in a transport of affection and patriotiem. The crisis is 

defueed, but syndicalism remains as the status quo. 

Arrested and tried once again for shoplifting, Bev is sent 

to an insane asylum, the proletarian societyts closest 

approximation to a prison. 

Writing to Bessie, he receives a letter from the 

sheikhls secretéuy informing him that no one by that name is 

known of in the sheikhte household. After brooding on the 

futility of al1 of his attempts to change his world, Bev 

walks out through the asylum's crabapple orchard towatds the 

electric f ence : 

But, of course, they al1 got away with it ; they always 
w d d .  History wae a record of the long slow trek from 
Eden towards the land of Nod, with nothing but the 
deserts of injustice on the way. Nod. Nod off. 
Sleep. He nodded a farewell to the mon. Then he 
bared his fleahïees breast to the terrible pain of the 
electrified fence, puzzling an instant about why you 
had to resign from the union of the living in order to 
join the strike o f  the dead. He then felt U s  heart 
jump out of his mouth and tumble among the windfalle. 
C1985, p.  2461 

This bleakest of Burgess's cacotopian visions is also 

the most clearly Christian. Bevts insistence on the primacy 
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of duty and responsibilfty over rights and ptivileges finds 

its ultimate source in the Judaeo-Christian understanding of 

the nature of human comnatnity. Kazen Lebacqz traces this 

understanding back to the Noachic covenant: 

The covenant of mutual responsibility of which the 
rainbow is a sign gives clues to a theory of justice. 
The covenant implies care of one for another. The 
covenant suggests that the welfare of each depends on 
the other. Thus, justice w i l l  be located in 
responsibilities and mutuality, not in OrightsW that 
are asserted against one another. [Lebacqz. 1987, p. 
1553 

Bev has been an ineffectuai, but faithful witness to 

this understanding of justice. His sufiering has destroyed 

his good sense and tempted him into one unacceptable 

solution aftet another: petty crime, abdication of 

responsibility for his helpless daughter, and a private 

a q .  He has stmggled to maintain a distinction between 

justice and revenge, and ends by taking revenge on himself 

for his own failures. His martyrdm will not change his 

society; unlike the Britain of The Wanting Seed. Tucland has 

no historical cycles, only the spiral of inflation. driven 

by greed. And unlike Bev's and Lebacqzms vision of a 

society based on covenantal responsibility, Tuclaadts 

apparent solidarity ie a maek for fierce competitiveness and 
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avarice. Burgessts nightmare vision of 1985 is al1 too 

plausible, 

fn the novels discussed in this chapter, Burgess has 

dealt with the conflict, inevitable, but necessary, between 

the inner and outer worlds that Mr. Pettigrew so adamantly 

insisted should be kept separate. Burgess denies that any 

separatfon is possible. Humane are defined by their abil i ty  

to act upon the dictates of their consciences. Freedom of 

choice, for good or iil, is intrinsic to the ultimate nature 

of the human person. Aversion conditioning, historical 

determinism and closed-shop eyndicalism al1 have the same 

final effect. They t u n  the human being into an organic 

mechanism -- a clockvrork orange. 



WORDBOYS AND WORLDVIEWS: THE WRITER AND SOCIETY 

when people ask me, as they sometimes do, for a nice, 
quick, easy, capsule def inition of A r t ,  1 usually Say 
something like this: " A r t  is the organization of base 
matter into an illusory image of ueiveraal order." ... 
1 maintain the belief that Art,,. wouldatt d s t  if we 
were sure that the universe was really a universe and 
not a duoverse, a unity and not a duality. What, I ' m  
afraid, sounds portentous is really quite simple. The 
thing werre most aware of in life is division, the 
conflict of opposites -- good, evil; black. white; 
rich, poor -- and sa on. W e  don% like to live in the 
middle of this conflict (itls rather like trying to 
picnic in the centre of a football field) and we rush 
eagerly to any saint or pundit or prophet who will 
convince us that al1 this conflict is real ly so much 
illusion, that behind it al1 exists a great shining 
ultimate unity which is eternal and real. The trouble 
is that this ultimate unity, whether it be Ood or the 
Classless Society, is always presented as being a long 
way off or away or above. 1 like my pie here and now. 
That's why X trust the artist more than the Marxist or 
the theologian. Thatgs why 1 regard the artistls trade 
as not metely the most honarable but also the most 
holy. The vision of unity, which is what the artist 
sells, is preferabïe to any mere religious or 
metaphysical manifesto. [UC, pp. 265-61 

When the artiet, the mythmaker, the poet, and the word- 
player becone the focus of a novel -- when love and 
language becoute inseparable -- Burgessge art 
triumphs .... Wnen the single dogged consciousness of 
the artist occupies Burgess's energies in a novel, the 
vision of restorative, redemptive powers of art and 
i m a g e  blossam [sic] fully, no mattet how brutal the 
world which surrounds it continues to be. [Coale, 
1981, p. 1991 



What ie the purpose of the novel? Is it an 

entertainment, a nonthreateaing w a y  of passing time or 

escaping from the demands of reality? 1s it an experiment 

in structure, form and the manipulation of language? 1s it 

an inexpensive eubetitute for travel, a means of vicariously 

visiting exotic locales and etas? 1s it a paedagogickl 

device, painlessly educating its reader about other times. 

places and lifestyles? 1s it a way of confronting the moral 

issues and debates of modemity in a sort  of controlled 

thought expetiment in w h i c h  hypothetical subjects are faced 

with simulacra of real problems and the various possible 

responses are evaluated? 

Judging by the novels of Anthony Burgess. the answer to 

all these questions is His novals nevet fail to be 

entertaining, educational and experimentaï . He mixes gentes 

and styles with fearless abandon, exposes his readers t o  

exotic parts of the wotld that he knows intimately. and uses 

everything from Levi-Straussls structuralism to Beethoven's 

"Etoica Symphonyn to provide organizing principles for 

individual nwels. He demonstrates a great fascination with 

foreign laquages, archaic slang and argots, regional 

dialects and specialiet jargons, so that anyone who reads a 

great deal of Burgess cannot help picking up snatches of 

- Malayan. Russian. Italian and Arahic, among many other 

languages, and technical te- from such fields as music and 



liaguietics. He #vis his readers piano lessons, art 

appreciation classes and aven recipes. 

But underlying this encyclopaedic virtuosity -- indeed, 
informing it -- is a g10omy moral eamestness w e d d e d  to an 

indomitable c d c  spirit. This tragicomic amalgam, on the 

surface simply another juxtaposition of binazy opposites, 

is, in a deeper eense, the unification of opposites that 

Burgess seeks. L i f e  lived to  the full is always 

chiaroscuro, a mixture of darkness and light, sorrow and 

joy, guilt  and innocence. Burgess distrusted anyone whose 

solution for the problem of evil was to deny evilWs 

existence or out freedom to choose it. In the same way ,  he 

decried the denial of ambiguities in life and in art. 

In this chapter, 1 will demonstrate how Burgess shows 

that the role of the professional writer is closely bound up 

with the ethical issues 1 believe are central to hi8 

thought. As the long quote at the begi~ing of the chapter 

States, Burgess felt that the artistls task was a holy one, 

the creation of a vision of unity. My thesis is that this 

vision, for Burgess, contains a human interrelatedness anâ 

interdependence based on compassion, duty and humor, which 

can assist people faced with the evils and ambiguities of 

life to live meaningfully and productively. 

This chapter is eignificantly longer than the others. 

Although 1 apologize for trying the patience of my already 

overburdened readere, 1 feel that this length is neceesazy 
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for two reasons. lirstly, letting Burgess speak at length 

tbrough protagoniste who are his fellow mwordboysn (Joyce's 

name for language-obsessed writers, which Burgess often 

applied to Joyce and to himeelf) will give us an 

opportunity to observe the blurring between fiction and 

autobiography, the presentation of self through the novel, 

to which 1 alluded in the introduction of this thesis. And, 

secondly, since such an ovemhelming majority of Burgess's 

protagonists are writers, including some who are dealt with 

in  other chapters, it is clear that nimination about the 

ethical role of the writer occupied a proportionate majority 

of his adult life. 1 will endeavot to give this  theme a 

comparable emphasis. 

For similar reasons, 1 will use Burgess, himself , as 

the primary critical voice in reeponding to the crises and 

moments of enîightenment of his protagonista, which often 

reflect similar episodes in his oamlife. References to his 

essays, reviews, autobiographical writings and author's 

notes or afterwords attached to the variaus novels will be 

juxtaposed to passages fsom the novels in order to highlight 

the working out of his ethical arguments. 

One of the earliest book-length studies of Burgess's 

novele is called The Consolations of Ambiguity. Ite author, 

Robert K. Morris, uses thia pregrmnt phrase to describe what 

he finds to be unique about Burgess among moâern novelists: 





crumpling, the Audenesque anaïeptic swig, the 
relighting of a foul cheroot. The miter's life 
seethes within but not w i t h o u t .  Neverthelesa, it has 
to be recordad. This is so that mild wondet may be 
excited by the fact that the profession can be 
practised at all, Here then is an account of failures 
and humiliations but also of qualified triumphs. 
IYHYT, p. f i l  

Hia biwaphical novel, NothUlg Lüre the Sun, ptesents 

a William Shakespeare tortured by many conflicting drives 

and problems: an unhappy marriage, obsessive affairs with 

both a Malayan courtesan (the Dark Lady of the sonnets) and 

the young E a r l  of Southampton, the syphilis resulting from 

these affairs, his great love and need to provide for his 

children, the fierce competition between orriters and theatre 

companies for noble patronage, and, tangled up with and 

interpenetrating al1 of these, bis love affair with 

laquage . 
The novel begins with a framing inscription describing 

it as the last lecture of =Mr. Burgessn to a multiracial 

class in a Malaysian college. The instructor, given two 

bottlea of Chinese rice wine as a farewell present, becomes 

progressively dninker throughout the lecture, with the 

result that his and his protagonietls petsonalitiee begin to 

merge until, at the novelta conclusion, they are one in 

their debility, nostalgia and logmania. Burgess the author 

uses Burgess the character to illustrate the intimacy of the 

writerts engagement with hi8 characters. The plot is 
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heavily influeaced by the discussion in the library scene of 

Joyce's UTysses, in which Stephen Dedalus describes 

Shakespearews cuckolding by his own brother, Richard. 

The novel is written in Burgess's own approximation of 

Elizabethan Bnglish. The diffezent characters, from nobles 

ta f am-laborers, geniuses to the duil-witted, Londoners , 

rustics and foreigners, al1 speak believable and convincing 

gradations of a flexible, colorful language that seems in 

the proceas of creating itself, eo that the colloquialisms 

of the pub and the intimacies of the bed-chamber are al1 

visitafions of the Muse to the poet's greedy eats. Chance 

words and phrases heard in paasing ignite butsts of blank 

verse that send WS (as Shakespeare is called in the novel) 

into creative ecstasies. 

Balancing and tarnishing this artistic fervor and 

transparency to the Muse is a calculating, greedy 

opportunism, an avidity in both the romantic and economic 

spheres. His wooing of Southampton is powered 

simultaneously by an inpetuous erotic obsession and by 

hunger f o r  wealth and social standing. WS is so eager to 

please noble patrons that he accedes to Southamptonla 

mother'e repuest that he write sonnets idealizing marriage 

and conjugal fidelity, in order to convince the young earl 

t o  find a w i f e  and produce an heir, rather than carrying on 

a hoaaosexual affair with an impoverished poet. When 



confronted about this hypocrisy, he extemporizes (and 

temporizes) : 

"A friend shouïd speak w h a t  is in his h e m ,  a poet 
even more so, It is waste 1 fear. Shouïd 1 die now at 
least I have a son. The name Shakespeare will not 
die," he said confidently. But, saying the rest, he 
felt the old self-disgust of the actor; he vas earning 
gold through eloquent pleading. It was for lying, he 
saw hopelessly, that words had been made. In the 
beginning was the word and the word was with the Pather 
of Lies. [NLS, p. 1081 

W S s  Venus and Adoais and The Rape of Lucrece create a 

sensation among the nobles, opening doors, but not purses to 

the poet. The combination of his need for wealth, his 

apparent abandonment by the Muse and increaeing gossip about 

his affair with the young E a r l  causes h i m  to throw himself 

more heavily into the coasser world of actors and theatre 

owners, wbile Southampton takes on a more active role in 

political intrigues with hi8 mentor, the B a d  of Essex. 

It is now that WS meets Fatimah, a beautiful Malay 

womaa who was brought to England as an infant by Sir Francis 

Drake after his sailors killed her parente. Raised in a 

kind adoptive home until orphaned again, she now augments 

her dwiadling inhezitance by functioning as an exotic escort 

and hostess fot w e a l t h y  merchants. While beginning to 

attract her attention, WS is al80 quickly rising in 

theatrical circles. He begins a journal while 

simultaneously preparing A MidsZMrrnet Night's Dream for 
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production, tzying to borrow a thousaad pounds f rom 

Southampton to buy a share in a new theatre, and improvising 

his way into Fatimahts heart. The play is a success and 

Southampton offers him the money. With equal ease, he 

acquires a mistress, a source of intoxicating and exhausting 

distractions : 

In a fever L take to my play-making and theatre 
business. 1 mite my few lines of Richard in despair 
of the power of words. 1 force myself to a mood of 
hatred of her and of what we do together, making myself 
believe that 1 am brought low and muet soon come to 
min. 1 cleave my brain, writing of England's past, a 
cold chronicler that sees how al1 this will f i t  the 
nation's present temper, and at the sanie time a silken 
Turk on a divan. . . . H e r  smell, rank and sweet, repels 
my sense and drives me to madness. And al1 the time 
poor Richard jogs on toward his fou1 death .... She 
poutsays [sic] 1 naist take her to  fine places, go to 
feast as others do. But 1 am jealous; not even to the 
Theatre am 1 willing that she come, though masked and 
curtained f rom ment s viewing, [NLS, pp . 150-21 

He starts to identify his erotic obsession with Fatimah 

with hie creative p o w e r ,  evoking a royal sacrifice metaphot 

that echoes passages in J.O. Frazer's The Golden Bough and 

T S ,  Eliot's The Wasteland: 

[Il f we are to hold a mirror to natuxe. . we mus t see 
al1 in one. Thus, gibbering in my nakedness and 
approaching her with my cock-crowing yard, 1 see 1 am a 
clown, 1 see 1 am a great king that will possess a 



golden kingdom. Tragedy is a goat and cmedy a village 
Priapus and dyiag is the word that links both. C u t  
your great king's head off and thruet h i m  in the eaxth 
that new life may spring. [NLS, pp. 152-31 

This camplex net of metaphor and symbolism takes us 

back to a mythical world of unity and wholeness, before 

theoreticians l ike Aristotle taxonomized human experience 

into categories . Tragedy [Greek tragoiüia, literally the 

Song of the goatn Webster s N e v  World Dictionary] , is about 

misguideci sacrifice, fatal chazacter flaws and waste. 

Camedy is about human folly, lust and lack of social 

restraint. Dying in Elizabethan poetic diction often 

referred to ejaculation and orgasm. The meeting point of 

sacrifice and lust is fettility. The old rituals of the 

ploughed field that were revived in The Wanting Seed were 

s t i l l  practiced in rural England in Shakespeare's time. In 

fact, Burgess w a u l d  have us accept WS's marriage to Anne 

Hathaway as a result of an unexpectedîy fertile random 

coupling accompanying the bringing in of the Maypole. 

WSie predicament, in bis own estimation, is both tragic 

and c d c .  Be is both actor and creator. He acts the parts 

of tising -1 gentleman and family man and of chivalroua 

urban romantic, while creating a body of literary work which 

he already senses to be his tme legacy. He creates several 

different worlds and tries hubristically to live in al1 of 

them at once. His life begins to acquire the structure of 
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Hai iLZe t  or A Midsunÿner Nightrs Dream, with plays nested 

within plays, featuring players cast in  roles they do not 

know they are playing. Let us not forget that Nathing L i k e  

the Sun is i tee l f  a complexly layezed series of narratives, 

including a jourrial and fragments of plays and poems within 

a novel within a fictit ious lecture. Burgess is telling us 

that this is the w a y  life is really lived, that w e  cast 

ourselves in different rolee to f i t  different situations, 

while performing a whole other interior monologue we rarely 

share w i t h  others. 

A t  the heart of al1 these layers, W S  is an exhausted 

and bitter man. The political chaos of the late stages of 

Elizabeth Il s reign rages around him. a macrocosmic 

equivalent of bis personal malaise: 

f can hardly move, sick not in my body but only in my 
soul, centre of my sinful earfh. 1 lie on my unmade 
bed listening to timets ruin, threats of Antichrist, 
new galleons on the aea. the Queen's grand climacteric, 
portents in the heavens. a horse eating its foal, - 
ghosts gliding 
great prince L 
for m e ,  a littl 

- 
on a buttered pavement. Were 1 some 
could l i e  thus forevet, my body washed 
e sustenance brought, cut off from the 

need to act. But there are play6 to be written, images 
of oràer and beauty to be coaxed out of wrack, filth, 
sin, chaos. 1 take my pen, sighing, and sit to my 
work. But work 1 cannat . [NLS, p. 1591 

Aïready at thie stage of despair, he begina to be 

batted back and forth between Stratford and London like the 
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bal1 in eome cosmic tennis game. He must rush hme because 

of the serious iLlness of h is  beloved son, Hautnet. He does 

not arrive in time t o  watch h i m  die. Grieving and feeling 

the coldness of his w i f e ,  Anne, who has heaxd i m m  

travellers about hie affairs, he returns to London and 

another blow from fate. Southampton has taken Fatimah as 

hi8 own mistress, perhaps as a retuni for the loan of a 

thousand pounds. Hearing that the E a r l  has returned il1 

f rom a campaign in France, WS visits bim and Learns that 

Fatimah is pregnant and has been sent away to l ive at the 

Earlls expense until her baby is born. WS is most likely 

the father. His poetic vision begins to darken and turn 

bleak. Retuming to Stratford in shame and defeat, he 

enters the new hame he has purchased for U s  w i f e  and 

daughters, and finds Anne in flagrante delicto with his 

brother Richard: 

White slack nakedness gathering i t se l f ,  in shock, 
together. "It was, she wae, that is to say," twitched 
Richard, in his unbuttoned shirt, qrinning, 
ingratiatingly smirking, trying to-hide Gs, though it 
was fast 8-g in its own bestial shame, instrument 
of. [sic] WS stood there, beginning to glotr and shiver 
with the cuckoldns unspeakable satisfaction, the 
satisfaction of confizÜ~ation, the great rage which 
just i f ies  murdcr and the firing of cities and makes a 
maa r i s e  into hi8 whi-ring strong citadel of self- 
pitying aloneness . . . . " Tt vas she, " [Richardl said. 
"It wae ehe that made memu He began to whine. "1 did 
not want to, but she -- H e  even pointed a trembling 
fhgeî at her, standing, arme folded, bold as bras8 by 
the -second-best bed of New P l a c e .  



'Aye, aye, said WS, almost camfortingly, "it was 
the ~omaa.~ [NLS, p.  1911 

He rides back to London in a c a l m  numbness, teflecting 

that cuckoldry " i s  a Wnd of gift of money to spend on one's 

own sina." [NLS, p. 1921 The political situation has 

become more polarized and Southampton importunes WS to 

create prapagaada for Essex. WS proclaims his disdain for 

politics and his  loyalty to the Queen. Southampton angrily 

says that WS owes h i m  obedience out of duty: 

"Duty," repeated WS with some bitternem. "mer since 
1 was a tiny boy 1 have been to ld  gravely of my duty -- 
to my family, church, country, wife. 1 am old enough 
now to know that the only self-evident duty is to that 
image of order we al1 carry in our brains. That the 
keephg of chaos under with stem occasional kicks or 
permanent tough floorboards is manla duty, and that al1 
the rest is solemii hypocrite's words to justify self- 
interest. To emboss a stamp of  order on tirnete flux is 
an impossibility 1 mst try to make possible through my 
art, such as if is. For the rest. 1 fear the waking of 
dragons. [NLS, p.  1981 

Another improvisation on the resonances behind the word 
8 

"duty," to place beside Bev9s argument with Devlin in 1985. 

[See Chapter Twol Stung by a i l  his eatanglements w i t h  other 

persons, WS nlegates the concept of duty to the abstract, 

t o  his art, the oaly obsession which has never failed him. 
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The chaos he dreads has its victory w e t  h i m  when, with 

Southampton imprisoned in the Towet of London, Fatimah 

returns to WS, abandoned and in need. He cares for her and 

is rewarded by being infected with the syphilis she has 

caught from the Earl. The three lwers are united in their 

illness. For Shakespeare, the disease is a dark and 

horrible visitation of the lihise, in keeping with what 

Burgess has said about syphilis and % a d  talent." [See 

Chapter One1 The deterioration of his already aging body 

and psyche bears fruit in the brooding, tragic plays of his 

later life: 

The hopelessness of man's condition was revealed in 
odours that came direct, in a k h d  of innocent Eden 
freshness, from that prime and original well. The rest 
of my life, such as it might be, m a t  be spent in 
making those effluvia real to all. For the first time 
it was made clear to me that language vas no vehicle of 
soothing prettiness to warm cold castles that waited 
for spring. no ornament for ladies or great lords, 
chiming, beguiling, but a potency of sharp knives and 
brutal hammers. 1 understood what she herself was -- 
no angel of evil but an uncovenanted power. But, so 
desperate was the enemy, she had been drawn by an 
irresistible force to become, if not herself evil. yet 
contracted to be the articulatrix of evil.... My 
disease was a modcrm âiaease; it was the same disease 
as that which cracked order in State and Church and the 
institutions of both. We have had the best  of our 
tirne. [NLS, p. 2301 

In his pessimism and certainty of the power of evil in 

the wosld. in hie world-weariness and sense of persona1 
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guilt, WS is a modern man, and hi8 disease a modern disease. 

Abandonhg the queat for e~oblement, both secuïar and 

spiritual, he imitates his Mise, becouhg an articulator of 

evil, " W e  have had the best of our time* is a close 

approximation to Youlve Had Pour The, the title of the 

second volume of Burgess's autobiography. Just as Burgess 

the fictionaï lecturer in the novel becanes self-identified 

with WS, Burgess the author seems etrongly sympathetic to 

such Weltschmerz. There is no escape from ambiguity and 

evil; there is only the sacred duty to caamunicate and to 

create . 
Burgess revisited the Elizabethan era in his final 

novel . In A Dead Ma. in Deptford. published in 1993, the 

year of h i s  death. the story of Shakespearets contemporary 

and respected rival, Christopher (Kit) Marlowe, 1564-1593. 

is told by a minor actor and occasional catamite to 

playwrights who adopts the guise of onmiscient narrator. 

The narrator begins by parrying the hypothetical readerts 

scepticism about hie omniscience, using cheap eophistry and 

playf u ï  language : 

1 must suppoee that what 1 suppose o f  his doings behind 
the back of my viewings ie of the natue of a stout 
link in the chah of hie being, lost  to my seeing, not 
palpable but of neceesity existent. 1 kiow little. 1 
was but a small actor and amallet play-botcher who 
observeâ h i m  intermittently though indeed knew him in a 
very palpable senee (the Holy Bible speaks or speaketh 
of such unlawful knowing), that is to say on the 



margent of his life, though time is proving that d i m  
eyes and dimuer wits confounded the periphery w i t h  the 
centre. [DMD, p. 31 

These rathet unsatisfying assurances by an admittedly 

unreliable muumiscientw narrator are both echoed and 

ameliorated in Burgesels uAuthores Note," which follows the 

novel and returns to word-play about the nature of knowledge 

and truth: 

Al1 the historical facts are verifiable. [He goes on 
to identify his  main sources.] The acholarly delving 
will go on, and other novels will be written, but the 
true truth -- the verita verissima of the Neapolitans - - can never be known. The virtue of a historical novel 
is its vice -- the flatfooted affirmation of 
possibility as fact. [DMD, pp. 271-21 

Burgess had written his nuniversity thesism on Marlowe 

in 1940, just before being inducted into the army. The 

thesis  and Burgess's library were destroyed in the bombing 

of Manchester, but his fascination and affection for Marlowe 

burned steadily for the fifty-three years that elapsed 

between the thesis  and this  novel. 

The historical framevork upon which the novel is based 

is sketchy enough. Having been both an outspoken atheist 

and an occasional spy for the British goverment, Marlowe 

m s t  have made many powerful enemies. - His violent death at 
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a shockingly early age may have been co~ected with eithet 

or both of theee problematic aspects of hi8 life. 

Marlowe is a feline, sensuous young man much given to 

cursing and blasphemy- A cobblerrs son, he is one of the 

most poorly dressed students at Cambridge, which he is 

attending on a scholarehip, Sunounded by pious aspirants 

to the ministty, he has fallen willingly unâer the influence 

of the sceptical, unstable Francis Kett, his theology tutor, 

later to be buraed at the stake, who advocates the 

subjection of Holy Writ to "the anatomising knife of the 

sincere enquirer." [DMD, p. 61 Marlowe habitually applies 

the same scepticiwi to hi8 OWA identity, inttoducing himself 

using al1 the variations of bis sumame that a poot, 

heretotore illiterate family have had to toleiate: 

Vhristopher. The other name is unsure. Marlin, 
Merlin, Marley, Morley. Marlowe will do. [DMD, p. 31 

This onoaiastic fluidity Éits well hie future roles as 

undercover agent and class-crossing artist. The resonances 

of the cognate name Merlin, especially, are recalled with 

relish by friends and foes, as he becomes enmeshed in both 

forbidden scientific reeearches, undet the tutelage of Sir 

Walter Raleigh, and statecraft. Burgess himeelf has played 

this name game, inserfing himself as cammentator, authority 



or character in many nouels: John B. Wilson, B.A., the 

"literary executop of the fictionaï author of The B d  of 

the Morld News [p. vii] ; Mr . Burgess, the lecturezr in the 
f rame n-ative of Nothing Like the Sun [passim. 1 ; Joseph 

Joachim Wilson, the preserver of Belli's sonnets in ABBn 

ABBA (p. 1011 ; Professor Borghese. a linguistics expert 

quoted during an anthropology class in B a t t h Z y  Powers [p. 

4671; and several others. As Burgess has often reminded us, 

the professional irtitet wears many masks, al1 of them 

revelatory in one way or another. 

Marlowe meets Tom Watson, a minor plapright , who, 

reading Kit's translation of passages from ûvid, encourages 

him to corne to London and try his luck in the theatre. He 

also invites h i m  to make extra money working for the 

Service, a spying agency set  up by the Secretary of State, 

Sir Francis Walsingham, to support the Protestant cause in 

France and Scotland and to fight thoee who would return a 

Catholic monarch to the throne of England. 

Kit canies to London on his holiday and inpresses the 

actors and writers of Wateonts circle with his quick wits 

and his quick fists in a pub brawl. He ha8 an idea for a 

play about Niccolo Machiavelli. When some question the 

Italian thinker's suppo~ed anti-Christian beliefs, Kit 

def ends him: 

- Machiavel is no Satan, Kit said. It is his honesty 



that astounds. We have seen in our time men sent to 
the Clames or the hnngmanis hands on the grounds of 
their rejecting the holy wotd of God as our prelates 
interpret it. These prelates have lifted up their eyes 
as they w e r e  swooning w i t h  joy at the saïvation of the 
sinnet through deeply regretted agony inflicted. But 
they were and are hypoctiticai. They l w e  the pain of 
others for in it theit own power is made manifest. It 
is the one thing men w a n t .  Not knowledge, not virtue, 
but power. This Machiavel knew, this he has taught us. 
And 80 the show of holiness is in the service of the 
love of m e r .  But our prelates w m ï d  be shocked to be 
told it is but a show. They do not gaze deep into 
themselves. Machiavel coullsels this and sees virtue in 
dissimulation if it be exercised in the pursuit of 
power. You yourselves look shocked so 1 will Say no 
m o r e .  [DMD, pp. 23-41 

This precocious cynicism seems less than natural to him 

when he is standing in Walsinghamts presence and is coerced 

to sign an *oath of secrecy and lifelong fealty." [DMD, p. 

271 He pleads the need to couplete his education, which 

Walsingham welcomes as a useful cover, asserting that anyone 

who would refuse such an oath must be a traitor. Kit signs 

and is inaiediately ordered to visit the "Bnglish College" in 

Rheims on his next holiday. This establishment is a 

training school for priests who will enter England in 

disguise and work to strengthen the faith of crypto- 

Catholics. Kit is to pose as an Anglican etudent who has 

had a crisis of faith and wants to learn about Catholicism, 

and meanwhile to gather names and descriptions of priests 

and spies who will be sent ta Bnglanâ. 



Leaving the Secretaryt s of fice he meets Thomas 

Walsingham, Sir Francis% young cousin, "the moet 

discardable of the Walsinghams. A younger son who doee not 

inherit, Thomas, whose name taught h i m  to doubt. * [DMD, p. 

311 They are instantly attracted to each other, eavotionally 

and physically, and Thomas prwes to be Kit's equal in his 

disdain for any dogmatism of absolutes: 

- ln youth is pleasue. (Kit started: someone, perhaps 
he himself, had said that that ptevious day or night 
that seemed now much in the past.) 1 mean that thought 
is the enemy of doing. My grave cousin is always 
saying that thought both makes and undoes lifefs 
fabric. If ,  he says, he thinka too much on racks and 
thumbscrews and what he calls the apparatus of the 
finding of tmth then he grows sick. And yet, he says, 
what is the big conflict but a grinding of thought 
against thought. Some think that bread can be God and 
some that bread is bread and God but a hovering thought 
over it. Aab some that the Pope i a  the devil. It was 
different a hunâred years back. Thougbts change and 
bec- perilous. What, then, are the things that do 
not change? In youth is pleasure. [DMD, pp. 33-41 

In a daze of infatuation and bemused by the new 

complications in his life, Kit v i a i t s  hi8 family in 

Canterbury en r o u t e  to taking ship fram Dover For France. 

He ha8 three sieters, of whom the youngest, twelve-year-old 

~orothy, is severely mentally handicapped: 

Kit looked in pity  and anger at her idiocy. EIe said: 



- It is sometimes hard to give praise to God. 
Dorothy is always the same, we thought it was a 
prolonged childishness, but she is almost a waman and 
she wets the floor still and says nothing. - She says a w o r d  or 80, U s  mothet said- She has 
leamed some words since you left. She knows the names 
of her sisters but she uses them turn and turn about. 
S k y  she knows, and sua, al80 xain. 

- And, hie fathet said as he cored a pippin, she 
knows that Cod is in the sky. But she thinks that God 
is the sun. - SO did we, so did the Emperor Constantine, Kit 
said ouf of his learning. Sunday is the Sabbath. The 
theological question ie whether she has a soul to be 
saved. ff yes, then she shall burn for the heresy of 
saying Goâ is the sun. If no, shefs dissolved into 
elements when she dies, like any beast of the field. - This is terrible, Meg said. 1s this what they 
teach you at Cambridge? - Oh, wefre taught a lot about the sou1 and who is 
saved and who damned. It seems everyone is damned who 
does not belong to the English Church, and there are 
times 1 grow sick of it . [DMD, pp. 39-40] 

At Dover, he meets Robert Poley, Walsingham1 s chief 

spy, and Nick Skeres, his filthy bodyguard and assassin- 

Kit is instructed to pose as a waverer and to gain as naich 

information, especially names, as he can. After an arduous 

j ourney, he i r r  interviewed by the head of the college, who 

asks h i m  point-blank: "Are you a Walsingham man? [Dm, p. 

451 Because of his theological training, Kit is able to 

pose as what, in a sense, he really is: a divinity etudent 

uadergoing a crisis of faith. He is given permission to 

stay a week, attending lectutee and services and meditating 

upoa what he hears. Pretending to pray during a liturgy, he 

enter8 into an interna1 dialogue with a Goâ he denies: 



1 cannot pray to you because you do not exist. A small 
m a t t e r .  I contain both existence and i t s  ogposite. 
You cancel yourself out. You condone too many milrders 
in your name. I condme nofhing. f above such 
things. neme is not myself. Mhen men use my name 
th is  means they & not h o w  me. What shall 1 do? What 
p u  are driven to 9. a d  i f  1 refuse to believe in 
y-? existence &es not &pend on mur belief. You 
are then detached f tam men. What then is meant by 
God8 s love? Tne passionate acceptance of mysalf as my 
aam highest acbievemeat, manifested to senses live and 
yet unborn fa the universe as my païpable gazment. Men 
are a strand in that garment. Why did you have to came 
dom to earth as a man? I & what  S w i l l .  Men must be 
taught. The loving cainnunity of men must figue the 
perfection of the divine order. Men have learned - 

nothing. Does not this argue a flaw in the divine 
substance? When men have destroyed themselves u t t e r l y  
there will be left one m ~ n  who &as learnt. T&t w i l l  
be enough. And I caa d t .  This is not you who speak. 
It is only a voice among the many voices that dart like 
w i n d  about the crevices of niy brain. D i d  p u  expect it 
to be otherwisel [DMD, p .  471 

This is a disturbing paragraph. The deity Rit engages 

in dialogue is as ancient and all-encompassing as the Hindu 

Atman, as modern and elusive as the "Gad beyond Godm of Paul 

Tillich or Nikos Kazantzakie. But yet it is apparently the 

same deity who was incarnated as Jesus in order to establish 

a kingdom of Dod on eazth. Zn a sense, Kit can be seen to 

be playing the old game of moving targets, of denying 

randomïy selected images or attributes of God, constantly 

shifting his ground and a im,  rather than denying the concept 

of Cod in toto. 

ais argument, obviously, is not with God, but with what 

he has been taught about God. He has no positive image of 
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God with which to replace the unsatisfactory and heavily 

laden theologies of the papists and the reformers, except 

for the incipient poetls image of unity and wholeness which 

is begiPaing to take over his consciousness. 

This image of unity and wholeness, which Burgess 

describes in the eesay quoted at the begianing of this 

chaptet as the sacred task of the artist, will be perverted 

and thwarted by Marlowe's l i f e  experiences. Burgess paints 

a picture in this final novel of a great talent whose 

potential for the sacred task is corrupted by politics and 

power . 
Returning to England and making hi8 report, he tries to 

put the Service behind him, contiming his studies and 

beginning a play about the king of Pereia. An agent of the 

Service visits him at Cambridge and asks him what the theme 

of his play will be: 

-Power. Pitiless, merciless, absolute. 
-So poarer appeals to you, young as yau are? How 

young? 
-1 am of age . Power, yes, power cut up and 

anatamiaed. 1 w m t  the porer of chronicling power. 1 
have read uy Machiavelli. 

-Doubtleas, al1 young men read if. Well, you 
think yourself not to be in the outer lanes of the 
labyrinth of power, but you are, you are. You W e a r  Sir 
Francis ' s money on your back. [DMD, p. 681 
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The agent gives Kit another assignment, this time as a 

courier to  Paris. Riding to Lonâon, Kit l ems  that Tom 

Watson has published one of his poems, which has attracted 

the admiring response in verse of Sir Walter Raleigh. 

Back in London after his P a r i s  aesigament, Kit is 

campellecl to  join the crowd watching gleefully the hanging, 

d r a w i n g  and wartering ot conspirators he ha8 named to the 

Service. Burgess describes the procedute and the ccrowdfs 

delight in graphie and gory detail before showing us Kit's 

reac t ion : 

Of this Kit couid stomach no more, so he shoved his w a y  
out .  . . , seeing himself in an wemhelming measure as 
the hangman by proxy, riding from Tom Walsinghamls bed 
to sign that he had witnessed conspiracy and here were 
the names, he had taken bloody money bef ore bload was 
spilt and converted it to bloodhued satin for his back. 
DMD, p. 921 

Later in a tavern, trying to wash away the figurative 

taste of blood w i t h  ale, he rages against w h a t  he perceives 

to be the cause of such horror: 

-If religion does this to men's bodies, then let us 
have no more religion. W e  shall al1 be happier without 
G o d  and his black crws of minieters. 1 do not forget 
what was done widerbloody Mary and know it v i l1  happen 
again i f  the Spaaish take us mer. It is al1 one, true 
reformed or tnie papish. It is religion i t se l f  that is 
our enenry. Who is there that needs it Save those that 
relish the blood it lets or gmrr fat on benefices and 



advowsoas and tithes and Peterts pence? Cast dom God 
like a wooden Puppet. He and his angels and saints are 
fit only for oaths. [Dm, p.  941 

He rides dxunkenly back to Cambridge and imnerses 

himself in his studies and his play, which, inevitably, is 

full of the flowing of blood and the severing of limbs. 

Back again in London, he telle Sir Francis he is through 

with the Semice. Be is threatened with the blocking of a i s  

degree i f  he does not take on another mission -- t o  learn, 

through an intermediary, the political intentions of the 

Duke of Parma. Eis response will be the key to whetber 

there will be var between Bngland and Spain. He travels to 

the appointed location and waits for several days, but is 

unable to make the contact. Cynically, he returns t o  London 

and gives Walsingham the message he wants to hear. There 

w i l l  be war, 

Well paid for this welcame message, he is able to rent 

decent lodgings and complete his play. The Service has 

freed him from studies by compelling the authotities at 

Cambridge to gram hie  degree despite his f requent, lengthy 

absences on governaient business. 

The graphic, unrelieved brutality of hi8 first play, 

Tamburlaine, is a shock anâ a sensation to the public. The 

narrator describes it : 



It was al1 K i t  lusting, a male body augmenteci to  a 
world his prey and no retribution. In a dream of lust 
al1 is permitted. tear his throat out. madden him that 
he batter his brains to a pulp, hamess him like a 
horse, lay on the whip. Same thought the beastliness 
went too far, when Tamburlkine offered captive Bajazeth 
meat on his swozd-point with Here, eat sir. take it or 
1' 11 thrust the blade ta thy h e m .  and Bajazeth taking 
it oniy to stamp on it, and then TamburIaine crying 
Take it up villain and eat it or 1 w i l l  make thee slice 
the brawns of thy arms into carbonadoes and eat them. 
[DMD, p. 1201 

Rit's art is a foretaste of the abjection and enacted 

perversity that Julia Rristeva perceived in the work of 

Cgline and others. [See Chapter Onel Some auditors are 

upset that the play seems t o  offer no moral. Tantbuslaine's 

cnielty and rapacity engendet no divine retribution. The 

triumph of evil in the play overflows the stage when a 

ballistic effect turns out to be a live charge instead of a 

blank and a pregnant woman, her unborn child and a child 

standing next t o  het al1 die in the resulting explosion. 

This disaster is the back~round against which Kit meets 

S i r  Walter Raleigh, who has watched and enjoyed the play. 

He invites Kit to bis home, where he is introduced to 

tobacco and t o  a circle of free-thinkers, whose scientific 

and political discussions are as heretical and revolutionary 

as Kit's drama. Kit is now able to place the ideas of 

Giordano Bruno (proleptically called "the Nolan," a pun from 

the writings of Joyce, tutxling the Italian thinker born in 

Nola into a kind of honorary frishman) next to those of 
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Raleigh aàmiringly situates Kit's dtama in the 

this radicaïism: 

1 propose that we accept as a needful proposition the 
existence of a God and ignore what the old schoolmen 
cal1 the ontologicaï. ûntolagicaï confronts 
hypotheticaï. O r  may one happily live with atheism? 
Our new friend Merlin ha8 pounded London e a r s  with the 
atheistical ravin98 of his Tanbudaine. I am no 
dramaturge, but it w o u l d  eeem to me that what the 
creator aims to create is no more than himself through 
an optic .... - 

- No, Sir Walter [nt replies] . There may be a 
directive will, Platols charioteer, but there are many 
horses and they pull diverse ways. 1 may dream atheism 
and solidify that âream in personae that stock the 
stage, but it follows not that f ptoclaim a damnable 
non credo . . . . 

- And do you believe? Raleigh asked bluntly. - Does belief or disbelief affect @tifs substance? 
1 would put it this way, that there may be an unmoved 
mer.  But this is not of necessity of intelligible 
make, no primary modtl of ourselves, What is termed 
God may well be a force as inhuman as the sun, and as 
indifferent whether to bless by w a r m i n g  or curse by 
bureing . It may be a force progressing through change, 
whose faculty is built into its essence, and coming 
through the transformation of matter into spirit to a 
final realization of what if ie. At the end of tirne, 
so to say, there niay be God realised, but God is till 
then no more than a conceptus hormer C .  s. We are in 
advance of Goâ in possession of the concept. He or it 
imist wait. [DM& pp. 137-81 

Burgess thus places a primitive but tecognizable s o r t  

of process theology in Marlowe's mouth. Of course, the 

reader has learned by now not to take at face value anything 

Kit Baya when he is trying to impress. A conplex 

theological heterodoxy is much more attractive to Raleigh 
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and hi8 circle than the emotive, knee-jerk, ranting atheism 

with which Kit responds to the cruelties of l i fe .  A t  the 

same time, we are treated to more coy dieclaimers about the 

presence of the authot in the protagoniet. Later we vil1 

see Burgess, in U s  autobiography, making an almost 

identicaï statement about his âistinctness from the 

protagoniet of the Bnderby nwels. In both Marlowe's and 

Burgess's cases, however, the line between autobiography and 

fiction becomes more fluid and permeable as their careers 

continue . 
Kit is by now inextricably implicated in many 

conflicting networks of powet and obligation. Rach attempt 

to break free of the Service is met with threats, bribes and 

further missions. His homosexuaï liaison with Thomas 

Walsingham has e n d  h i m  the enmity of Tbamae's 

puritanical, ruthlessly protective servant, Ingram Prizer. 

Bis outspoken atheism causes h i m  to be watched by agents of 

the Chutch of England. His profesaional competitiveness and 

sensationaiism make him as unpopular with other actors and 

playvrights as he is popular w i t h  the audiences. Raleigh's 

fa11 from the queen's favor has put his entire circle. 

including Marlowe, under a shador of distrust and 

disappraval. Meanwhile Kit's parents have discovered hirn in 

bed with Thamas and have tearfully disowned h i m .  

In t u s  embattled, abandoned state, he accepta another 

mission. Sent to Deptford to await a ship. he is joined at 
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an ina by Poley, Skeres and Prizer, each of whom has strong 

reasons for wanting Kit out of the way. They fabricate an 

argument about money, which ends in his execution: 

Prizer and Poley wheeled Kit BO that he faced the 
light from the garden. Prizer stood before him with 
the dagger. - It is, Skeres said, a target permitteci in 
fencing, though the swordVs length does not always 
allow the accurate thrust. Ugly hell, gape not, come 
not, Lucifer. [quoted from the climax of Marlowe's 
Doctor Faustus, SC- 19, 1. 1781 - There is nothhg in tzuth, Poley said. The 
blowing out of a candle. They tell me he was a good 
poet. 

Kitt s mind rose above all, observing, noting. The 
fear belonged al1 to his body. The âagger-point was 
too close to bis eye for his eye to see it. Frizer  
spoke very foully: 

- Pilthy sodomite. Filthy buggeting eeducer of 
men and boys. Nasty m e s s  fleering bastard, ... 

So he thrust. The eyels smoothness deflected the 
blade to what lay above under the bone. Kit felt at 
first nothing. Then dissolution, the swooning of the 
brain, great agony. He heard the ecream in his throat 
and saw with his left eye Poley, recoiling frm hini, 
making the signum crucis. Dying, he knew the scream 
would not die with him,  not yet. It lived for a time 
its own life. He even knew, marvelling, looking dom 
on it that his body had fallen, thudding. Then he knew 
no more. [Dm, p. 2671 

Burgess was ne- the end of his life when he n o t e  

these worâa. His portrait of Marlowe as a brilliaat, 

compasaionate, but bitterly cynicaî man c d d  almost 

characterize Burgess himself, were i t  not for the fact that 

the Marlowe in this novel is apparently a man without 

ethics. His pity for his sistet1s imbecility and his 
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revulsion at the executions he witnesses do not move him to 

actions promoting justice and mercy. His art is, as the 

narrator describeci it, Kit lu~ting,~ the passionate 

workiag out of the corollariee of bis cynicbl views about 

power, religion and human nature. Nonetheless, Burgess was 

deeply involved and touched by Marlowets story. In the last 

paragraph of the novel, Buryess thrusts aside the 

problematically omniscient natrator, whose existence we keep 

f orgetting about, and speaks for himself , providing a 

critique, an apology and a tribute in one poignant 

paragraph : 

Y o u r  true author speaks now, 1 that die these deaths, 
that feed this  flame. 1 put off the ill-made disguise 
and, four hunâred years after that death at Deptford, 
mourn as if it al1 happened yesterday. The disguise i s  
ill-made not out of incoapetence but of necessity, 
since the earnestness of the past becomee the joke of 
the present, a once living language is t m e d  into the 
stiff archaiam of puppets. Only the continuity of a 
name rides above a gzuniblîng compromise. But as the 
dagger pierces the optic neme, blinding light is seen 
not to be the monopoly of the sun. That dagger 
continues to pietce, and it v i l 1  never be blunted. 
fm, p- 2691 

In this difficult and almost embamassiagly emotional 

paragraph, Burgess se- to be eaying many things at once 

about the role of the author -- both Marlowe and himself. 

Both the dagger and the blinding light transcend theit 
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narrative functions as phenomena related to the death of 

Marlowe, becoming symbole of the author's piercing, 

eniightening task. Superadded to thie symbolism, we are 

told that "the continuity of a nameu (Christopher MARLOWE) 

"rides above a grumbling caapromieew (Motley, M e r l i n ,  

Marley, et al.). These iconic and onamastic victories seem 

almost to make Marlowe into a kind of Christ figure, who is 

the light of the world, who came to bring a swotd, and whose 

name i s  praised. The impleaent of his execution has become 

his symbol. 

Recall what Burgess said, in the quotation fram an 

essay which begins this chapter, about the sacred task of 

the artist, especially the writer. Far from simply 

idealizing Marlowe into same sort of divine figure, it seems 

that Burgess is usfng h i m  as a- particularly tough example to 

demonstrate, ae, indeed, Burgess demonstrated with his life, 

and his life-writing, that a writer does not need to be 

morally unimpeachable to raise moral questions in a 

thoughtful and challenging way. Marlowe's audience objected 

to the lack of clear retribution for evil deeds in his 

plays. 1s not this lack in itself a powerful question about 

the way the world works? The flouriehing of the evildoer 

has troubled ethical thinkers for al1 of recorâed history, 

but dramatiets befote Marlowe had most typically presented a 

cosmos in which the evildoer ultimately falls, publicly and 

catastmphically, beneath the judgment of Goû, the gode, or 
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Nemesis. Marlowe presented his audience with situations of 

power feeding on itself, building and conceritrating -- power 
as its own justification. Burgess has shown us that Marlowe 

was as much a victim as a chronicler of this type of power, 

even while he served as i t e  unwilling accessoty. 

I t  might be argueci that this novel undetcuts or weakens 

the thesis under discussion, Marlowe can be seen as a man 

whose compassion consiste only of anger at God for human 

suffering -- a man wifhout a senee of duty to anything 

larger than himself, and, m e s s  one stretches the 

definition to include blasphemy and thoughtleas sensuality, 

without a sense of the luâic, Indeed, he is as distasteful 

an antihero as Alex in A Clockarork Orange, narcissistic, 

hedonistic, arrogant and lustful. If he wins our eympathy, 

as he is obviously meant to do, it is largely becauee of the 

magnitude and multiplicity of the forces arrayed against 

him. 

The compassion, the dutifulness and the sense of play 

we boped to find in Burgess's last novel are e t i l l  there, 

nonetheless. The narrafor, Burgess's "ill-made disguiee," 

manifesta theee traits in his dedication to the telling of 

Marlowe's story-  We have seen how his playful use of 

language, his coy flaunting of the mantle of omniscience, 

and his darting in and out of our field of vision contribute 

a sense of the ludic that none of the other characters 

possesses. The compassion elicited in us by Dorothy's 
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imbecility is a pale reflection of the long-suffering 

acceptance and love for her demonstrated by her parents and 

sisters. Their fidelity to her ie paraïleled by Prizerts 

f ierce duty to Thomas Walsingham and, on a latger scale, by 

the tireless duty to their country of Sir Francis and other 

agents of the Service, 

The fact that these different manifestations of 

compassion and duty caanot coexist without clashiqg 

painfully -- the discontinuities, the ambiguities and the 
many types of abjection engendered by good people working at 

cross purposes -- is as much the subject of the novel as the 
meteoric career of Christopher M u l o w e .  As ha8 been 

illustrated by a i l  the novels discussed in this  thesis,  life 

is  lived in ambiguity and implicatedness, which can oely be 

survived productively by conmitment to the very virtues 

which increase l i f e ' s  complexity -- campassion, duty and 
humor. 

Between 1963 and 1984, Anthony Burgess wrote four short 

novels which chronicle the misadventures of a pathetic and 

lovably naïve poet named P X .  Enderby. Creator of several 

volumes of rather traditional poetry, Enderby is a 

withdrawn, repressed fotty-five-year-old adolescent, who 

lives alone on a mal1 inheritance, He does met of bis 

writing seated on the toilet next to a bathtub full of 

manuscripts and discarded toilet paper rolls. He is 

chronically dyspeptic due to his sedentazy habits and 
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execrable cooking, resulting in uncontrollable belching and 

flatulence at the most inopportune timee . These 
embarrassing epiphenanena, which confirm him in bis * 

preference for celibate solitude, link h i m  to his detested 

late step-mother, a womari of slovenly habits and 

unbelievable grossaess, whoae influence has left him 

horrified at the thought of closeness to w-n. 

It would exhaust the patience of the reader to 

synopsize the intricate plots of al1 four n w e l s ,  filled as 

they are w i t h  hectic adventures on three continents, 

involving a huge cast of characters. Suffice it to Say that 

in mside Mr. Enderby, Enderby enters into a doomed marriage 

with a woman who wants to redeern (i -e., remouid) him, 

suffers the loee of the Muse, attempts suicide and falls 

into the hands of behaviorists who give h h n  a new. nonpoetic 

personality as a battender in London. At this point, 

Enderby Outside begins. Hearing a rock star with literary 

pretensions claim authorship of one of his unpublished 

poems, Knderby ie about to confront him when the aaisician is 

assassinated by another poet frm w h m  he has plagiatized. 

In the scuffle, Bnderby ends up with the gun in his hand and 

flees to escape arrest. Joiaing a tour to Spain and North 

Africa, he is courted by a dowdy but coquettieh fellow 

tourist, who inadvertently helpe him regain his old 

personality and -tic gifts. In Tangiers, he renews his  

acquaintance with another failed poet named Rawcliffe, who 
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has also stolen ideas f rom him. This shady character, now 

running a bar, is dying of cancer. Aïthough bent on 

revenge, Enderby cares for Rawcliffe through his last days, 

and becomes heir to the bar and Rawcliffels identity. A t  

this point, he is visited by the Muse in the guise of a 

beautiful young girl, who works with him on his poem and 

offers herself to h i m  sexually. When he hesitates, ashamed 

of his aging, shapeless body, she tells him he w i l l  always 

be a lesser poet because of his umrillingness to transcend 

his life habits. Theee two volumes, which Burgess 

considered in retroepect to be one large -el, were 

published and paginated as such under the title -derby in 

the United States, and will be cited as such in this thesis. 

The third volume, The Clockwork Testament, or Enderby's 

End, has a inuch more complicated chronology. The sequence 

is rougnly as follows. The rock star's real assassin having 

confessed, Bnâerby has been able to reassert his identity. 

In discussion with American film people in his Tangiers bar, 

he excites their interest in a film version of Gesard Manley 

Hopkinsfs poem The Wreck of the Deutschland. He is invited 

to submit a "treatment, which Hoollywood turns into an 

exploitive, sensationaïistic stew of sex and violence. 

(Shades of A Clockwork Orange! ) Enderby, fnstantly a media 

darling, is simultaneously a visiting professor at "the 

University of Manhattanw (as Burgess had been at City 

College of New York), consulting with producers about more 
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movies, doing the talk-show circuit and defenàing himself 

against charges of advocating violence, misogyny and rape. 

Meanwhile, ho is at work on an epic poem about our old 

friends, Pelagius and Augustine. At the end of this volume, 

while a teleplay based on the unfinished poem CSee Chapter 

Four] i a  m g  on the television set in his head, he dies 

of a heart attack, 

Burgess had thought he was finished with Enderby, but 

outraged readers ineisted that Burgess give him an alternate 

future. He is, after all, a fictional charactet, al1 of 

whose life events are virtual. In EISlderbyls Dark Lady, 

Enderby is in "Terre Basse, Indiana, involved in the 

production of a preposterously popularized and vulgar 

musical based on Shakespeare's love for the dark lady of the 

sonnets (See N o t b i n g  Like the Sun]. He falls hopelessly in 

love with the female lead, a stuaning black cabaret singer 

[See Bar+hly Powers] , and learns something of American 

racial tensions through hia clumsy courting of her. When 

the male lead is injured in  a traffic accident, Enderby m s t  

play Shakespeare on opening night. On stage he improvises, 

out of a mixture of nervousness, wequited lust and 

outraged aeathetic sensibility, a hilarious tirade, which, 

combinecl with couplaints a b a t  hie nonunion statu8 lSee 

19851 , causes the production to collapse into anarchy. 

Clearly, the last volume involved for Burgess a sort of 

mental houee-cleaning, in which characters and themes from 
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earlier novels and from hie own life were recycled in order 

to test their significances against each other. 

ALthough shy and sociaïly ulept, Enderby takes on 

dignity and nobility when diecussing the importance of 

literature, and in the frequent displays of selfless 

kindness and ewn heroiam that make him BO benign and 

sympathetic a character. It is as if Bnderby inhabits a 

better world, in which people are left alone to live their 

lives, but strangers are always ready to help each other. 

He is Burgess's equivalent of Dostoevskyls P r i n c e  EIyshkin in 

The Idiot, an exasperating innocent surrounded by 

iniportuning crazy people. His fearful awe of beautiful 

women infects him w i t h  a sort  of antiquated chivalzy, 

iaiparting a little of Don Quixote to him as well. 

B a r l y  in Enderby, we are given a poignant description 

of him: 

Well, there it was. His stepmother had killed women 
for him, emerging in a ladylike belch or a matchstick 
picking of teeth from behind the m e t  cool and 
delectable façade. He had got on quite nicely on his 
own, locked in the bathrooca, cooking hi8 own  meaïs 
(ensuring first that the fat was tepid), living on his 
dividenàs and the pound or two a year U s  poems earned. 
But, as middle-age advanced, U s  stepinother seemed to 
be entering slyly into him more and more. His back 
ached, his feet hurt, he had a tidy paunch, al1 his 
teeth out, he belched. He had txied to be careful 
about laundry and cleaning the saucepans, but poetry 
got in the way, raising h i m  abme worry about squalor. 
Yet dyspepsia would cut disconcerfingly in more and 
more, blasting like a tuba through the solo string 
traceries of his delicate creatione. [B, p. 271 
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We are treated, in a whimsicaï first chapter involving the 

tirne-travelling visit to his apartment of a class of 

students frm the far future, to a vision of how posterity 

will treasure his art. And we are told in Burgess's 

autobiography that no less a ctitic than T.S. Eliot "mildly 

approvedn of several of the poems scattered throughout the 

novels, al1 of which, of course, were written by Burgess. 

The author, like Marlowe, naturally denied any facile 

identification of the ptotagonist with himself: 

1 share with him a nostalgia for a kind of dualism in 
which the freedom of the spirit  is better confimed by 
the filth of the body, -Enderby, like myself, is a 
lapaed Catholic but also a holy anchorite aspiring 
above the fumes of his f i l th .  His visceral obsession 
used t o  be my own. Up to the time of my =king[, l the 
novel. with the exception of mysses, where Mr Bloom 
spends more than a page in his outdoor jakes, preferred 
to ignore the b e l s .  Rabelais âid not ignore them, 
and Rabelais was right. Evcn sweetest Shakespeare 
names his melancholy chatacte+ in As YOU Like ft after 
a water closet [Jacquesl and seems to equate depression 
with constipation. The Refonaation had much to do with 
Luther's ~~etiveness. Aîeo, at the time of writing 
about Enderby, 1 suffered from profound dyapepsia. 
Enderby's stoaiach i s  bad, but ho brings this on hiutself 
w i t h  ghastly hcme cooking. He is ill clad and baâly 
shaven and, since his bathtub is full of poetic draf t a .  
old sandwiches and mice, he is very â i r ty .  1, however, 
had a tidy Weleh wife who kept me clean and gave me 
good plain mals. [YECYT, pp. 14-5 J 
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The Enderby novels allowed Burgess to use humor to 

exorcise some of the trials and frustrations of being a 

working miter in a society where the practice of literature 

was seen as a hobby. Burgess himself created his early 

novels d e r  quite stressful conditions. At first under a 

medical sentence of death, he was later to suffer, as we 

have seen, many health problems. His life was camplicated 

further by his f i r a t  wifels debilitating alcoholism and 

frequent suicide attempts, seizures and hospitalizations. 

Enderby, by retreating fzam the outside world of 

relationships and comnitments to the point of locking 

himself in the womblike solitude of his bathroom, no doubt 

emboüied a degree of wish fulfilment for his beleaguered 

creator . 
Bnderbyvs inevitable identification of poetzy with 

purgation impazts a deeg ambivalence to his character. His 

poetry, manifestly linked with the most private of 

activities, masturbation and defecation, is also the most 

public t h u g  about h i m .  Science fiction miter Robert A. 

Heinïein once had one of hi8 more irascible characters Say 

something like Therets nothing wrong with writing poetry, 

so long as you do it in the privacy of your own t o m  and 

wash your hands afterward~.~ [The Notebooks of Lazarus 

Longw] While Enderby and Burgese wouïd certaialy recoil 

from the scorn for the poette art implied in this dictum, 

Enderby has occasion again and again throughout the seriee 
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to remark on the similarities in urgency and cathartic 

potential between the three mimetically linked phenomena of 

tumescence, colonic repletion and the cal1 o f  the Muse. al1 

requiring ptivacy. And y e t ,  to his mail reading public, 

Enderby the man is an undefined entity, known onïy through 

his poetry. Vesta Bainbridge, to whom he is btief l y  

married, can recite one of his better sonnets from memory, 

but has no idea what he even looks like before meeting him. 

Burgess highiights the almost biological urgency of 

Enderby's response to the calling of the Muse by describing 

it as iatniding upon the safe, habitua repetitiveness of 

his daily life: 

Sometimes the caprices of the Muse would disrupt tais 
pattern by hurling poems -- fragmentaty or fully-formed -- at Enderby; then, in mid-whisky, in bed, cooking, 
toiling at the structure of non-lyrical works, he would 
have to write doam at once to her hysterical or coldly 
vatic or telegraphie dictation. He respected hie Muse 
but was trighteneâ of her whims:  she could be playfuî 
kitten or figer fully-clawed, finger-sucking idiot 
child or haughty goddess in Regency ball-gown; her 
moods, like her visite. were unpreâictable. [B. p.  811 

C l e a r ï y ,  Enderbyws attitude towards his Muse, 

personified as female, is baund up with his attitude towards 

women in general. He courts what he feéus; he dreads her 

presence as narch as her absence. and he does not understand 

why he has been chosen as her vehicle. His neurotic 
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avoidance of romance and sexual relationships, we are told, 

owes as much to Schopenhauer as to  the abhorred step-mother. 

fis intellectual formation and his adolescent environment 

have synergized to confirm àim in hi8 l i f e  choices: 

Love, Schopenhauer had seemed to Say, was one of the 
pezpetual cinema performances or Vorstell ungen 
organized by the evil Will, projectionist as well as 
manager, and these slack bodies of gum-chewing gigglers 
were made into stiff shining screens for the projection 
of w h a t  looked like reality, value. But the deflation, 
the reeling to earth aftet coitus, wae frightful, and 
one saw the inflated words of desire -- so soon after 
theit  utterance -- for what they n a l l y  were. The 
casual images of onanism could not be hurt, could not 
be l ied to. LE, p. 87-81 

His comfortable, autoerotic autonomy comes to an end 

when the tough, entrepreneurial Vesta Bainbridge marries him 

in order to rescue h i m  from himeelf . His meagre savings are 

dissipated in heet attempt to make him mer in her image. 

Enderby is especially homified when he discovers, en route 

to their honeymoon in Rame,  that Vesta is a Catholic who 

intends to win him back to the tepudiated faith of his 

childhood and his detested step-mother. In Rame, while 

Vesta is sleeping off the ef fects of air-sicknese, Enderby 

mets Rawclif fe, who, having aïteady stolen the premise of 

Enderby' s poem in progress, "The P e t  Beast, a melding of 

the Christ etory with that of the Minotaut i n  the Labyrinth, 
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tries to cover his tracks by telling Knderby that they are 

both too old to mite poetry: 

wI haven8t written a line of verse, Bnderby, since I 
was twenty-sevon. . . . [Hl ow long does the lyric urge 
last? No bloody time at all, my boy, ten years at the 
most . . . . What 1 mean is, Enderby, that youl te bloody 
lucky to be writing poetry at all at the age of -- what 
is your age?" 

Forty- f ive. 
"At the age of forty-five, Enderby. What 1 mean 

ie # what are you looking f o r w d  to now? Eh?. . . Donf t 
kid yourself, my dear boy, about long bloody narrative 
poems, or  plays, or any of  that nonsense. YouBre a 
lyric pet ,  and the time is coming for the lyzic gift 
to die. Who knows? Perhaps itls âied aïready .... 
Donlt exgect any more epiphanies, any more mad dawn 
inspirations, Enderby .... Haventt you felt,  Bnderby, 
that yout gif t is dying? It s a gift appropxiate to 
youth, you know, owing nothing to experience or 
learaing . An athletic gift really, a sportif gi f  t . . . . 
What are you going to do, Enderby, what are you going 
to do?" CE, pp. 129-301 

While the seeds of self-doubt planted by Rawcliffe take 

root in  Enderby's mind, he and Vesta are arguing about 

religion. He is horrified at the thought of retuning to 

the Catholicism of his youth, as symbolized for him by his 

step-motherts superstitious veneration of holy pictutes, 

rosaries and the pope. He identifies this return with the 

whole midue-clam world into which Vesta has tried to coax 

him: 
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religion or anything else, not for anyone there isnt t . 
And as for patry, that 's a job for anatchs . Poetryf s 
made by rebels aad exiles and outeiders, itls made by 
people on their own, not by sheep baaing bravo to the 
Pope. Poets dontt need religion and they donît need 
bloody little cocktail-party gossip either; it'e they 
who make language and make myfhs. Poets dontt need 
anybody except themselvee . IB, p. 1583 

Meanwule, Vesta ha8 been spending hie money 

recklesely, certain that she will be able to turn h i m  in to  a 

contributing and highly-paià member of society. Back in the 

bar with Rawcliffe, whose words he has taken shudderingly to 

heart, he asks h i m  how it had felt to know his poetic gifts 

were dying. Rawcliffets reply is Bndexbyts woret nightmare: 

Vt was like evezything going al1 dead," aaid 
Rawcliffe. "It was like going dumb. 1 could see quite 
clearly what had to be said, but 1 couldntt eay it. 1 
could perceive that an imaginative relationship existed 
between disparate objects, but 1 couldn' t tell what the 
relationship was. I used to sit for hours with paper 
in front of me, hours and houts, Enderby, and then 1 
would at last get something dom. But what 1 got dom 
somehow -- dontt laugh at me -- had a smell of decay 
about it. What 1 got d m  was evil,  and I used to 
shudder when 1 crrmipled it up and threw if in the fire. 
And then, at night in bed, 1 used to waka up to hear 
mocking laughter. And then,. tottered Raorcliffe, "one 
night there was the sound of an awful click, and then 
evetything in the bedroam seemed cold, samehow, cold 
and obscene. 1 knew,  Enderby, it was al1 mer. 
Thenceforward 1 should be outside the Garden, useless 
to anyone, a mess, and, moreovet, Enderby, in eome 
undef inable w a y  evil .  Like an unfrocked priest, 
%nderby. The unfrocked prieet doee not bec- a mere 
neuter harmless human being; he becomes ev i l .  He has 
to be used by something, for supernature abhors a 
supervacuum, so he becornes evil, Enderby. . . . And al1 



that is left for the poet, Bnderby, when the 
inspiration is departed, Enderby, is the traves ty, the 
plagiarism, the papularisation, the debasement, the 
curse. He has drunk the milk of paradise, but it has 
long since passed through bis system, Enderby, and, 
unfortunately for Mm, he remanbers the taste. CE, 
pp. 164-51 

Once again, Burgess parallels the poet and the priest, 

as ptactitioners of sacred taska, which can be pemerted by 

the forces of evil. The pathos of t h i a  baring of Rawcliffets 

bruieed sou1 is quickly undercut when we discover that his 

theft of Enderby's idea for "The Pet Beaetw has progressed 

to the point that an Italian art m e ,  LtRnimal Binato [the 

two-natured animal, a phrase f rom Dante1 s Inferno] has 

already been completed, based on Rawcliffe's stolen premise. 

Watching the movie, Enderby goes through a aeriee of 

emotions. As the lights came up, he seems to accept defeat 

as inevitable: 

Enderby prepared twelve obscene English words as a 
ground-rm (variations and embellishnients to follow), 
but, like a blow on the occiput, it suddenïy came to 
hin t  that he had had enough of words, abscene or 
othemise. He smiled with fierce saccharinity on Vesta 
and said, so that she searched his whole face for 
sarcasm, "Shall we be going now, de-? [E, p. 1'10 1 

He leaves his Vesta and flies back to England, only to 

find himself unable to write. Attempting suicide by taking 
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a whole bottle of aspirins, he has a horrifie vision of his 

step-mother welcoming h i m  to hell. H e  screams for help, and 

his landlady discovers him in time to cal1 an ambulance. 

After the starnach pump and a few days of recuperation in 

hospital, he is confronted by the staff psychologist . 
Enderby claims he has nofhing to live for, and that his 

death would inconvenience no one. The psychologistts reply 

hilariouely conveys the coaiilon disregard for the poetts art 

in a positivietic society: 

"You are," said Dr Greenslade sternly, "a man of 
education and culture who can be of great value ta the 
comaainity. When yautre made f i t  again, that is .... 
Poets," he ne=-sneered. "Those days are past,  those 
wide-eyed romantic days. Wetre living in a realistic 
age ~ o w , ~  he said. "Science is making giant strides. 
Aird as for poets,' he said, with sudden bubbling 
intimacy, *I met a poet once. He was a nice decent 
fellow with no big ideas about himself. He wrote very 
nice poetry, too, which vas not too diff icult to 
understand." He looked at Enderby as though Enderby's 
poetry was both not nice and not intelligible. This 
man... didntt have your advanfagee. No private incarne 
for him,  no cozy little flat in a seaside tesott .  He 
had a wife and family, and he wasnrt ashamed of working 
for them. H e  n o t e  his poetry at ~eekends.~ He nodded 
at Bnderby, week-day poet. "And there was nothing 
abnomal about M m ,  nothhg at all. H e  di&% go about 
with a lobster on a string or matry hie own sister or 
eat peppet before drinking claret. He vas a decent 
family man whout nobody w o u l d  have taken for a poet at 
all. [E, p. 1981 

Enderby is sent to a sanitorium, where a behavioral 

psychologist, D r .  Wapenshaw, begins to strip away his 

identity and create a new one for him. He becames fitst 
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Enderby-Hogg, and then simply Bogg. hi8 motherts maiden 

name. He grows a beard and replaces the contact lenses 

Vesta made h i m  buy with glasses. Names, masks and identity 

are once again seen to be at the heart of Burgess's concem. 

We are not shown the techniques that have wrought these 

changes in him, but we witness Wapenshawts gloating at the 

total conversion Enderby has undergone: 

% n d e ~ b y , ~  said Hogg, "was the name of a prolonged 
adolescence. The characteristics of adolescence were 
well-developed and seemed likely to go on for ever. 
There was, for instance. this obsession with poetry. 
There was masturbation, liking to be shut up in the 
lavatory. rebelliousness towards religion and so~iety.~ 

"Excellent, s a i d  Dr Wapenehaw . 
"The poetry was a flower of that adolescen~e,~ 

said H o g g .  "It still remains go& poetry, some of it, 
but it w a s  a product of an adolescent character. 1 
shall  look back with some pride on Enderby's 
achievement . Life, however, has to be lived. [B. p.  
202 1 

After a month more of this type of indoctrination, he 

is sent to an nagricultual station," where hard work and 

sunshine finish the cure. We next see him in his new role 

as a London bartender, quick with literary allusions and 

appropriate turns of phrase. H ~ B  old personality keeps 

trying to reassert itself, and hie sense of his new identity 

is shattered by the plagiarizhg rock star whose 

assassination sends him on the intercontinental adventures 

suuunarized above. 
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It is only near the end of Bderby, in the Tangiers bar 

he ha8 iaherited from Rawcliffe, that he encounters the 

young woman who petsonifies the return of the Muse to his 

life. He is stntggling with a new poem when she cames in 

f rom swi imi ing .  Despite ber youth and beauty, her f irst 

glance at his poem in progress sets up w h a t  Burgess calls "a 

cutiously tutorial aura. " [B, p. 3831 While she eats a 

meal and critiques the poem line by line, Burgess is at his 

most stylistically playfui, as if to set off,  by contrast, 

Enderby's reawakened artistic urgency and eataestness: 

This is terrible," she said. wSuch bloody 
~lumsiness.~ She breathed on him (though a young lady 
should not eat, because of the k n m  redolence of 
onions , onions ) onions . . . . 

*Would you è Iso  like, a asked Enderby humbly, "some 
very strong tea? We do a very good line in that?. 

*It must be really strong, though. I ' m  glad 
therets something you do a very good line in. These 
lines are a bloody âisgrace. And you cal1 yourself a 
poet . 

didntt -- 1 never - - r n  B u t  she Wled when she 
said it. [B, pp. 384-51 

Later she lectures h i m  on his tentativeness, which he 

will soon confirm by hie h a b i l i t y  to accept her sexual 

offei. She says hie fear of growth is what makes his poetry 

trivial and keeps h i m  from making a real contribution to his 

t ime:  



"Yeu lack courage. Yaurve been softened by somebody or 
somethiag. Youtre frightened of the young and the 
experimental and the way-out and the black dog. When 
Shelley said what he said about pets being the 
unackaowledged legislators of the world, he wasnft 
reaily using fancy language. ftîs only by the exact 
use of words that people can begin to understaad 
themselvee . P o e t r y  isnf t a silly l ittle hobby to be 
practised in the smallest room of the house. CE, pp . 
389-901 

She leaves h i m  with more loving words of advice. She 

tells him s i q l y  to do the best he can and continue to grow. 

In hie fumbling attempts to gtow and try new things, he gets 

involved with m w i e  people. His adventures in the third 

volume with the Hollywood opportunists who make a violent 

pomographic movie based on Hopkins1 s poem, for al1 their 

absurdity, are alrnost a step-by-step recapitulation of 

Burgess's t r i a l a  and frustrations consequent upon the 

Kubrick f i l n i  of A Clockwork Orange,  as Burgess hints by 

entitling this volume The Clockrofk Testament. Meanwhile, 

as visiting professor at "the University of Manhattan," a 

thinly disguised lampoon of Burgessfs City College of New 

York, Bnderby is teaching creative writing and Elizabethan 

drama to goliticized, promiscuous, pot-smoking teenagers, 

including hate-filled Black Panthers. 

When one euch black atudent submits a venamous poem 

graphically depicting the castration of some representative 

white man, Enderby ehocks his clase by ignoring the eubject 



matter and concentrating hie critique on semantic and 

rhythmicaï points of interest: 

=Yeu have the makings of a word man. Yout ll be a poet 
someàay when youtve got over this noneen~e.~ Then he 
began to repeat nigger-wnipper swiftly and quietly like 
a tongue-twister. nProaodic analysis," he said. "Do 
any of you know aoything about that? A British 
linguistic movement, Z believe, so it may not have et 
gotten to you. Nigger and whipper, you see, have two 
vowels i n  commw. Now note the apposition of the 
consonants -- a rich nasal against a voiceless 
semivowel, a voiced stop against a voiceless. Suppose 
you ttied nigger-killer. Not so effective. Why not? 
The g doesntt oppose well to the 1. Theyrre both 
voiced, you see, and so -- 

nMaaaaaan,n c k a w l e â  Lloyd Utterage [the black 
pet1 , leaning back in simulated ease, smiling 
ctocoàilewise. n Y o ~  play your little games with 
yourself. Al1 this shit about words. Closing your 
eyes to whatts going on in the big big worldOn 

Enderby got an=. "Donrt cal1 me maaaaaàn," he 
said. nI've got a bloody name and I1ve got a bloody 
handie to it. And donlt hand me any of that s u t ,  to 
use your oun te=, about the importance of cutting the 
white man's balls off. Al1 thatls going to Save your 
imnortal soul, maaaaaan, if you have one, is words. 
Words words words, you basta~d,~ he crescendoed, 
perhaps going too far . [Cm& p. 741 

We are reminded ("words words wordsw ) of Edwin 

Spinbriftls moment of self-discovery in The Doctor Is Sick, 

as was discussed in Chapter One. Spindrift discovered that 

hi8 obsession with the study of language had blinded him to 

hi8 responsibilities and duties to others, especially to his 

wife. Bnâerby is accused by hie student of a similar 

myopia, but, for several reaeons, does not even pause to 



consider whether the accusation has any validity. His 

pol i t i ca l  innocence -es the activiam and racial 

hypersensitivity of Amarican youth seem to be jus t  a passing 

fad. Also, he is genuinely comnitted to the traditional 

understandhg of the role of art as pointing to eternal 

truths , not propagandizing ephemerêl viewpoiuts . 
Of course, Utteragef s accusation has more truth to it 

than he can guess. Enâerby has tried, albeit with woefully 

l i t t le  success, to avoid nwhatls going on in the big big 

w o ~ l d . ~  He has been through a w a r  and a disastrous 

marriage, attempted suicide and been an unjustly accused 

fugitive tsom the law. He has experienced life as a 

businessman and as a psychiatrie patient, but his instincts 

have aïways -agged him back to a life of poetry and 

solitude. In al1 his interactions with "the big big world," 

he has felt  inept, &Lien and misunderstood. His faith in 

the transcendence of art is both a delusion and an ideal, 

his onïy secutity and his tragicomie flaw. 

His sense of the discontinuity between his world and 

that of the students is given an absurdist t w i s t  during a 

lecture in his other course, on Minor Elizabethan 

âramatists. Distracted by other concerns, hi8 mind goes 

blank, and he covers hi8 mental lapse by spontaneously 

inventing a fictitious dramatist: Gervase Whitelady, 1559- 

1591. In a rush of reckless creativity, he iuprovises a 

curriculum vitae and representative lines of verse for this 
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nonexistent character, while the students dutifully take 

notes and ask questions. One student, a Rickapoo Native 

American, who either wants to  appear smarter than his 

professors or is instantly and intuitively in on the game, 

helps Enderby embellish Whiteladyss biography: 

[Enderby says 1 One cannot exaggerate the importance of 
er his contribution to the medium, as an influence that 
is, the influence of ais rhythm is quite apparent i n  
the earlier plays of er --. 

*Mangold Sumtherarild, the Rickapoo said, no 
longer sneeringly uutside the creative process but 
almost sweatily in the middle of it. Bnderby saw that 
he could always say that he had been trying out a new 
subject called Creative Literary Histozy. They might 
even write articles about it: The Use of the Fictive 
Alternative World in the Tearbing of siterature. 
[CTBB, p. 62-31 

Bnderby catches himself identifying with Gervase 

Whitelady, who possesses an identity, but no sensation, and 

at the same tirne feeling compassion for his students, whose 

lives are f u l l  of sensation, and who are bullied by 

advertising and propagamâa into futile worries about 

identity. P o t  the rest of The Clockwork Testament, his l i fe 

w i l l  be overburdened with sensation, in both senses of the 

word. Hot onîy vi l1  he experience frequent angina, 

culminating in a fatal h e e  attack, but he will be the 

focus of an abortive media sensation. He ie to appear that 

evening on a talk-show, which is prerecorded for later 
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telecast. H e  and a prominent behavioral psychologist, Man 

Balaglas, whose cocamant8 are blmost al1 direct quotations 

from the writings of B.F. Skinner, Burgess's bête noire, 

will debate the influence of media on behavior. The debate 

is a shambles, both hilarious and m a d d d g .  The talk-show 

host's desire to get cheap laughs by misunderstanding and 

lampooning Enderby's vocabulary and Britishness, the 

frequent interruptions at inopportune times for comercials, 

Enderby's occasionally obscene rage at Balaglasts 

behaviorist doctrine8 -- al1 these distractions combine to 
ensure the breakdown of any meaningful dialogue. ültimately 

the taping is acrapped and Enâerby is show the door by 

network security people. This fiasco is an exaggerated but 

not inaccurate version of Burgess's o m  talk-show adventures 

related to A Clockwark Orange, as recounted in You * ve Had 

Y o u r  The, 

On the subway home, a fatigued and disheartened Snderby 

transcends his persona and his physical limitations by 

successfully foiling a sexual assault on a woman by three 

young men.  They run off, bleeding and cursing, leaving h i m  

in great distress from chest pains. 

His adventures are by no means over. He arrives at his 

suite only to be coafronted by a wamaui intent on killing him 

for purveying obscenity and gratuitma violence, an 

encounter similar to one Burgess narrwly evaded during his 

time in New York. She demands that Enderby disrobe and 
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urinate on copies of hie own books. Feigning compliance, he 

is able to meet the gun from her hands. What follows, 

disturbingly enough, can only be called a tape: 

.Oh, this ie al1 too American, Enderby said. "Sex and 
violence. What angel of regeneration sent you here?" 
For there was no question of mumbling and begging now. 
Enderbius triunphans, exuîtans. [CTEE, p. 142 1 

This burst of sex and violence comes at the climax of a 

harmless celibate life. Hours later, Enderby dies of a 

heart attack while he fantasizes that his television set is 

playing a dzamatized version of his unfinished poem about 

Pelagiue and Augustine. In two acts of violence in his last 

evening, he transcends an entire adult life of repression 

and meekness . He prevents one rape and perf ornis another, 

thereby identifying himself in soue way with the would-be 

rapists on the subway. He loses his virginity and hie moral 

innocence, and if the ghostly teleplay is any indication, he 

ha8 regained the Muse. 

In the teleplay, of which exezpts w i l l  be reproduced at 

the beginning of Chaptet Four, the guilt-ridden Augustine is 

shown to have a much fimer grasp on reality than the 

optimistic , rational Pelagiua . This viewpoint is clearly 

Burgessls, and, in invoking the name of Oswald Spengler in 

passing, he se- to be directing us back to the conclusion 
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that was d r m  fram the alternation of Pelagianism 

( * Pelphasen ) and Augustinianism ( uGusphaee 1 in The Wan t i n g  

Seed. [See Chapter TwoJ Augustinian pessimSsm and -a 

cyclical theory of history seem to go hand in hand. 

But the cyclical approach to history does have a 

positive side to it. Nostalgia for a better, morally 

clearer time, for a lost childhood faith or a lost ethical 

unanimity, also implies a hopeful looking ahead to the 

return of the desirable memory in the next cycle. 

As we shall see in the next chapter, Burgess's 

w o r l d v i e w  in his later years was heavily niled by nostalgia. 

M s  increasing cynicism and bittemess as he aged, 

culminating in the bleak and fatalistic A Dead Man in 

Deptford, may have grovn from the realization that his 

nostalgia was not accosupanied by any possibility of return 

to innocence or childhood, or faith. 

Enderby is born, lives, works and dies in a time when 

the poet is scorned and unappreciated. The visits by 

nEducational Time Trips, Inc. [CTEB, p. 1591 that f rame the 

original three Rnderby volumes assure us that a time will 

come when posterity will treat h i m  with reverence and 

appreciation . 
Enderby is a tragic protagonist in a comic tetralogy. 

Hia whole life is a progrees fmni one trap or enare into 

another: fran cradle Catholicism to apostasy; from the 

disgusting proximity of his detested step-mother to a life 
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of matelesa nonanimu"; from a doomed marriage to a suicida1 

sense of failure; fram the role of asylum-dweller to that of 

incognito outlaw; and BO on -- ultimately from the role of 

victim to that of violator. Howevet, if somehow transpires 

that, in death, he gains aome masure of triunph. The 

teleplay, imaginary though it may be, teassures him that his 

art will survive, his story be told. 

The protagonista in the novels âiscussed in this 

chapter, WS, Christopher Marlowe, and Enderby, are al1 

radically incomplete human beings, shattered by conflicting 

drives, anomie, and a sense of alienation in their cultural 

surroundings . Ail three are wwordboys, " addicts and adepts 
of the game of language, obsessed with the potential and 

mystery of verbal couuttunication. Al1 three become embroiled 

with the political, religious and artistic power struggles 

of their eras, entering thereby the realm of moral ambiguity 

and adult humap guilt. Al1 three react to this forced 

psychological maturation by creating, in great difficulty 

and despite great distractions, dark and pessimistic 

meditations on free will and the problem of evil in the 

world. For al1 three, it is not enough to inscribe theee 

messages.. The truth m a t  be coamunicated aiid rentembered by 

postetity. The role o f  the artist is not the yirformance of 

self -gratifying acts in "the emallest roam in the louse, * 

but rather the proclamation, in a voice made beautiful by 

craft, play and polished skill, and strengthened by 
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compassion, duty and coumitment, of eternal truths about the 

human condition and human aspirations. 

Burgess shared these drives, goals and concetns. WS, 

Marlowe and Bnderby are ail to  came extent self-portraits ,  

ancl portraits of each othet. The novels discussed in this 

chapter, along with Burgesste autobiographical writings, can 

al1 be read as mutual commentaries, as an interconvertible 

series of palimpsests. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

AT WAR WITK ROME 

52 - INTERIOR DAY A CONVOCATION OF BI SmPS 
Augustine speaks w h i l e  the camera pans along a line of 
grave bi shops. Pelagius is out of shot. 

AUGUSTINE: Quite qui te ueeless to deny that you have 
been spreading heresy, 

53. THB SAME PBLAGIUS 
Pelagius is si t t ing on a kind of creepystool, humble 
and t ranqui l  during his episcop.2 investigation. 

PELAGIUS: 1 do not deny that 1 have been spreading 
gospel, but that k t  is heresy I do most emphatically 
deny . 
54.  GROUP SHOT 
A ntnaber of beetle-browed bishops beetle at him. 

AUGUSTINE (OS): Heresy -- heresy -- heresy. 
5 5 .  RESUME 5 2 .  
Augustine strides up and dom the line of bishops w h i l e  
ha speaks. R i s  mitre freqtrently goes awry wi th the 
passion of his utterance, but he straightens it ever 
and anon. 

AUGUSTINE: Yes, sir, You deny that man was born in 
evil and lives i n  evil, That he needs Goâfs grace 
before he may be good. The very comerstone of our 
faith is original sin. That is doctrine. 

56. RBSUMB 54, 
The bishops nod vigorously. 

BISHOPS: Originalsinriginalainri@sn. 

5 7 .  PBLAGfUS 
He gets up lithely from his creepys tool . 



PKLAGïUS: Man is neither good nor evil. Man is 
rational, 

58. AOGUSTINE 
In CU the arrfthing mouth, rich-bearded, of Augustine 
szzeers . 
AUGUSTINE: Rational. 

59 EXTERIOR DAY A SCENE OP RIOT 
The  Goths have arrived and are busy at theit work of 
destruction. Theypi l lage,  burn, kill in sport, tape. 
A statue of Jesus Christ goes tumbling, breaking, 
pulverising itself on helpless screaming ci tizens . The 
Goths, laughing, nail an old man to a cross. Some corne 
out of a church, bearing a holy chatice. One 
micturates into it. Then a pretty girl is made to 
druzk ugh of the ugh. 

60 EXTERIOR NIGHTFALL A WlNDY HILL 
Augustine and Pelagius stand together on the hill, 
looking grimly dom. 

AUGUSTINE: Rational, eh, my son? 

PELAGIUS : ( h ~ ü i y  perturbecil It is the growing pains 
of history. Man will l e m ,  man must l e m ,  man wants 

AUGUSTINE: A h ,  you and your British innocence -- 
61. THEfR POV 
A v i e w  of the buming c i ty .  C h e e r s  and ndrty songs. 
screams . 
AUOUçTINB (OS): Evil evil evil -- the whole of history 
is written in blood. There is, believe m e ,  nuch much 
more blood to cone. The evil is oaly beginning to 
manifest itself in the history of out Christian West. 
Man is bad bad bad, and is damed for his badness -- 
m e s s  Gad, in his infinite mercy, grants h i m  grace. 
And Goâ foresees ail, foresees the evi l ,  foredamns, 
forepunishes. 

62. RBSllME 6 0 .  
Augustine takes Pelagius by his shoulders and shakes 
him,  B u t  Pelagius gent ly  and humotously removes the 
shaking bands. He laugïzs . 
PBLAGIUS: Man is  free. Free to  choose. 
Unforeordained to go either to heaven or to hell, 



despite the Almighty's allforeknowingness. Free free 
free . 
63. THE BURNïNG CITY 
A vicious scene of mixed tape and torture and 
cannibalism. me Song of a dnmk is heard. 

DRONR: (OS) (singfng) 
Free free free, 
Welre free to be free... 

64. GROUP SHûT 
The drunk, surrounded by dead-ûrunks and genuine 
corpses, s p i l l s  pilfered wine, singing. 

DRUNK: Free to be scotfree, 
But 
Not free to be not free 
Free free fr 

There is a tremendous earthquake. A tear in the shape 
of a Spenglerian tragic paraboh l ightnings  acsoss the 
screen. [CTEB, pp. 153-61 

The fantasized screenplay from the climax of The 

Clockwork Testament, or mderbyts End, which is here quoted 

in part, portrays Burgess's understanding of the clash 

between Pelagianism and Augustinian Catholicism in such a 

way as to load the dice heavily in Augustine's favor. 

Burgess, a firm believer in the doctrine of original sin, 

found most of the philosophical impetus behind his 

thoughtful novels in the tensions and ambiguities czeated by 

the collision of human impetfectibility and radical freedom 

of the will. As we have seen in discussing A Clockwork 

Orange [See Chapter mol , Burgess certainly believed that 

neithet good nor evil acts are possible for an agent who has 
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no freedom ta make ethical choices, and that a moral agent 

who chooses evil is preferable to a choiceless agent. In an 

essay called Clockvork m a l a d e ,  he inveighed wittily 

against the behaviorists who would deprive malefactors and 

other inconvenient citizens of their freedom of moral 

choice : 

Hitler was, unfortunately, a human being, and if we 
could have countenanced the conditioning of one human 
being we would have to accept it for all .  Hitler was a 
great nuisance, but hietory has known others disruptive 
enough to make the state's fingers itch -- Christ, 
Luther, Bruno, even D.H. Lawrence. One has to be 
genuinely philosophicaï about this, hwever much one 
ha8 suffered. 1 don% know how nruch free w i l l  man 
really possess (Wagner' s Hans Sachs said: Wir sind ein 
w e n f g  frei -- "we are a little freeu) but 1 do know 
that what little he eeems to have is too precious to 
encroach on, however good the intentions of the 
encroacher may be. [quoted in Aggeler, 1979, p. 1811 

At the same time, he also believed, with Augustine, 

that human free-will choices are most likely to be evil or 

inappropriate or unfortunate choices. According to 

Burgess's unâerstanding of Pelagius, the British ascetic 

believed precisely the opposite -- uMaP vil1 leara, man must 
learn, man wants to learnœn In hi8 reductio ad absurdum of 

this position, Burgess generalizes it into a theory of human 

progress, placing Pelagius at the source of a histotical 

lineage that might include such diverse .liberalw refomers 



as Jean-Jacques Rousseau., Thomas Paine, Karl Marx, John 

Stuart Mi11 and Mohandas K. Gandhi, 

Arrayed against this ethics of human progress, Burgess 

places the atrocities and hozzors of history, from the 

Gothic despoliation of R a t e  to the Holocaust, f m m  Stalin to 

Pol Pot. Be also highlights the individual, petsonal sins, 

such as selfishness, greed and intoletance, which are the 

fuel for so much litetary plot and charactet development. 

We have seen that this Augustinian pessimism about 

humanityfs apparent inability to leam from the mistakes of 

past societies seems to lead to a uSpenglerianu cyclical 

view of history . Human morality ebbe and f lows . Al1 
technological, medical and socioeconomic advances are 

double-edged. creating both solutions and new dileuunas. 

Yesterdayts martyrs become todayts persecutors. Power 

corzupts, affluence corrupte, leisure corrupts, success is 

f ailure . 
This bleak, cynical worldview is rescued f rom the final 

plunge into nihilism by Burgeess~s insight into the comedy 

inherent in such a state of affairs. Akin to the 

nabsurdityw of Sartre and Camus, Burgess's sense of the 

c d c  nonetheless has something redemptive about if. Bis 

protagonists realize that they can be better than they are, 

and they earnestly w i s h  to grm. Their fumbling efforts to 

make good choices. added to the similar efforts of other 

well-meaning characters arourid them, set up whole new 
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maelstroms of chaos and crisis, as a result of which other 

free-will choices must be made- When people learn from 

theit mistakes, they develop the capacity to make higher- 

ievel mistakes -- a soct of progress after ai l .  The 

Spenglerian ellipse becames a spiral. 

The mothting force behind this fumbling, inchoate 

growth of the human spirit, as 1 have suggested, is the 

striving for the linked m u e s  of responsibility, duty and 

compassion that Burgess seems to rec~mmend in the face of 

the world' s evils and ambiguities . Without these virtues, 
freedom becomes license and choice becomes whim. 

The ethical musings underpinning Burgess's novels are 

comected to a complex, somewhat self-contradictory and 

certainly elitist critique of postconciliat Roman 

Catholicism, which was iqlicit in mch of Burgess's work 

and became ove- in his greatest and longest novel, Earthly 

Powers. His treatment of the ethical ramifications of human 

suffering in this novel has already been discussed in 

Chapter One, which also featured a sketchy outline of the 

novel's plot and concerns. In this chapter, we will reread 

the novel as a study of faith, apostasy and the nature of 

modern Raman Catholicism. Our exploration of these themes 

will be aesisted by two diffezent types of scholars. Church 

historiaas Jaroslav Pelikan, Peter Brown, W.H.C. Prend and 

Elaine Pagels will be coneulted to test the understanding 

and use of the te- "Manichaeanm and "PelagianfU which 
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Burgess employs so freely. As well, t w o  respected modern 

writers about postconciliar Roman Catholicism, Richard 

McBrien and Peter Hebblethwaite, w i l l  contribute to our 

understanding of the natuTe and demands of contemporary 

Catholicism. 

As usual, Burgess's choice of a protagonist seems to 

involve a test of his own imaginative g i f t s  and empathie 

capacity. Burgess has stated that he has "always been 

afflicted with a powerful but banal heterosexual drive, 

unmodifiecl by the sight of Greek or African boys lying naked 

in the suri." [YHYT, p. 1161 One gets the impression 

throughout E a r t h l y  Powers that the author suspects that 

homosexuality is a manifestation of humanityBs fallenness. 

While the protagonist, Renneth Marcha1 Toomey, insists that 

God has made h i m  the way he is, he also seee the whole gay 

lifestyle, especially in the earlier part of the centuzy, 

when it lacked much of today's social acceptability, as rife 

with moral difficulties. 

It is hi8 sexual orientation that causes Kenneth's 

estrangement f rom his mothert s Catholicism. A published 

novelist in his early twenties, he is sent by his friend, 

Ford Madox Ford, to a relatively literate ptiest when his 

conscience can no longer nconcile hi8 lifestyle with 

participation in the mass and sacraments. The couneelling 

session soon degenerates into mtual ultimata: 



Pather Frobisher spoke loud words now. "Gad does care. 
Man bears in himself the miracle of the seed planted 
there by the Creator. The power of generating new 
human souls for Oodls kingdom. The wanton spilling of 
the seed in the sin of Onan, or in the pseudo-Hellenic 
embraces of yaur your your." The~~:...~You mat give up 
this deaâïy s in .  You must vosr never to c e t  it 
again. Do you hear me?. 

.I have," with equal loudness, "regularly vowed to 
g i v e  it up. 1 have gone dutifully to confession once a 
month, sometimes more, ami repented of impure thoughts 
or impure acte. And then f have regularly failen 
again. This capnat go on forever. II 

"It certainly cannot. It certainïy.  
"So f have to  make a choice. It is not easy.. .. 

But now 1 face the breaking of my motherls heart, since 
1 cannot both be true to my nature as Ood made it and a 
f a i m  son of the Church. For even if 1 comütted 
myself, as you have done, to a life of celibacy, where 
would be my spiritual reward? 1 la& your vocation. 1 
have another vocation, at least 1 consider it to be 
that, but it canrt be fulfilled in priestly seclusion 
from the life of the flesh. To which God do 1 listen - - the Goà  who made me what 1 am or the God whose voice 
is filtered through the edicts of the Ch~rch?~ [EP, p .  
49 1 

His prediction is correct. He goes hume for Christmas 

and, too scrupulous to receive comaainion in his state of 

apostasy, he amuses his devout French mothet's suspicions. 

He privately confesses everything to her. Horrified, she 

makes h i m  sweat never to tell his father or siblings, and 

devotes her remaining few Yeats, before her death, like 

Burgeasls oom mother, in the 1919 influenza epidemic, to 

prayers and beseeching letters to Kenneth, begging h i m  to 

try to change. 

His teenage sister, Hortense, inaists on visiting hirn 

alone in London, and discovers his secret. Her reaction is 



a mixture of shock, adolescent titillation and frank 

curiosity: "What exactly is  it that men do together?" LEP, 

p .  791 H e r  teaeing. ptotective f riendship ri11 be the most 

stable and secure force in his alienated and eventful l i fe.  

After auother failed rmance, he travels to war-tom 

Parie, where he tries once again to confese to a priest, 

with the samc result as he experienced with Fr. Frobisher. 

Bereft of U s  boyhood faith, in this city which was one of 

the birthplaces of the Bnlightenment, he feels himself 

prodded in the direction of more permanent art than the 

light entertainment he has eo far produced: 

1 felt myself to be gently f 
the Enlightenment. Tap tap, 
mite farces and sensational 

ingered by the savants 
they tapped. Do more 
fiction. Construct 

samething in which to believe. Love and beauty are not 
enough. [EP, p. 921 

He continues travelling south, as i f  trying to  escape 

his dilemna, and it is in Cagliari. Sardinia, that he meets 

the Campanati brothers, the two younger sons of a wealthy 

Milanese cheese manufacturer, whose lives will entwine so 

eventfully with his:  Carlo, a young and ambitious priest, 

and D ~ c o ,  a composer in search of an Anglophone 

l ibret t i s t .  Carlo, especially,  w i l l  be a sort of 

complementary opposite for Kenneth -- gluttonous, hard- 
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nosed, opportunistic and optimistic, with no aesthetic 

interests and no apparent sexuality. He shocks Kenneth w i t h  

an almost Nietzschean gratitude for the strengthening and 

purifying purgation that Butope hae undergone in the 

recently campleted great w m :  

"1 was a chaplain. 1 gave the comforts of the Church 
to the Austrians as well as the f ta l ians . . . .  What 1 
learned was les8 of the baâness of w a r  than of the 
goodness of men.... Yf brothet was in the artillery. 
He knows what 1 say ie tnie. The death of the body. 
Man is a living sou1 who mst be testeû in  suffering 
and death.... The war has been a means of bringing out 
men's goodness. Self-sacrifice, courage, love of 
camrades . rn 

"So let us stazt anothet war?" 
He rolled his head in good humor. "No. The devil 

has his work to do. Oob permits h i m  to do his work .... 
It is al1 in your Bnglish Bible. In Genesis . The 
fallen Lucifer was permitted to implant the spirit of 
evil in the souls of men. Where is evil? Not in God's 
creation. There is a great mystery but the mystery 
sometimes becoues less of a mystezy. For the devil 
brings war, and out of the w a r  canes gooâness . CEP, 
pp. 100-11 

Kenneth's weak heart has kept h i m  out of the army, and 

he has spent the w a r  yeare boosting home-front morale with 

light and frivolous nwela and musical camedies, which have 

begun to bring him a degree of wealth and fame. His 

mothetrs death from influenza and the tesulting dissolution 

of his family. as hie fathet moves to Canada w i t h  a new 

wife, w i l l  be the wounds the w a r  leavee on him. He and 

Domenico, collaborating on an opera. have moved to Monaco 



when the telegram arrives informing h i m  of his motherfs 

impending death. He arrives home moments aftet she dies. 

He brings his teenaged sister back to Monaco with him, and 

she and Domenico soon seduce each other. A hastily attanged 

wedding follows, and Renneth f inda himself with a "brother- 

in-lawn who is rapidïy climbing the church hierarchy, and 

who vil1 keep reappearing in hie life, preventing the 

cloaing of the wound of his apostasy. 

At the Campanati home near Milan, after the wedding 

guests have left, Kenneth is caïled into the library by 

Raffaele, the eldest brother, an austere and puritanical 

Italo-American businessman who will later be martyred at the 

hands of the Chicago Mafia for hi8 incorruptibility. He 

expresses his concern that Kenneth's hamosexuality will 

bring scanda1 upon the family, and especially upon Carlots 

priestly career. E[ennethts habitua1 discretion is abandoned 

in a burst of indignation: 

"So what does the head of the Campanati family wish me 
to do? To seek aome other careet? To dissinnilate my 
true nature? To drown myself in the Lago Maggiore?* 
Then the heat broke thraugh. "1 never in niy l i fe  heard 
such sanctimoaious iaipertinence. I t m  a free man and 
1'11 do what 1 danmed well please. Within," eo as not 
to appear totally anarchic and thus to eome extent 
justify U s  v i e w  of me, "the limits imposed by my own 
nature and by the laws of society and literary ethics. 
The C a m p a n a t i  family, 1 addeâ, sneering, m a  
famiglia catissima, religiosissima, purissima, 
santissfma. With your brother Domenico shagging 
everything that offered and likely to do so again, 
despite the state of holy matrimoay .... Your holy 





ecumenism, a movement  t o  which he has converted the 

ambitious Carlo. Kenneth, whose teligious scruples and 

conservatiwa have directly caueed his apostasy, is somewhat 

disturbed by the willingness of the two clerics to sacrifice 

ancient and long-cherished points of dogma on the altar of 

unity and compromise. 

Kenneth finds a temporary reeting place, and the great 

Platonic love of his life, in Kuala Kangsar, Malaya. 

Collapsing in a planter's club with a mild heart attack. he 

is attended by Dr. Philip Shawcross, wham we have already 

discussed in Chapter One. Shawctoss, a reader of Kenneth's 

novels, is described as "a young man in white shirt and 

shorts ami white long stockings, vezy brown and pared, 1 

could tell, by duty and heat and an athletic or certainly 

ascetic mode of living. [BP, p. 213 1 . In this short 

description, we are given several clear reasons for 

Ke~eth ' s  attraction to him: youth, purity, duty and 

asceticism. Both aesthetically and ethically, Philip is 

irreeistible to the lonely and vulneiable miter. B u t  

later, Toomey informa us that hi8 love for Philip has grown 

into samething purer and more spiritual than he hae ever 

known : 

There was nothing rematkable in Philipls body or brain; 
1 had to resurrect and dust off a concept long 
discarded by the huuianists whom 1 believed 1 had 
joined, namely the s p i r i t u s  of the theologians. the 



entity you could define only negatively and yet love 
positively, more, love ardently, with and to the final 
fire. So, hovever nluctantly, a man may be brought 
back to God. There ras no free will, we must accept, 
with love, the imposed pattern. [EP, p .  243 1 

When Philip gives Kenneth the tour of his hospital 

âiscussed in Chapter One, we l e m  of his atheism, a result 

of U s  compassionate horror at the physical suffering he has 

seen during his medical service in the east. Soon, as w e  

have seen, Philip joins the ranks of the suffering, when 

Mahalingam curses the doctor for hie inability to heal his 

son. Car10 arrives, a fat avenging angel, and his exorcism 

of Mahaïingam is a farcical and horrifying dualistic battle 

for the sou1 of Philip, whose body is beyond rescue, 

Despite the comic aspects of this scene, the 

manifestation of frighteningly real supernatural powers of 

both good and evil reassures Kenneth that Philip's atheism 

is  not a viable option for him. This tragic anû scarring 

encounter instead confimm K e ~ e t h  in hie suspicion, 

adumbated in his parting question to Pr. Frobisher years 

before, that, rather than no god, there are in fact two 

gods, one who creates and approves and one who demands and 

punishes . 
This wbitheism, for want of a better tem, is a 

metaphorical verbalization of the uManichaeanism" that 

Burgess has often claimed as his own avowed heresy. In the 

John Cullinan interview which has already been cited 
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frequently, Burgess clarifies the quaiified sense in which 

he applies such a label to himself: 

INTERVIBWBR: Several years ago you wrote, * 1 believe 
the wrong God is temporarily ruling the world and chat 
the true Goâ has gone un de^,^ and added that the 
novelistrs vocation predisposes him to t b i s  Manichean 
[sicl view. Do you still believe this? 

BüRGESS: 1 still hold this belief. 

INTERVIEWER: Whydo you think the novelist is 
predisposed to regard the world in tenus of "essential 
oppositionn? Ualike the Manicheans you seem to 
maintain a traditional Christian belief in original 
sin. 

BüRGESS: Novels are about conflicts. The novelistls 
world is one of essential oppositions of character, 
aspiration and so on. I t m  onïy a Manichee in the 
widest sense of believing that duality is the ultimate 
reality; the original sin bit is not really a 
contradiction, though it does lead one to depressingly 
French heresies, like Graham Greene's own Jansenism, as 
well as Albigensianisut (Joan of Arc's religion), 
Catharism, and so on. Iqm entitled to an eclectic 
theology as a novelist, if not as a human being. 
[Cullinan, p. 441 

Burgess's someorhat inexpert knowledge of these 

ndepressingly French heresies,"' shauld caution us to be 

vigilant when he uses other terme, such as Manichaean, 

Peiagian and Augustinian. Polymath though he vas, Burgess 

According t o  Gordon Leff in his gncycîopedia of 
Religion article on V a t h a i ,  the Albigensians were merely a 
geographical variant of the Cathari, not a separate heresy. 
[BR, Vol. 3 ,  pp. 115-71 Also, Burgess's identification of 
Joan with that particulat heresy seems rather arbitrary and 
unsupported . 
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was neither a theologian nor a church historian, and his 

"eclectic theologyrW much like the present authorts, was 

largely derived ftom a lifetime of undirected and 

idiosyncratically chosen reading . On a tactical level , 
Burgess himself admitted. =In our age itt s a weakness to 

make Catholic theology the basis of a novel, since it means 

everything's eut and M e d  and the author doesntt have to 

rethink things out ." [Cullinan, p. 421 

It will be helpful at t u s  point to consult the fout 

scholars mentioned above, who can clarify the accepted 

understanding of the heresies Burgess has used to underpin 

his fiction. Jaroslav Pelikan. for example, in the first 

volume of his magisterial The Christian Tradition, hinges 

the whole Pelagian-Augustinian debate upon diffelrent 

understandings of the nature and meaning of grace: 

Both positions spoke of grace as necessary for 
perfection; but Augustine eaw in grace the knowledge of 
the good. the joy in doing the good, and the capacity 
to will the good, while for Pelagius "the ability 
[possel came from God, but both "willing [vellel and 
"acting [esse]" depended on the free decision of man. 
[Pelikan, 1971 (Vol. 1) , p. 3151 

Pelagiust8 undcrstanding of grace, therefore, rendered 

the doctrine of original sin absurd, unjust and self- 

contradictory. Pelikan quotes Augustine quoting Pelagiusts 

disciple, Julian of Bclanwn: "If sin is natural, it is not 
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voluntary; if  it  is voluntary, it is not inb~rn.~ Another 

disciple, Celestius, outlined the Pelagian doctrine of sin 

in six cogent anâ concise propositions: 

Adam was created mortaï and would have died whether he 
had sinned or not sinned; the sin of Adam injuted only 
him,  not the human race; the law leads to the kingdom 
[of heavenl, just as the gospel does; even before the 
coming of Christ there were men withaut sin; newborn 
infants are in the same state in which Adam was before 
his transgression; the whole human race does not die 
through the death and transgression of Adam, nor does 
it rise again through the resurrection of Christ. 
[qpoted in  Pelikan, 1971 (Vol. 1) , pp. 315-61 

P e t e t  Brown, in The Body and Society, a study of 

asceticism and sexual renunciation in the early church, 

highlights Pelagiusle einphasis on the potential of humaa 

free w i l l .  A t  a time when the choice of a Christian 

lifestyle was seen as a total renunciation of "the heavy 

rust of compt  social habits associated with the cruel and 

deeply profane society of the Roman goveming classes," 

Pelagius could not accept the idea that God would c-d 

the impossible: 

No insuperable, inherited f a i l t y  stood between modern 
Christian8 and the capacity fitst bestowed on Adam and 
Eve to follow Ood1s camaiands to the full. Pelagiue and 
hie followers refused to believe that religious men and 
women were at the mercy of forces beyond the willfs 
control. Such a v i e w  struck Pelagius and hie 



supporters as tantamount t o  condoning moral totpot. 
Once such views gained a hold on the Church, Julian 
asserted, ail vices w d d  be shruggd off as no more 
thAn the inevitable faibles of a hilman nature that had 
fallen beyond n c a l l .  [Brown, 1988, p. 4111 

Pelagius begins to sound like a much more complex 

thinker than the blindly aptimistic Pollyanna portrayed in 

-derby1 s dream teleplay. He and his followets seemed to 

understand the principle of the self-fulfilluig prophecy: 

tell people they are bound to fail and they will not tzy to 

succeed; tell t h e m  they can succeed by their own efforts and 

they will try. 

Blaine Pagels, in Adam, m e ,  and the Sezpent, 

introduces a distinction highïy relevant to our concerns 

here. Pelagius and Augustine disagreed on the relation 

between what the philosophers cal1 "natural ev i ln  and the 

moral evil of sinfulness. Augustine, and Anthony BuEgess, 

seem to conflate the two, placing both beyond the conttol of 

human vil1 unaided by grace, and implying that human 

suffering muet in some way result from human sinfulness. 

Pelagius and J u l i a  saw natural evils -- the pangs of 

childbirth, mortality, earthquakes -- as brute facts 
causally unrelateâ to sin, and, like Carlo, felt that human 

suffering created opportunities for noble mora l  choices: 



Although death is necessary and universal. each of us 
has the mgans --- indeed. the responsibility -- to 
choose the response we take to our mortal condition. 
Rather than resisting death as a m o r t a l  enemy, Julian 
says, the sinner may welcame death or even seek it as a 
relief fram the sufferinge inùuced by sin. while the 
saint may receive death as a spiritual victory. No 
one, saint or sinner, escapes suffering, which remains 
unauoidable in nature. Yet each of us holds in our 
hands our spiritual destiny, which depends upon the 
choices we maka. [Pagels, 1988, p.  1421 

This viewpoint might easily be imagined coming out of 

the mouth or pen of Carlo Campanati, in any of the many 

homilies, interviews or essays by h i m  that appear in  EarthZy 

Powers. True, Carlo does speak often of the role of the 

devil in bringing evil into the world, but he denies any 

suggestion of human virtuels inability to overcaae the 

devil's efforts at temptation or possession. His work as an 

exorcist, for which he is famed and much in demand, would be 

a sham if he did not believe in the devil's vulnerability. 

Ironically, the only time Carlo fails in an attempted 

exorcism is inunediately before his election as pope. The 

devil is the first to cal1 h i m  Woly Fatherw ("vale sancte 

patern IBP, p.  5071 ) . Burgess ' s point seems to be that 

Carlo1 s election is a victory for the forces of evil . 
Toomey, on the other band, sees the devil (or, in his  

quasi-Manichaean tenus, the evil God) as victorious more 

often than not. Carlols miraculous healing of young Godfrey 

M a n n i n g  in a Chicago hospital in the 1920's bears corrupt 
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fruit in the 1960ts, when the beleaguered cu l t  leader. Gad 

Manning, dispenses a fatal eucharist of cyanide pills to his 

thousands of devotees, including Carlo's and Kenneth's 

grand-niece and her infant child. CarloBs mother18 heroic 

death while fighting the Nazis, Raffaelets gangland torture 

and death, Philip Shawcrosals horrific possession -- al1 are 
seeming rehearsals for the last anà most grotesque of 

demonic victories. Hortensels son John, an anthropologist, 

and his wife are in Africa researching aspects of native 

languages. Ke~eth's generosity has augmented John's 

slender funding to enable her to accompany him. Among a 

tribe only recently converted from cannibalistic human 

sacrifice to a regional fonn of Roman Catholicism, they are 

killed and consumed as the elements of an unsanctioned 

modified eucharist. 

This far-fetched and rather shrill tragedy is another 

polemical reductio ad absurdm in Burgess's w a r  against 

Vatican II. Conciliar permission to adapt the nature of the 

liturgy to suit local conditions anâ custams, he suggests, 

can lead to such horrors. Bis argument here seeme unworthy 

of h i m  and of the rest of the novel. both in its hystetia 

and in its implied tacim. Burgese ' s attitude towards other 
races, as may have become apparent, is complex and [out 

favorite orordl ambiguous. While he tends to treat the 

autochthons of the former British colonies with affection, 

respect and even envy bot to mention lust, as in Nothing 
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Like  the Sun and Etzderbyrs Dark Law) , Burgess seems to have 

a triumphalistic and untroubled sense of Eutopean culture's 

superiority in al1 spheres of endeavor, ethical and 

aesthetic, as well as scientific and technical. A whole 

other in-depth study of his writings could be devoted t o  

dealing with this dichotomy.' Let us now tum our 

attention to the question of Burgess's accuracy in 

identifying himself as a Wani~hee.~ 

W.H.C. Prend is especially helpful in sumimarizing the 

reasons for Manichaeanismls populazrity among the North 

African Christian intelligentsia of Augustine's youth and 

the apparent ease with which the two traditions could be 

syncretized : 

Al1 l i fe  was to be intezpreted in te- of a sttuggle 
between good and evil or light and darkness, and the 
spark of light within each one of us had to be purged 
from the evil body that encaeed it by the most tigorous 
moral practices. There was a streak of the 
revolutionary about the creed, for from Diocletian 
onward it had been proscribed by successive emperors 
anà alone among the religious deviafions of the period 
had never been tolerated. Yet it made converts, 
particularly among the intellectuals and also the 
Catholic clergy. In Africa the Manichaeanrr passed as 
Christians. They had absorbed the former Gnostic and 
perhape Matcionite coammioities and baeed their 
teachings not only upon the apocryphal lives of the 
Apostles, but on the dualist elements found in the 
Pauline Epistlee .... Augustine âid not intend to cease 
to be a Christian. H e  accepted Manichaeaa teaching as 

A significant beginning in this direction is Oeoffrey 
Aggelerls chapter entitled "In Quest of a Darker Culture. 
tAggeler, 1978, pp. 30-671 







As Czlo rises in the ecclesiastical hierarchy, U s  

discretion and caution fade by degrees, until, as Pope 

Gregory XVfI, he is openly proclaiming human perfectibility 

and dom-playing al1 but metaphorical inteigretations of the 

doctrine of original sin. Pope Gregory is Pope John XXI II 

taken to the nth degree, a savage caricature gleefully 

skiing doun the slippery slope of aggiornamento and populist 

appeai. Kenneth describes his metamorphosis from behind- 

the-scenes string-puller to cultural icon: 

ôn that early Octobet evening in 1958 Carlo Campanati 
left my l i fe  and his ample flesh spilled over from the 
confines of memoirs into the arena of history. You 
know as much about Pope Gregory XVII as 1. Henceforth 
1 was to see h i m  onïy blessing fatly in the media, 
kissing the feet of the poot, weeping with earthquake 
widows, treading the Via Crucis, embracing criminaïs 
and commist  leaders, inauguratins the Vatican Council 
which, under his leadership, his goading and coaxùig 
and bullying rather, was to modernize the Church and 
bring it closer to the neede of the people. He was, as 
you know, evemere: in Montevideo and Santiago and 
Caracas, pleading inviolate the righte of man against 
corrupt aird tyrannical regimes; in KarQaïa, encouraging 
the formation of the African Qurch; in Canterbury, 
fraternally embracing an Archbiehop who presided over 
the morganatic legacy of an woricide; in Sydney, 
respondfng to cries of Cood on ya. IEP, pp. 515-61 

Pope Gregory is obviously a conflation of John XXIII 

and Paul VI. John never left Italy during hi8 papacy. Nor 



did he live to see the end of the council, or to begin 

puttuig its ideas into practice. And it w a s  Paul, speaking 

in Kampala, Uganda, in 1969, who opened the door wide for a 

fu l ly  African Catholicism: 

"An adaptation of the Christian U f e  in the fields of 
pastord, ritual, didactic and spiritual activities is 
not onïy poss-ible, it is even favoured by the Church. 
The liturgical r e n e w a l  i s  a living example of this. 
And in this sense you may, and you must, have an 
Aftican Christianity. Indeed, you poesess human values 
and characteristic forms of culture w h i c h  can rise up 
to such perfection as to fiad in Christianity and for 
Christianity a true superior fullneas, and prove to be 
capable of a richness of expression al1 its own, and 
genuinely African. [quated in Hebblethwaite, 1978, p. 
911 

Other aspects of the career of Pope Gregory, such as 

his unyielding opposition to artificial contraception or to 

married or female clergy, strengthen his resemblance to the 

latter pope, although physically and in terms of personality 

he is clearly meant to caricature Papa Giovazzni .  

K e ~ e t h  watches a televized ~tadium mass u s h g  the new 

vernacular liturgy when the Pope visits America. His 

aesthetic dismay at w h a t  he sees is quite clearly shared by 

Burgess : 

The amas ras in Bnglish, an English direct and 
busineselike tather than arcane and mysterious. There 
was no nobility, which was in order, but there was a 
certain ineptitude of phrasing. "The Lord be with youm 
had to be answered by "And with you," but the need to 



stress that second p u  produced a kind of petulant 
squeaking. There were giuunicks of audience 
participation like the Wss of peace. The altar had 
taken on the look of a lacy conjurorr s table or even 
butchet's block. But  you got the full round face of 
Carlo, with hie huge camplicated nose and his shrewd 
eyes glazed in devoutness, s w i g g i n g  the chalice in 
unabashed v i e w ,  instead of hi8 broad back engrossed 
w i t h  the cross. The host was adminietered by a host of 
delegates .... 1 was sourlymoved. [EP, pp. 516-71 

Next we are treated to the unlikely spectacle of the 

Pope on a talk-show, fielding questions from the audience in 

perfectly inflected, colloquial American English. ~urgess 

presents Carlo as a competent simplifier of difficult 

concepts, Bishop Sheen on steroids, with a concise and 

quotable answer for every doubt. Discussing Carlols 

television persona with their ehared nephew, John, the 

doomed anthropologist , K e ~ e t h  predicts accurately the 

direction in which Carlofs papacy is moving: 

"Yeu wait. As his tour of the Americas continues helll 
talk more of love and less of d o m .  Helll shelve more 
and more of the hazd questions. Hetll talk of love 
because he wants to be loved himself. Gregory the 
beloveci. CEP, p. 5251 

The reference here is apecifically to postconciliar 

hints about the iuportance of individual conscience in 

matters of contraception, despite the firmnese of Hmanae 



Vitae, but the viewpoint is clearly generklizable to all 

ethicaï and moral issues under the new dispensation. 

Burgess portraye a modern Catholicism with no backbone, no 

real membership requiremenfs and no specifically unique 

descriptors other than the institution of the papacy itself 

and the limitation of clerical ordination to male celibates, 

both of w h i c h  eeem blatantly anachronistic in the context of 

the vast array of changea the Cnrirch has undergone. 

It eeems profoundly ironic that a self-described 

anarchist who advocates a morality based upon personal 

responsibility and f ree-will ethical choice [see Chapter 

Two] can resent so bittetly the changes Vatican II has 

wrought in a Church he no longer even considers his. 

Richard P. McBrien, a respected American Catholic columnis t , 

provides us with a haady list of what he considers to be 

some of the real achievements of the Council, against which 

w e  can measure Burgessrs critique. McBrien States that the 

Council : 

- Renewed the liturgy of the C h u c h ,  increaeing 
congregationai participation and insuring a much fuller 
understanding of the ritee. 

- Bxpanded our understanding of what it means to be 
Church, not siniply to 'belong taN the Chuch, w i t h  its 
concept of the Church as People of Ood. 

- Recognized that evezy baptized Christian, lay, 
cleric, and religious alike, sharea directly in the 
mission Christ gave the Church: to teach, to worship, 
and to transfonn the world. 



- Acknovledged the bonds of faith,  hope, and charity w e  
Catholics share with al1 other Christians, as w e l l  as 
aur caaianon brotherhood and sisterhood under God w i t h  
the other religious bodies of the world. 

- Summaned us to assume, with renewed viqor and 
dedication, our duty to- evangelize the world, not 
through preaching and catechesie but also through 
stniggle for social justice, human rights, anâ pea 

O ~ Y  
the 
.ce, 

- Remijlded us that the Church itself is always in need 
of repentance and purification and that the strongest 
argument for the tmth of the gospel is the Church's 
own living of it. 

- Reaffirmed the importance of the local church and, 
therefore, the righf. and duty of each local church to 
incarnate the gospel in ways that are consistent with 
local cultures. 

- Declared the radical equaïity of al1 humaa beings 
before God and their right to worship God according to 
the dictates of the i t  own consciences, [McBrien, 1992, 
p. 171 

The renewed emphasis on personal freedom of conscience 

and responeibility, rather than on the laity being dragged 

kicking and acreaming through the gates of heaven by saintly 

and charismatic clergy, se- to be exactly what the author 

of A Clockvork Orange would advocate. The encouragement of 

diverse viewpoints and modes of expression, including 

especially the alevation of the vernacular to a liturgical 

funct ion, thereby opening up creative opportunities for 

writers and lyricists of al1 ethnic groups, should be 

thrilling for an artist and critic interested in linguistics 

and the interplay of variaus artforma. The idea that the 

Church is the "People of Goà, rather than some f aceless , 

self-perpetuating, bureaucratie and hierarchical juggernaut, 
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should appeal to the writet who made the eame sort of point 

about the military in The W a i r t i n g  Seed and about unions in 

1985 . 
Of course, much of Burgess's âiscomfort w i t h  

postconciliar Catholicism steamed from an intellectual and 

aesthetic elitism that had more of the antiquarian than of 

the conservative about it. Fluent in Latin and Greek, and 

possessing a refined awareness of music and art ,  he seemed 

to fear that a great heritage was being abandoned. Clearly, 

the changes the Church was undezgoing iniaediately after the 

Council seemed to Burgess to be just another manifestation 

of the "si~ties,~ a decade in which he felt il1 at ease. It 

seemed to h i m  a time of facile answers to difficult 

questions in the political sphere, a time of barbaroue and 

untutored music, literature and art, a time of obsessive 

navel-gazhg and self-righteousness. 

Of course, the architects and sponsors of Vatican II 

were not hippies or Jesus freaks; they were Burgess's 

contemporaries or seniors, men of learning and culture 

steeped in the same tradition whose eupposed abandonment he 

lamented. But, ualike Burgess, they did not see the Church 

as a frozen mementa of a lost golden age of the mind and 

spirit. They had lived with an organic and dynamic Church 

for al1 their adult lives. They k a e w  its strengths and 

f railties, its greatness and its sinfuîness. They knew the 

t i m e  was ripe for a leap of faith. 



Burgess did not know the Church from the inside. He 

remembered it as a part of hie childhood, the cradle of his 

aesthetic and intellectual fomation. While bis novels 

portrayed the Chutch quFte accurately as growing and 

changing with the tides of histozy, as inextricably 

implicated in and contaminated by the political fortunes of 

Europe and its colonies, he still cherished an image of an 

extrahistorical, untainted, paradigrnatic Catholicism, which 

he believed had been blown away when John 1LnIIf had opened 

the windows of the Church, in his more cantankerous and 

incautious public pronouncements, he actually went so f ar as 

to assert that the pope wae in the service of the devil: 

It was while living in Rome that 1 asked the Church, in 
the press, on radio, on television, to consider 
Christ's state-t, *By their fruits shall ye know 
them. 1 f Pope John XItIII had been so saintly, why  was 
Catholicism falling to pieces? He may not have been 
responsible For al1 the innovations of the Second 
Vatican Council, but he had let thern go through. The 
vernacular Mass was a disgrace. 1 had met priests in 
America who no longer knew what they believed in. It 
was considered virtuous for a cardinal to have 
forgotten his penny catechimn a& say that love and 
love alone counted. The cult of a fat personality [! 1 
had driven out the old intellectual rigour of the 
faith. tYHYT, pp. 349-501 

Such subjective, unsubstantiated coraplaints are hard to 

discuss in a rational manner. The pope's corpulence, for 

example, does not have moral significance in itaelf, but in 

E a r t h l y  Powers, Carlo1 s gluttony and avidity are 

inextricably linked with his Pelagian views. Other turns of 



phrase in the above quotation -- nfalling to pieces ... a 
disgracew -- eound like the tired griping of an inarticulate 
reactionaq who ha8 lived too long (Yuu've Had Your Time! ) ,  

rather than the rapiet-like subtleties of the master 

polemicist Burgess was . .I had m e t  priests . . . " Who hasn' t , 

and what does it prova? "If was considered virtuous ..." By 
whom, am3 why? 

The reader will have noticed a much more criticaï tone 

in this chaptet than in the previous three. As this thesis 

has slowly and haïtingly evolved, Burgess's inconsistency in 

this one area ha8 seemed ever more glaring. Hie careet-long 

quest for an ethicaï system based upon duty, compassion and 

freedam of moral choice, which has animated so vast a range 

of novelistic styles and themes, was still in progress when 

he wrote GarthZy Powers.  But, as has been demonstrated, he 

was blind to the fact that Roman Catholicism had moved in 

the same direction. Distracted by a sort of cognitive 

dissonance caused by the clash between hie nostalgia for a 

church that really never exiated except in his own mind, on 

the one hand, and the admittedly messy growing pains of a 

living Chutch undergoing an ongoing process of rebirth, he 

failed to see the similarities between his values and those 

of the postconciliar -ch. 

B a r t h l y  Powers is a flawed masterpiece, but a 

masterpiece nonetheless. W e  wete warned at the beginning of 

both the novel and this thesis that its narrator was 







Throughout the maay novels diacussed in this thesis, 

(twelve or thirteen, depending upon whether the Enderby 

novels are treated as a trilogy or a tetralogy), several 

comnon themes have emerged. 1 decided to do a religious 

studiee thesis on Anthony Burgess in the fitst place because 

his fiction seemed to me to ask serious and relevant 

religious questions, questions about the reality of evil in 

the world, the nature and significance of free will, the 

meaning of such virtues as fidelity, campassion and duty, 

and the problem of suffering. 

As 1 continued to read Burgess, and to read h i m  more 

critically and searchingly, 1 began to recogeize themes and 

recurring motifs that carried over from novel to novel. The 

iconic figures of Pelagius anâ Augustine, continuing their 

ancient debate about humari perfectibility and the need for 

divine grace, kept materializing in one guise or another. 

Illness and death, madaess and violence, exile and flight, 

names and masks, ecstasy and abjection -- Burgess's 
characters always seem to be breaking through the boundaries 

of comfort and safety, into an unknown territory where the 

meaning behind their liws is tested and explorad. 
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These irruptions, for the most part, are caused by 

forces so great that the characters could easily be dwarfed 

if they were not so fully drawn. Having lived through w a r s ,  

epiddcs, the birth of countries and the putative death of 

God, Burgess understood tâe hietory of hi8 time and its 

potential for creating havoc in the ordetly, settled lives 

of ordinary people. Even the exttaordinary -- characters 
like Freud, Keats or Shakespeare -- are often swept up by 
movements or situations beyond their control. In these 

times of social chaos, umerited physical suffering or 

exile, the characters in his novels must always utake 

choices, and there are no guarantees that what appears to be 

the right choice will turn out well. Often the opposite 

occuts. Choices made out of compassion, heroism and 

altruism unleash horrible consequences. 

But Burgess argues consistently that such decisions, 

despite their conseqyences, are nonetheless ethically 

praiseworthy. The real evil, for Burgess, is any system or 

regime or technique that attempts to take the power of 

making choices away f rom the individual. Behaviorist social 

control, closed-shop unionism, religiouir exclusivism and 

militazy discipline al1 shate this aame potential for 

arrogating to themselves the individualts right and 

responsibility of moral choice. 

In order to demonstrate this consistency in his 

thought, and, a fortiori,  to point out those areas where his 
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inconsietency is glaring, 1 have set myself a conplex task. 

1 have classified the novels discussed into four distinct 

areas of concern: the problem of physical suffering (Qiapter 

One), the struggïe for individual autonamy against coexcive 

monolithic power (Chapter Two), the ethical role of the 

writer in society (Chapter Three), and the problem of belief 

in changing Raman Catholicimn (Chapter Four). The 

superhuman breadth of Burgessls learning and interests, 

allowing h i m  to mite convincingly about so many 

enviroaments , eras and situations, bas necessitated this 

type of approach. 

One result of this breadth and diversity is the 

requirement of a large and varied group of critical voices 

to be placed in dialogue with his thought. Julia Kristevals 

blending of psychoanalytic theory and literary criticism has 

brought mch light to bear on Burgessfs handling of the 

abjection of physical suffering. Michel Foucault's 

description of the clinical gaze tesonates well w i t h  

Burgess's understanding of the potential for 

depersonalization of the patient in modern medical 

technology. Daniel Berrigan brings a contrasting type of 

Christian-based anarchism to set beside Burgess's own. 

Karen Lebacqz sharea and syetematizes Burgeesls emphasis on 

responsibility and covenant, as oppose6 to individualist 

righte . Our panel of chutch historiane, Pelikan, B r o n i ,  

Prend and Pagels, has been useful in clarifying and fleshing 
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ethicaï lessons and the patness and closure of his anecdotes 

often militate against hïs dogmatic description of the 

ambiguities and ïnessiness of real life. His fiction, in 

other words, is of ten more realistic than his 

autobiographies. 

And yet, Burgess talks,  over and wer  again, about the 

sacred task of the orriter, the projection of a vision of 

unity and coherence to assist the reader in understanding 

the nature and options of mora l  choice in a universe that 

feels duaïistic and embattled. The real measure of his 

craft and depth is the fact that he often succeeds in having 

his cake and eating it too. while fashioning cynical, 

pessimistic and surreal novels that focus hatrowingly on the 

ethical duoverse he believes we inhabit, he is able to 

present convincing and inspiring tales of triulllphe and 

tragedies of characters searching for that sense of unity 

and coherence. 

His solution, though he would not have phrased it in 

this way, often seems to bear soue resemblance to the 

Buddha's Middle Path. The phrase "the consolations of 

ambiguity," applied to BurgessVs work by Robert K. Morris 

[See Chapter Threel, characterizes this understanding well. 

Ail life is ambiguity. We are creatures of light and 

darkiess, nobility and baseness, purity and corruption, 

altruism and selfishness. The first step in an individual's 

ethical maturation is the acceptance of this reality. 
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Burgess suggests that, having accepted this image of 

the self as a battleground of ethical opposites, one mst 

take on responsfbility, ownership, autonoq over one's 

ethical destiny. One's potentidl for moral choice must not 

be surrendered to the state, the church, or any other 

heteronamus body. Such an abdication of responsibility is 

tantamount to ceasing to be human, to becamhg a mechanism - 
- a clockwork orange. Similarly, one cannot attampt to 

escape fram this life-situation of dualism and ambiguity. 

Al1 promises of escape are illueory, leading one only to new 

dualisms, new ambiguities, new crises. 

Al1 good-faith moral decisions have basically the same 

effect as tzying to escape -- they present new situations in 

which moral choices have to be made. and the questions seem 

to get progressively more difficult and canplex as we 

mature. But Burgess argues convincingly that w e  becume 

better persona (or, in negative te-, less likely to 

contribute to the sum total of evil in the wodd) by 

accepting the responsibility for the moral choices we make. 

What are the guidelines and considerations in making 

theee moral choices? Self-interest play8 a part -- we mist 
survive in order to continue shouldering aur responsibility. 

But Burgess clearly does not equate autonomy and anarchism 

with selfish individualimn. The vfrtues he ptivileges al1 

favor the building up o f  coamaioity, friendship and family. 

Responeibility, duty and fidelity are al1 powerful words to 
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him, words he, and his protagonists, often use with a regret 

so strong that it borders on emotional lability. His 

autobiography is filled pfth lamentation at hie failures in 

realizing these goals in U s  life, goals which Enderby, 

Toomey and other protagonists also etniggled haltingly to 

achieve . 
We aspire to reach each other, but out arms fa11 short. 

we live in discontinuity, incaaipleteness, inner @oneness. 

The recognition of this state can lead to a suicida1 sense 

of alienation or it can lead to a healing sense of the 

comic. There is an aspect of playfulness, of the ludic 

nature of l i f  e, to which Burgess of ten referred. W e  are in 

a sort of game, in which we are presented with situations 

requiring decisions. Bach decision leads to another turn. 

We play the game with other people as partners or opponents, 

cooperators or canpetitors -- our relationship with these 
others is based on the choices we make. The consequences of 

decisions made by the players can include laughtet as well 

as tears, often both at the same time, depending on one's 

breadth of view. When our decisions lead to happiness, 

Burgess recognizes, gratitude for blessings received -- 
health, family, friendship, the beauties of nature and the 

consolations of art and leatning -- plays a great part in 

our ability to find the ludic aspects of our life. The 

humor we acknowledge in our life ptedicaments gives us many 

benefits, including healing and a sense of proportion. 
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Humor and playfulness are not trivial epiphenomena unrelated 

to our salvation, redemption or s u d v a l .  They are virtues 

in themselves, essential s u m i v a l  skills. Burgess often 

stated that he found comedy in life situations despite his 

best ef forta to be morally earnest and pessimistic. 

The transcendent moments in life, his n m l s  suggest, 

ocnrr when we are able to make reai contact with something 

larger than ourselves. This sense of uaity is usually 

achieved through compassion, which for Burgess seems to be 

the primary virtue, a8 well as the most difficult to 

practice. Its camplexity is a result of the arnbiguity in 

which w e  live, aur lack of full knowledge of the drives and 

desires of others anà of the likely consequences of o u  

actions. Compassion is a powerful fotce, capable of 

mobilizing inaividuals and whole canaainities to prodigies of 

heroism, sacrifice and effort. 

He warns us in many of his novels that compassion is 

often misguided, wrong-headed and perversely dangerous. 

Hindsight can show us myiv occasions when cruelty would have 

been the greater kindness. But one of the rules of the game 

we play is that, d i k e  Merlin, we cannot live bachards, 

using hindsight as an ethical guide. We can leam from o u  

mistakes, surely, but the rules and situations in which our 

moral choicee are made keep shifting and changing, often 

making out acquired knovledge undependable and misleading. 

The consolation residing within this ambiguity, 1 believe 
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Butgess is saying, is that compassion is always the right 

choice -- a moral absolute -- not because of its 
coneequences, but because of its unitive power, its Owith- 

nessw ( compassio, a suff ering or experiencing w i t h )  . 
Compassion a ï l o w s  us to achieve temporary unity w i t h  other 

suf tering, autonoumus, striving, sinful inAividuals . And 

the moral choice to act compassionately, to surrender our 

precious autonamy and s u ~ v a l  instinct to something greater 

than ourselves, is our autonauyt s highest victory - - the 
victory of love. 
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